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aine Savings sinks
• By Monte Paulsen

By 4:30 p.m. on Feb. 1, a dozen cars with out-of-state
plates sat idling in the parking lot behind Maine Savings
Plaza on Congress Street. Federal regulators waited
behind the steering wheels, like sharks read y to sink
their teeth into Maine Savings Bank.
As the clock struck fi ve, there was a flurry of blue and
gray suits as 85 federal regulators and so Fleet executives
boarded Maine Savings. By 3 am. the next morning,
they had completed the largest transaction in Maine

banking history: Maine Savings Bank, battered by
losses rooted in bad real estate loans, was declared
insolvent, seized by federal regulators, and sold to
Fleet Bank of Maine.
On Monday morning, all 26 branches of what was
once Maine Savings Bank opened as part of Fleet. All
accounts - including those over the federally insured
$100,000 limit - had been transferred.
Nylon banners emblazoned with Fleet Bank's insignia already covered most of Maine Savings' signs.
At the Congress Street branch, muffins, pastries, fresh

Lights, cameras,
litigation

FREE

Portlanders will soon be
starring in their own courtroom dramas, thanks to a
recent Maine Supreme Court
decision allOwing TV cameras
in Maine courts. The high
court set aside concerns that
victims and witnesses will be
afraid to come forward if
they know their faces might
be flashed on TV. page 2

fruit and juice were served alongside a form letter that
assured customers that the sale to Fleet "was very good
news to all of us."
For Fleet, there was much to celebrate. In swallowing
Maine Savings, Fleet stomached the southern Maine
market position it had been nibbling atfor years. Without
spending a penny, it became Maine's largest bank.
But for the taxpayers who will ultimately pay
upwards of $200 million for the Maine Savings bailoutthere is no free lunch.
• Continued an page 8
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Rock and rollover

• By W.D. Cutlip

Over the last four decades, various rock artists
have taken turns recording and releasing upbeat
songs with this message: ''Rock 'n' Roll Will Never
Die." It would seem that someone needed to be
convinced. Apparently, a great many ·people were;
rock 'n' roll is still very much with us.
But if you look at rock very closely these days, you
will see that rock is in fact brain dead, its bloated
carcass sustained only by the unnatural life supports

of a rigidly closed recording and distribution
industry.
Market forces rule the airwaves. Promoters and
producers have a rigidly fixed notion of what good
music looks like - and, to a much lesser extent, what
good music sounds like. They bought it; they control
it. Therefore real change is no longer possible in rock
'n' roll. Repetition is rampant; ditto imitation. Rest in
peace.
Here in Portland, many rock 'n' roll musiciansgood, talented, eXciting people - vociferously deny

that the collective rocking brain wave is flat. Their
point of view is represented here, juxtaposed with the
simple observations of unbiased and unvarnished
truth that have led me to this conclusion.
Weigh the matter carefully in your mind. Tum on
your radio; that will help. And when you are done
thinking and weighing, I beg you, in the name of art,
good sense and good taste, to pull the plug.
Rock 'n' roll would have wanted it that way.
• Continued on page 10
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50% off - SALE

100% wool SUITS $297 reg 5595 Q5 SPORTCOATS 599 reg 5225
100% wool SLACKS $49 reg 598 Q5 SWEATERS 1/2 price
cotton pinpoint SHIRTS f/5 down PARKAS
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A. H. BEN 0 I T & C O.
188 Middle Street -In the Old Port. Portland. Maine

ALl\tI:C>ST FREE
Friday- All you can eat
Homemade
Spanikopita
Fish n' chips
Turkey
(Portland's
(Yes, it's fresh haddock)
Dinner
Original)
8.95
1.95
7.50
HONEST FOOD AT HONEST PRICES

A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portland: January 29 through February 5, 1991.
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Cameras to roll In Maine courts
Portlanders on either side of the bar will star in their own
courtroom dramas now that the Maine Supreme Court has
agreed to a limited test of the use of cameras, microphones and
other electronic equipment in Cumberland County Courthouse
and a handful of the state's trial rourts. But victims of sex
crimes and other violent crimes won't have to worry about
being on TV - for now.
The 4-3 opinion by the high court permits a two-year
experiment involving roverage of trials and other proceedings.
The Maine Supreme Judicial Court ruling followed a request by
representatives of the broadcast and print media for a test of the
impact of camera roverage. The Maine Supreme Court began
allowing cameras in its rourtroom in 1982, but has kept lower
courts off-limits to cameras. The justices' rationale had been that
witnesses and victims would be reluctant to come forward if
they knew their faces might be flashed on TV.
And although the court is permitting cameras, it still may
restrict them from "any trial of a sex crime or other crime of
violence against a living witness, any adoption or child custody
hearing, any trade-secret suit, and any suppression or probable
cause hearing," acrording to the ruling.
"I think this is very good news," said Jeff Marks, station
manager of WCSH-TV in Portland. "We will try to make any
experiment with cameras and microphones in the rourts work.
"Obviously, we would like to be in all courtrooms in all cases
right away. But that's not the issue. The issue is that cameras
aru:h:nicrophones, just like a reporter's notebook and pen, have
a phtce in the coverage of ~ judicial system:' he said.
Marks said he was disappointed that the high court may ban
coverage of trials involving sex crimes or violent crimes where
there is a living witness. But he said he believes that during the
two-year experiment, the news media will be able to show the
high court that it can handle sensitive cases in a responsible
manner_
Jonathan Piper, a Portland lawyer who filed the petition on
behalf of Maine TV and radio stations, said that virtually every
one of the 37 states that has had a trial period like Maine's has
opted to allow cameras in courtrooms permanently.

Biddeford couple guilty of accepting
money stolen from church
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to a desk job on land but
refused the job.
Exxon adopted the policy
after the captain of the Exxon
Valdez was acOlsed of
getting tanked prior to the
massive oil spill off Alaska in
1989.

Singh loses Inn
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A Cumberland County Superior Court jury deliberated less
than two hours on Feb. 4 before finding a Biddeford couple
guilty of accepting $400,000 stolen from a church.
Michael Fournier, 28, and Shelley Cook, 26, were charged
with taking money that Fournier's mother had stolen from a
Brunswick church. Prosecutors held that Fournier and Cook
used the money to finance a lavish lifestyle that included
vacations to Atlantic City, Aruba and Miami, as well as the
purchase of a $12,000 boat.
Fournier's mother, Muriel Fournier, testified that her son
constantly pressured her to steal from the St. John the Baptist
Church in Brunswick. She had admitted to embezzling more
than $500,000 from the church.
Defense Attorney James P. Boone contended that Fournier
thought the money came from an inheritance from his grandfather. Cook testified that she didn't know the money was
obtained illegally.
Cook said she never asked her mother-in-law how she rould
afford to pay their $1,OOO-a-month rent on a Gorham house or
to wire money to them on a gambling trip in Atlantic City. "It
wasn't any of my business," Cook testified.
Fournier was charged with 15 counts of aggravated theft
and another theft charge in connection with a $14,929 check
used to pay for 14 first-class airline tickets and hotel rooms in
Jamaica. Cook was charged with 10 aggravated theft charges
and for writing a $2,200 bad check.
Cook, who married Fournier in 1989 but had not divorced
her previous husband, also faces charges of bigamy that will be
tried at a later date.

On Jan. 29 a California
bank became the new owner
of developer Pritam Singh's
financially troubled Inn By
The Sea resort in Cape
Elizabeth.
Union Federal Savings
Bank of Brea, Calif., which
holds the mortgage on the
inn, paid over $113,0()() in
back taxes to keep the town
from foreclosing on the
multimillion dollar resort.
Thl! bank says it plans to
sell the inn, which Singh built
in 1986 at a cost of nearly $8
million. At the 1986 opening,
Singh said the inn was the
first of many hotels he
planned to build up and
down the East Coast.
In 1990, Cape Elizabeth
reduced the value of the inn
from $5.6 million to $3.8
million, reflecting a decline in
the inn's income and the
softening economy.
The bank's bailout of
Singh, the developer of
Freeport CrOSSing, the
Holden Block at Main and
Bow streets in Freeport and
other buildings in Greater
Portland, closes the book on
the Florida developer's
interests in Maine. Last year
Singh sold his other Maine
properties for $28 million.

Exxon ruling fuels
local fight
The Maine Human Rights
Commission has ruled that>
Exxon Shipping Co. Inc.
discriminated against a
Yarmouth man who had
undergone alcohol rehabilitation. But Exxon claims the
state agency has no jUrisdiCtion in the case.
The commission faulted
the Houston-based
company's policy barring
employees who have undergone alcohol rehabilitation
from holding some jobs on oil
tankers. The panel, voting 40, said Jan. 28 that the policy
does not take into account
former chief engineer
Theodore M. Ellenwood's
present alcohol-free rondition.
Ellenwood's lawyer, Peter
Bennett, said the
commission's finding may
bolster Ellenwood's case in
U.s. District Court in Portland, in which Ellenwood is
also challenging Exxon's
policy.
But Exxon attorney
Charles G. Bakaly Jr. said that
the Maine agency has no
jurisdiction over the oil giant
because it does not have
operations in the state,
adding that Ellenwood's
paychecks came from
Houston. "The only ronnection is that Ellenwood
chooses to live in Maine,"
said Bakaly.
Ellenwood, 45, had been a
chief engineer on tankers for
five years before he went on
the wagon in 1988. Nter the
company adopted a policy
barring anyone who had
undergone alcohol rehabilitation from working as a chief
engineer or in certain other
positions, he was reassigned

#

you can WIN
with a losing ticketl

Pro-war, anti-war
speakers opine...

•

A day-long teach·in at the
University of Southern Maine
in Gorham drew an audience
of 300 and often pitted
speakers who support the
Persian Gulf War against
those who oppose it.
Sais A. Abdulla, a political
science professor from the
University of Kuwait, was
among those arguing that the
war was caused by Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein.
'1raq under Saddam
doesn't fit the times or value
systems of world SOciety," he
told an audience of more than
300.
Donna Baker, Maine
coordinator for the Military
Families Support Network,
said her group doesn't
condone Saddam's actions,
but also doesn't support
President Bush for taking the
United States to war.
"We are opposed to an
offensive military operation
in the gulf," said Baker. "But
we are not radicals. We
consider ourselves patriotic.
We anguish for our loved
ones there. All this country is
united behind our troops but
not behind Bush. The president ... didn't allow enough
time for sanctions and
diplomatic solutions to
work."

... while rallies
draw hundreds
Hundreds of flag-waving
demonstrators rallied in three
Maine cities on Feb. 2, to
show support for U.S. troops
in the Persian Gulf.
In Lewiston, roughly 600
people marched. The marchers chanted "U-S-A" and
carried signs with slogans
such as "Support U.S.
Troops" and "Sad dam is
DEAD Wrong." Later, they
listened to speeches and sang
patriotic songs. Phil Bray, one
of the organizers, said he and
his wife Julie started organiZing the rally after seeing news
coverage of anti-war protesters since the war broke out
against Iraq on Jan. 16. "I
know many families with
relatives over there. There are
many families with problems
now. We need to support
these families and our
soldiers over there," Bray
said. "It would be highly
insensitive to do otherwise."
In Westbrook, about 70
people turned out for a
protest from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. at Riverbank Park,
where they sang patriotic
songs.
And in front of the
Statehouse in Augusta, about
170 demonstrators rallied in
support of U.S. troops in the
war against Iraq.

• Continued on page 4
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Freeport, Maine
Phone 865-6961

, • balloon bouquets
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Valentine's Day
Deliveries by:
• Cupid
• Puffed Heart
• Candy Kiss
• Valentine Gorilla
• 'IUxedo
315 Auburn Rd.

PQrtland, Me
878-2002 or
fax 797 -0441

Dream A Little •••
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
fabulous food
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THE GOOD EGG CAFE

LIVE MUSIC • NEW EXPANDED SUPPER MENU
PIZZA • EVENING HOURS 5-1 aPM • 7 DAYS
705 CONGRESS STREET • PORTLAND
PIZZA HOTLINE. 773.0801
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S.D. Warren plans
to lower Sebago
Lake ••.
• Continued from page 3

Unemployment
rate climbs,
layoffs continue

The Big Deal
Free 2nd set of 4" prints
plus free film every day of the week!

Free Neon Sunglasses
When you purchase 3 rolls of Konica film
for only 6.99 35mm 24 exposure ]00 asa
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883-7363

City Center, Pon/and • m -7196
71 US Roure I, ScarhnrouRh •

CUSTOM JEWELERY
by

SUSAN BICKFORD
Choose from the largest
selection in Maine,
exclusive to FO. Bailey

F.O. BAIlEY

Maine's unemployment
rate in December was 6.6
percent, a full point above the
national average and further
evidence of the state's
deteriorating economy.
December's jobless rate was
significantly higher than the
4.5 percent recorded in Maine
in December 1989, and well
above the national rate of 5.6
percent.
It was the second consecutive month in which Maine's
jobless rate was higher than
the nation's. And the news
from m-ajor employers in
Maine continues to be bleak:
• The Portsmouth Naval
Shipyard announced that
more than 600 workers
would lose their jobs. The
shipyard will issue notices to
617 employees that their jobs
are being terminated, effective April 6, said spokeswoman Mary Anne
Mascianica. The layoffs
stemmed from a decline in
work repairing submarines at
each of the coun try' s eigh t
naval shipyards. Slightly
more than 50 percent of the
shipyard's workers are from
Maine and most of the rest
are from New Hampshire.
• G.H. Bass & Co., meanwhile, is laying off between
50 and 70 of the 850 workers
at its shoe manufacturing
plant in Wilton because of the
slumping economy.

Portland hard hats
fined for safety

Sterling Silver or
18k gold vermeil or wash

ANTIQUARIANS

141 Middle Street, Portland, Maine 04101, (207) n4-1479 or 774-1470, FAX (207) 774-7914

PERSONAL
CALL®

It's here! And it
could change your
Valentine's Day ...
See Classified Section for details_

A Portland construction
firm has been fined $11,300
for 12 separate safety violations at a work site in
Freeport, according to the
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration
(OSHA).
C. William Freeman,
OSHA officer for Maine, said
the alleged violations were
discovered during a Dec. 19
inspection at Keefe Construction Co.'s CrOSSing D construction site in Freeport.
Among the infractions was
an $8,000 "willful" violation
for failing to provide guardrails or toeboards at the ends
of a scaffold. Among the 11
other "serious" violations
was a $3,000 fine for lack of
guardrails or toeboards on a
mobile scaffold.
"It's the employer's
responsibili ty to take all
reasonable steps to eliminate
such hazards and to provide
a safe workplace," Freeman
said. "Failure to do so is
unacceptable."
The company has 15
working days from receipt of
the citations and proposed
penalties to contest them.

S.D. Warren Co. of
Westbrook announced on
Jan. 30 that it plans to
manage Sebago Lake's water
level to "pacify landowners,
boating interests and stave
off state management of the
lake."
The SD_Warren plan
comes after homeowners and
marina owners complained
about damage to their
properties caused by high
lake levels. S.D. Warren has
steadily raised the water
levels in the lake since 1982 to
maximize the company's
hydroelectric production.
The Department of
Environmental Protection
(DEP) issued a report two
months ago calling for S.D.
Warren to lower the water
level of the lake at its Eel
Weir Dam to reduce erosion
of beaches and property.
According to the S.D.
Warren plan, the company
will drain Sebago Lake to a
maximum of 267.5 feet by
Oct. 15 to accommodate boat
owners who need the higher
lake levels to move their
boats onshore for winter
storage.
SD. Warren will allow the
lake level to fall between 264
feet and 'Z67 feet through the
end of January. From February through May, S.D.
Warren will allow the lake to
fill up to its legal limit of
270.63 feet.
Jeff Dennis, a biologist
with the DEP's lake division,
said the DEP was still
studying the S.D. Warren
proposal to determine if it
meets the report's concerns.

You don't have to own
a downtown boutique

... and S.D. Warren
parent reports
lower earnings
S.D. Warren parent
company Scott Paper Co.
reported its first drop in
earnings in eight years,
down 18 percent in 1990 from
1989.
Scott's chairman and CEO,
Philip E. Lippincott, said,
"S.D. Warren, our printing
and publishing papers
business, was by far the
largest negative factor
impacting our year-to-year
performance, trailing 1989 by
approximately 60 cents a
share."
Scott announced last
month that it was putting
S.D_ Warren's paper mill in
Westbrook up for sale in part
because it wasn't performing
as well as the division' s other
mills. At that time, Scott also
announced it would eliminate up to 125 jobs at the
Westbrook plant.

Brennan gets job
After losing a bid to unseat
Gov. John R McKernan and
gain a third term as Maine's
chief executive, Joe Brennan
is back practicing law at a
Washington, D.C. law firm.
Brennan has accepted a job
• Continued on page 6
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. ..to advertise in
Casco Bay Weekly.
RUSSELL TURNER cleans the bathrooms,
shovels the snow, turns on the lights and
owns Raoul 's Roadside Attraction. It's a bar
that doesn't take life too seriously.
But because Raoul's Sits a few miles out
Forest Avenue - off the beaten track for
some Portlanders - Russell takes his
advertising very seriously. That's why he
bought an ad in the very first issue of Casco
Bay Weekly. And that's why he's run an ad in
every issue since.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER
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went from an average of
$255 per pound in 1989 to
$2.01 per pound in 1990,

• Continued from page 4

OTHER GREAT SHOWS! - - 218 ,. Pousette - Dart Band
219" Buddy Wachter and Doc's Banjo Band American Cancer Society Benefit
2/15 .... AI Rapone & The Zydeco Express First Zydeco Grammy Winnerl
2121 ... Sarah Hickman & Cliff Eberhdt
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Portlanders
scramble to save
time-temp sign
Portland area
businesspeople have
launched a fund raising
campaign to keep the time
and temperature sign over
Monument Square blinking.
Lee Urban, an attorney in
Portland, said he and a group
of businesspeople and
landowners are organizing a
fund raiser to restore the sign
and keep it going for a year.
Urban said the committee
wants to come up with a
long-term solution to maintain the sign as well.
'1t's more than just a sign.
It's become a symbol of
downtown Portland. We've
seen Porteous dose, Maine
Savings bought out, and now
a sign about to be taken
down. This could be perceived as a downward spiral.
U <the sign) stays up, it can
become a symbol of resurgence of downtown Portland," Urban said.
The owner of the building
at 477-481 Congress St.,
where the sign is located,
can't afford to maintain it,
Urban said. The committee
wants to raise up to $15,000
to repair the sign, and up to
$20,000 to pay for utilities
and routine maintenance and
repairs.
The sign has perched atop
the Congress St. building
since 1964.

VIDEOPORT
151 Middle St.

at the law firm of Verner,
Liipfert, Bernhard,
McPherson and Hand, and
said he's not sure what
special role, if any, he will
have as an associate. But
Brennan, who served four
years in Congress after
eigh t as governor, said he
continues to have a strong
interest in state and national
affairs. He would not say
whether he will work as a
lobbyist.
Brennan served four terms
in the Maine Legislature, and
was the state's attorney
general for four years before
he was first elected governor
in 1978. About the possibility
of running for office again,
Brennan said, '1 don't think
it's wise for anybody to rule
anything out."
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More lobsters, less
money for
lobstermen In '90
The lobster landing for
1990 reached a recordbreaking 6.8 million pounds
in Cumberland County,
according to the National
Marine Fisheries, but prices
dropped 54 cents per pound
from 1989.
Bob Morrill of the National
Marine Fisheries said lobster
prices in Cumberland County

lower than all other Maine
counties. He said 5.8 million
pounds were landed in
Cumberland County in 1989.
"That's the lowest average
price since 1981," Morrill
said.
Alan Caron of the Maine
Lobsterman's Marketing
Group attributes the increase
in the lobster population to a
depletion of the lobster's
natural predators.
"The young lobsters are
not being eaten because cod
and haddock populations
have been decimated," Caron
said. "The food chains have
been interrupted."
The lobster landing for the
entire state of Maine was also
a record in 1990 with 27.8
million pounds, up from 24.4
million pounds in 1989.

Restaurants help
homeless
On Valentine's Day, some
Portland restaurants will fork
over 10 percent of their
lunch time proceeds to the
homeless and low-income
families, Katy Crum, a
volunteer at Portland West
Neighborhood Planning
Council, said that 15 restaurants have agreed to participate in the fund raiser so far.
Crnm said she hopes to raise
"at least $1,000" toward lowincome housing, maintenance
and creating new projects.

IT GOES LIKE THE WIND,
CUMBS LIKE A BEAST
AND Is As COMFORTABLE As
THE LIVING ROOM SOFA.

Sweeplier
offlierfeet...

J-fappy
St. o/afentine 5
'Day!

Reported by Eric Rannelius,
Rosalie Mulligan, Andy Newrpan ,
and the Associated Press

uitfdooe,

weird news
... Sperm banks are
receiving inquiries from
military wives who are
anxious to freeze their
husband's sperm before the
men are shipped out to the
Persian Gulf.
"I expect the requests to
keep going up if we keep
deploying more people,
especially if the casualties are
high," said Mary Ann Brown,
director of International
Cryogenics Inc. in Birmingham, Ala.
"Some people do not want
to have children if they are
not around, but many
soldiers will survive although
they will suffer casualties
such as paralysis that could
make them infertile," Brown
told the Detroit Free Press.
Brown said her clinic has
had about 15 requests since
August from military families
in Michigan and Ohio. But
she added that some of the
soldiers are called up too
quickly to complete the twoweek donation process.
That process includes at
least five sample donations
that are collected over a twoweek period. The sperm is
then frozen at minus 196
degrees F. It can be stored
indefinitely.
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Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101

772-4439
parking stamps available
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ITS THE SPECIALIZED HARDROCK. THIS BIKE IS FOR THE
RECREATIONAL RlDER WHO WANTS A SMOOTH, COMFORTABLE
UPRIGHT RIDE. YET ITS MOUNTAIN-TESTED TOUGH
••
JUST IN CASE YOU GET THE URGE.
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<J~~ ~
59 Federal Street, Portland, ME 04101
(207) 774-2933

Welcome to
Casco Bay Weekly.
These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our endeavor to provide
you with an alternative to
the daily news.

• Bennetton, Freeport
• Proprioceptive Writing Center, Portland
• A.H. Benoit Co., Portland
• Cutting Edge, Portland
• Michele Dlon Design Associates, Portland
• Carlson Turner Books, Portland
• Freeport Greenhouses, Freeport

STORE CLOSING!
Luhta Skiwear & Accessories 70% off
Luhta Streetwear Coats & Jackets 70% off
Maser of Austria 50% off
Lewis Creek Wax Clothing 50% off

• Communiques, Old Port
• Options, Old Port
• Sonata, Portland
• D.S. Ullet, Old Port
• Boone's Restaurant, Waterfront, Old Port

Winter Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-5
78 Main St., Yarmouth, 846-6480

•
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MAINE SAVINGS SINKS
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February School
Vacation Week

Continued from front page

"Kids Stay Free"
February 15-23

It was southern Maine real estate that made Maine Savings
big, and it was southern Maine real estate that brought Maine
Savings down.
''The eV,~n~ of this afternoon should not rome as a surprise
to anyone, saId H. Donald DeMatteis, Maine's superintendent
of banking, at a press ronference held the afternoon of the
takeover. ''The problems of Maine Savings Bank stemming from
a high concentration of real estate loans have been well publi.
cized for a period of almost two years."
Indeed, the bank that The Boston Globe claimed "never met
a rondo project it didn't like," was still suffering losses on
condominium projects right up until the bitter end:
On Jan. 25, a total of 69 rondominiums at the failed Saco
Island project were auctioned off for as little as $15,500 each.
Four years ago, the asking price of a three-bedroom rondo on
Saro Island was $130,000. Saco Island developer Gavin Ruotolo,
of Scarborough, owed Maine Savings about $3.5 million on the
project, ~th :vhi~h he had p1a~ned to reconstruct the empty
factory buJidmgs mto rondommiums, retail shops and a hotel.
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RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY
SAVE ENERGY!
500 watt Halogen Torchiere produces a third more light for
the same amount of energy used by conventionallignting.

SAVE YOUR EYES!
Halogen lighting produces better, more color balanced light.
Colors of fabrics and woods are enhanced and more naturaL ..
Makes even you look better!

SAVE MONEY!
Our 500 watt Halogen with down light and full range dimmer
regularly priced at $89 is on sale Tor only

$49.00

major credit cards • in-store financing • free parking

PORTLAND

BANGOR

_288]o~tr!'£!..!_ !lI?bd< Street
774-1322
942~

•

ELLSWORTH
High Street
667-3615

RICHARD •PARKS •GALLERY

"Why would we go to war over a rock?"

ASK ABOUt
Are your children asking questions about the Persian Gulf crisis?
PBS presents a family special to help kids cope with
their concerns about war.

Saturday, February 9 8:30 pm
Tuesday, February 12 1 :00 pm
Friday, February 15 - 11 :00 pm
Ch.26 Cable Ch.11 Portland
MAINE PUBLIC BROADCASTING NETWORK
Funding has been provided by public television stations and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

$81

LIMITED AVAILABILITY
Tax & gnluiics not included

1 & 2 Bedroom Condo
Packages Available

Fecleral regulators and Fleet executives began marching Into
Maine Savings shortly after 5 p.m. on Feb. 1.
the southern sections of the state, fleet got the market presence
it wanted without having to pay for it.
"Sounds like a good deal to me," said Steve Hirshon, a
broker and analyst with Maine Securities. Hirshon added that
the deal still cost the FDIC less than it would have to liqUidate
the bank. ''The deal that rosts the federal government the least
amount of money is the deal that goes," he said.
''We're absolutely delighted to have this opportunity to
broaden the area which we serve," said Michael McNamara,
executive vice-president of Fleet, who spent most of Monday
taking congratulatory phone calls. McNamara predicted it
would take three to six months to integrate computer systems,
consolidate operations and decide how many Maine Savings
employees would be kept.
"From the top down, Fleet is a pretty aggressive organiza·
tion," said Hirshon, who guessed that Fleet will cut 200 to 300
of Maine Savings' 600 employees, "most of those in the Greater
Portland area."
Out-of-state fleet's lending and charity policies are also
likely to be less generous to Greater Portland, where, after the

To the bidder go the spoils
Even as the Saco Island rondos were being converted at
auction into affordable hOUSing, employees at Fleet Bank were
already working on takeover plans and ordering new signs.
And on Friday, Feb. 1, the state Bureau of Banking declared
Maine Savings insolvent and turned it over to the FDIC, which
then paid Fleet Bank $80.5 million to take over Maine Savings.
All of Maine Savings' deposits and customers were assumed by
fleet Bank of Maine.
The $80.5 million included a $19.1 million transaction fee and
$60.4 million to bring into balance the assets and liabilities being
transferred from the failed bank. Fleet gained about $1.1 billion
in 186,600 deposit accounts in Maine SaVings, and will buy
about $1.3 billion of the failed bank's assets, the FDIC said.
But what really makes those new acrounts attractive to Fleet
is where they are located. fleet, which has 82 branch offices
concentrated in the northern and central sections of the state
had been looking to expand its presence in the lucrative
'
southern Maine market. Last year, fleet tried unsuccessfully to
buy Maine National Bank from Bank of New England .
By gaining Maine Savings' 26 branches, most of which are in

$56

per person/per night
dO)lble occupancy includes:
Mlodging
liS dinner
ISii breakfast
136 use of reson facilities ...
30 Ian of X·C skiing,
outdoor healed pool,
hot tub, fitness cenler,
sauna and game room.

The little bank that could
In June 1859, a few civic· minded citizens chartered the
Portland Five Cents Savings Institution. It was a mutual bank
which meant that the 87 people who deposited their nickels '
"owned" the bank. A board of trustees invested the nickels in
home loans and municipal bonds.
Portland was a good investment, and the institution that
later became Maine Savings Bank marked a long history of state
banking firsts: it was the first savings bank to offer a school
savings plan, the first to grant a mortgage under the G.1. Bill,
and the first to branch out into the suburbs.
And a~ter the. federal government deregulated banking in
1982, Mame Savmgs was one of the first banks anywhere to
~onvert to ~)llblic ownership. Under the aggressive leadership of
Its late charrman Robert R. Masterton, Maine Savings became
the flagship of The One Bancorp, a Portland·based bank
holding rompany. By 1988, The One Banrorp had become the
largest such rompany in the state, with assets of $2.5 billion and
50 bank offices in three states.
But by 1989, the southern Maine real estate market had
turned tepid, and Maine Savings posted year-end losses of
$144.7 million.
Officials with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC)
put Maine Savings on a lean diet in hopes the bank could save
i~lf. The rompany began to shed operations, beginning with
an mvestment brokerage and several branches of Maine
Savings. Losses continued to mount during the first two
quarters of 1990. The One Banrorp then sought to sell its
Connecticut and Massachusetts banks as part of the recovery
plan, but it was too late. ''The bank became insolvent in the
third quarter of 1990," said Gerard Cassidy, a banking analyst
with Tucker Anthony.
That prompted the FDIC to begin looking for a buyer for
Maine Savings, but buyers were difficult to attract. Alan J.
Whitney of the FDIC said his agency contacted 20 banking
organizations to try to line up a buyer for Maine Savings, but
"the results were somewhat less than overwhelming."
"Four or five" attended a bidding meeting, said Whitney, but
fleet Bank was the 9nly one to submit an offer. As a result, he
said, the FDIC had no choice bu t to accept fleet's offer - and
bring Maine Savings' highly publicized recovery struggle to an
end.
The fleet Bank acquisition involves only Maine Savings and
does not affect The One Banrorp's two other subSidiary banks,
The Bank of Hartford. in Connecticut and Southstate Bank for
Savings in Massachusetts.
And now the nickel bank that grew to berome the state's
largest bank holding company no longer O .....TlS a bank in Maine.

9

Harbert
SKIING 10 MINUTES AWAY AT 1

I SUNDAY RIVER SKI RESORT

demise of Maine SaVings, only People's Heritage and a handful
of neighborhood banks remain locally owned. "All our capital
is invested here in Maine," said Peter Verrill, executive vicepresident and chief financial officer of People's, "so the entire
future of our bank is here."
But local banks are likely to face an even harder time competing with fleet in the future. One of the nation's top 20
financial institutions and already Maine's largest rommercial
bank, Fleet will likely dominate Maine banking for years to
come.
"They're going to be the presence now," said Hirshon.

Pbone Toll Free
For All Packages
ME 800-367-8884
US 800·654-0125
Betbal, Me. 04217

•

Historic danger
Whether you live off a trust fund or can barely keep a few
dollars in your checking account, bailing out Maine Savings is
going to rost you money.
The FDIC pumped an initial $80.5 million into Maine
Savings/Fleet Bank. As part of the deal, Fleet will administer
the bad loan portfolio of Maine Savings but will not assume any
risk of loss on those assets. The initial pool will contain $310.7
million in problem assets, but Fleet can add loans to the pool for
two years.
No one at the FDIC would speculate on the total rost of the
Maine Savings bailout, but analyst Hirshon suggested that at
least $100 million of the problem assets will be picked up by the
FDIC. "I think this is going to cost us upwards of $200 million,
and it quite ronceivably could be more than that," said Hirshon.
Those hundreds of millions of dollars were loaned by Maine
Savings Bank to developers like Saro Island's Gavin Ruotolo.
But they'll be paid back by the taxpayers.
By itself, the Maine Savings bailout is pretty small. The Jan. 4
rescue of Bank of New England (the parent rompany of Maine
National Bank), for example, is projected to rost $2.3 billion.
But Maine Savings and Bank of New England are not alone.
Last fall, the CongresSional Budget Office predicted that even
without a recession, 600 to 700 commercial banks would fail in
the next three to four years, at a gross cost to the beleaguered
FDIC of at least $40 billion. And this gloomy official assessment
seems rosy when compared to the calculations of some private
banking analysts, who foresee the insolvency of more than 1,000
banks.
"Over the next few years," wrote Charles Bowsher, the
nation's romptroller general, "low levels of reserves roupled
with a recession rould lead to a level of bank failures that
would exhaust the fund and require taxpayer assistance."
Bowsher, who warned that the FDIC's $13.2 billion fund was
itself essentially insolvent, continued, "Not since it was born in
the Great Depression has the Federal system of deposit insurance for rommercial banks faced such a period of danger as it
does today."
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Fecleral regulators stood guard as Fleet employees
took over Maine Savings.
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• Monte Paulsen is Editor & Publisher of Casco Bay Weekly. Reporting
for this story was contributed by CB W News Editor Andy Newman and
by Jerry Harkavy of t~ Associated Press.
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rock these days, large numbers of sensitive persons have been
driven away from the genre by the "verse and a chorus, verse
and a chorus, guitar solo, verse and a chorus" rock 'n' roll
pattern. Brahms is conscious of rock's repetitiousness and has
tried to work around it.
"Ninety percent of my music is rock 'n' roll parody," she
says, "musically, anyway. What I try to do is write something
that's a little freaky, but challenging. I write stories, things that
may be easily translated but make people think a little bit."
But even "freaky, challenging" messages are nothing new to
rock, especially if they appear in conjunction with music written
in 4/4 time in a major key, a thing that even original thinkers
like Brahms are wont to do now and then. Has innovation
utterly disappeared from the field of rock 'n' roll?
'''That doesn't have to be a bad thing, that people can't be
innovative," she says. "How rock becomes new depends on
who's seeing it for the first time, or who's playing it for the first
time. What makes music unique is how one person plays the
music, or how that individual arranges it. What makes rock
music dead is when too many people copy that one person's
work." \
Is Brahm's music "new" rock?
'1t's new for someone as long as they're young and seeing
my show for the first time," she said. "It's not new for me."

Surface tension

Krfs Bialek, right, checks the sound of Urban Squirrel at Geno's.

DEATH OF ROCK 'N' ROLL
Continued from front page
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mal!azine came in.t,'to the
world in the . mid-1960s
.Rollinf.
v lL ' ll 1Stone
'-JiCJ \fJ".;..,q
r
as tne sel -proc aimed voice and conscience of the rock 'n' roll
community, which was itself the self-proclaimed voice and
conscience of a "new generation." The early Rolling Stone was a
reliable source of musical and cultural criticism, a more or less
politically correct publication that promoted "new" causes like
feminism and environmentalism.
Rolling Stone's staff of music critics took great pleasure in
denouncing what they called "commercialism" in popular
music. Nothing aroused their critical ire as much as some
corporate bigshot's attempt to make a qUick buck with rock 'n'
roll. When, in the late 70s, television ads began to feature rock
' n' roll quite heavily, Rolling Stone critic Greil Marcus wrote a
very serious, very moving essay about how Madison Avenue
was "selling our dreams back to us."
Those were the days.
This was just shortly before Rolling Stone left the counterculture mecca of San Francisco and moved to New York City - to
Fifth Avenue, not so very far from Madison Avenue. Not
coincidentally, it was at about this time that heretofore "undergrollnd" FM radio stations across the country were bought out
by entertainment industry giants like Capitol and MCA. Top-40
playlists supplanted the protean eclecticism of underground
radio in what seemed like a matter of hours. (For a sterling
example of what playlists have done for radio, see 'The SO
worst hits of the rock era," at right.)
Shortly thereafter, MTV - that power in the living room, a
mesmerizing guardian of the pop culture status quo - was born.
Madison Avenue's ability to determine what rock audiences
looked at and listened to increased exponentially.
This was also about the time that the baby boomers, the
largest and most economically influential segment of the
population, sold out almost en masse - almost overnight - to
become rabid careerist yuppies, people who paid lip service to
things like feminism and environmentalism but were principally interested in the accumulation of capital.
In recognition of this, Rolling Stone publisher Jann Wenner
began to take out full-page ads in the Wall Street Journal, which
essentially pointed out how well-informed and well-off his
readers were. Wenner was not looking for more subscribers; he
was drumming up advertisers, corporate bigshots interested in
making a quick buck with rock 'n' roll.
Gears meshed; money changed hands; the years went by.
Punk and new wave, promising and aboriginal rock 'n' roll
subgenres of a decade ago, sank into the rOiling vat of pop
music plasticity. Rock music itself retained a somewhat separate
identity and therefore some life, but rock has increasingly come
under the influence of corporate fat cats and market forces.
I

• CBWrro1l« Harbert
Advertising ability, in fact, has all but replaced musical ability
in the world of rock 'n' roll.
You don't believe this? Just look at Rolling Stone.

Rock's deathly pallor
In the Feb. 7, 1991 issue of Rolling Stone, the hands (and
hearts) of ad execs are revealed on every page. Everything and
everyone is for sale. Sting is on the cover and the photo blurb
inside relates this essential datum: "Grooming by Eric Barnard
for Cloutier." Good for Cloutier, good for Sting. Imageappearances - are everything in rock these days. Hairdressers
have never been so hip.
A centerfold ad for Columbia House CD recordings bears the
party line: "Long Live Rock." Yet despite the Gulf War and the
fact that most rock 'n' roll artists and fans disapprove of war, a
full page ad for the Army Reserve appears in the back pages,
spouting this cryptic idiocy: "Be All You Can Be." The slogan of
the magazine that once promoted itself as "the voice and
conscience of a generation" is now "Get All You Can Get Any
Way You Can Get It."
On the inside back cover, just opposite the record charts
filled with painfully familiar rock/pop hits, is a Lite beer ad
featuring a body-perfect bimbo in an almost nonexistent bikini.
Above her head is the so-ironic message "She hardly gets
noticed." Ha! Well, of course she gets noticed! Just look at this
thing, boys.
Nothing sells like sexism. This type of message, usually
accompanied by a grinding rock 'n' roll score, is seen every few
seconds on TV: "Consume, dudes. Beer is cheap and plentiful
and women are merely animated sperm banks. Long live rock."
Darien Brahms, a local rocker with a solid following, looks
upon the flesh peddling in rock 'n' roll with dread. "I feel like
rock has died," she said. "When rock 'n' roll was originally
popular, it was really alive_ There was no doubt about it. But
big business took over, and rock became a product, something
to sell. Now people think of themselves as products, think
about their image. Image makes me sick."
As she says this, she actually looks sick, like something she
was forced to swallow is about to come up. "We (Darien
Brahms and the Soulminers) went to New York and played
CBGB's," she says. "I talked to a guy from (music publisher)
BMIon the phone afterwards. I said, 'What did you think of my
band?' He said, 'Don't take this wrong, honey, but I really liked
the way you moved your bod y back and forth against your
guitar. Wear tighter jeans and a niiice blouse: I was pissed off
and crying. I don't recall what was said after that."
(Rock's bimbo-consumer world view is one of the reasons
that women as a group have walked out of rock 'n' roll audiences, and to some extent rock 'n' roll perfonnance. This
defection necessarily reduces the number of possible themes in
rock music to a monotonous masculine minimum.)
In addition to the bimbo consumerism that is rampant in

Barry Arvin Young fronts one of the area's most adroit and
Original rock bands, and has been straining against the surface
tension of the music business for some time now. Listening to
Young talk about his struggles with the "music biz," you may
get the impression that the industry does all it can do to prevent
originality from going out over the airwaves.
"First of all, my opinion as a musician means absolutely
nothing," he says. "But I know some musicians out there who
are doing good things that the public never sees. I know a lot of
good, original people who have taken their music to record
companies to get it heard but, to date, they've only been met
with blank expressions."
Young believes that the advent of MTV has almost fatally
homogenized rock 'n' roll. '''The public has been conditioned to
accepting whatever they're given on the MTV platter," he says.
'''They're just not that interested in hearing what people as
artists are trying to say. It takes too much thought, too much
work, to seek out people doing something different. They'd
rather watch MTV.
"MTV has the potential of doing wondel'fuT t1iil\~s1 jl1sflike
major high-powered PM stations have potential to mal:<e things
happen, to shape thought for millions of people. But it's a sad
thing: all I see on MTV is more of the same, business as usual."
The Barry Arvin Young Band rents practice space in a place
called "Strictly Brakes" out on Forest Avenue. If you walk
around outside their cubicle, you'll find collections of empty
beer containers and, here and there, previously owned guitar
strings wound around broken drumsticks: the rejecta of a half
dozen rehearsal spaces and who knows how many bands.
And, of course, you will find auto parts in great supply_ This
is a garage, after all. But the Barry Arvin Young Band is no
garage band. Young's music is athletic and compelling, a blues/
jazz/metal concoction that is expertly served up in generous
portions. However, this is not utterly unheard of or alien music;
even the most unschooled listener should be able to trace
several of Young's influences with some accuracy. It's good
rock ' n' roll, but familiar stuff.
Hasn't all this been done before?
"Certain things are considered good form wherever you go,"
he says. "If you're a lawyer, a doctor, a plumber, you work with
the proper etiquette for your profession. You work with
accepted formulas. I won't criticize anyone for following those
formulas if they're making a living at it. But becoming successful in 'pop music' means following those formulas absolutely:
business as usual.
"Art should be an exception to business-as-usual music," he
says. "But music should also explain something you're actually
living through, should describe actual life experience for others
to hear and identify with. That's why it's familiar."
Will there ever be anything new in rock 'n' roll?
"Yes. But whatever it is, it won't necessarily be pleasant."

Future shock
Geno's Pub is a Brown Street dive in downtown Portland
that is known for its willingness to book original bands. (Such
venues are increasingly rare.) It's a Wednesday night in late
January, and the subterranean interior of Geno's is currently
undergOing deep sonic massage under the tender ministrations
of Urban Squirrel.
Urban Squirrel is a new band consisting of four men arranged in the traditional Beatles rock quartet Miles Roberts on
drums, Mike Scott on bass, Glenn Steadman on guitar and
vocals and Dennis Gallant on gui tar and vocals. Steadman, the
eldest band member, is just about to graduate from USM; Scott,
the youngest, is just about to graduate from Gorham High
School.
Get used to those names: you'll be hearing them for some
time to come. They're young, able, dedicated, and are most

definitely working on their sound. Goethe said that genius is 90
percent sweat and 10 percent talent; these people are just about
100 percent embarked on a musical career.
Urban Squirrel hails from a relatively recent variant of rock
'n' roll called "college rock." College rock is a journalistic device
used to identify music that is in demand and yet not respectable
in a pop music, big money sense.
(College rock's ambiguous status in the music world can be
demonstrated by the fact that Rolling Stone has added a college
rock :'top Hr' chart to its back pages - shaded in gray, for some
ominous reason. The message is either "Look here, dudes.
We're on your side" - Rolling
Stone is ostenSibly a collegiate
publication, remember - or
'''This is temporary. We'll see
what happens." It could mean
both. Wenner and his cronies
are probably just hedging their
bets.)
Steadman and Gallant trade
This is a list of the SO Worst Hits of the Rock Era comthe time-honored task of
piled by Michael Roberts. These gems are listed at their
introducing tunes and bating
peak on Billboard magazine's Top 40. (Please note the
hecklers, most of whom are at
preponderance of #1 hits amongst this driveL) Each and
the bar. "Hey, play something
every song listed below is awful in some special, memorable
decent," shouts one. "Play
way. Taken together, they represent the music industry's
something we know!" shouts
best attempt to kill rock.
another. "How about this?"
These are the artists who have given their very worst
says Gallant, and slashes out
the opening chords of "Oil
SO. "Don't Cry Out
43. "De Do Do Do, De
Painting in a Crayon World,"
Loud" by Melissa
Da Da Da" by the Police.
an original composition and
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one of the band's brighter
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Peak: #]0. Critics despermoments.
Schlock at its soupiest.
ate to crown a new king
While the band plays, a thin,
Even Holiday Inns don't
declared Sting a great
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deserve music this putrid.
lyriciSt. Yeah, sure.
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49. "Love To Love You
42. "Ahab, the Arab" by
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Baby" by Donna Summer.
Ray Stevens. Date charted:
listens for a minute and,
Date charted: 12-6-75.
6-30-62. Peak: #5. Rememsatisfied with the resultant
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auditory nerve damage,
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repeats this performance on
Casey Kasem's still mad
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ode to a brush handle. The
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Intrigued, I follow him back
inspiration fol' the 900-line
41. "Deck of Cards" by
to the bar, where he sits down
phone business.
Wink Martindale. Date
48. "Beth" by Kiss. Date
and calmly lights a cigarette.
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Why, I ask at the top of my
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Yep, it's the host of Tic Tac
voice, did you StiCK your head
Nothing's more rOP'lantjc
Dough, explaining how
than a drippy "power
"
face cards represent the
into the PA cabinet?
ballad" crooned by a guy
Holy Trinity. Does that
He shrugs. '1 like it," he
says_
with paint all over his face.
mean compulsive gam47. "Mr. Lonely" by
blers are close to God?
"You like this band?"
Bobby Vinton. Date
"Oh, yes," he says. "I like it
charted: ]0-3]-64. Peak: #1.
very much. They're kids, but
Vinton raised whining to
they're pretty good. They have
an art form on this hideous
nothing to be ashamed of. I like
hit. If David Lynch had
their syncopation."
passed over "Blue Vel vet"
Realizing that my new
in favor of "Mr. Lonely,"
friend may not be at the top of
we never would have
his form - his blood alcohol
heard from him again.
level probably corresponds to
46. "You're Only
the noise level down here - I
Lonely" by J.D. Souther.
thank him and start to walk
Date charted: 9-8-79. Peak:
away when he grabs me by the
#7. Singing a song this
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''Why do you want to
Been Mellow"
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I tell him that I'm researchDied" by Paper Lace. Date
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Back at my table, I give this
much anthologized soft
some careful thought. Maybe
rock 'n' roll has a future after
rock dirge. The song will
be heard in hell.
all, a future much like this,
• Continued on page 12
with flashy guitars, faster licks
and even faster groupies.
Perhaps someday my perspective will change, and rock will
once again seem alive to me. Perhaps someday I will lead a
fundamentalist crusade against rock 'n' roll. Either way, the
world will probably continue to welcome newer versions of the
same old stuff for the next few generations at least.
Who knows? The apparent permanency of rock 'n' roll may
even be a good thing.
Maybe. As for me (to paraphrase Homer'S Diad), I fear the
geeks, even bearing riffs.

The worst 50 hits
of the rock era

• W.D. Cutlip is just another rocking, partying dude
who has lost his way.
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50 WORST
Continued from page 11

You don't have

39. "Who's Crying Now"
by Journey. Date charted: 718-81. Peak: #4. Maybe some
people get nostalgic hearing
this song, but they're probably too humiliated to admit
it.

to wear blue jeans

"Love to Love You Baby"
Donna Summer
38. "Billy, Don't Be A
Hero" by Bo Donaldson and
the Heywoods. Date charted:
4-~0-74. Peak: #1. This weepy
epic about wimpiness in
uniform properly belongs in
the so-bad-it's-good file,
along with "Candy Man" and
"We Are The World."
37. "Dust In The Wind" by
Kansas. Date charted: 1-28-78.
Peak: #6. An entire generation of would-be hippies
thought this was profound.
They were wrong.
36. "Kiss You AllOver" by
Exile. Date charted: 11-25-78.
Peak: #1. Not all one-hit
wonders are wonderful.
Consider this exhibit A.
35. "Puttin' On The Ritz"
by Taco. Date charted: 6-2583. Peak: #4. The Young
Frankenstein version was
better than this.
34. "Right Time Of The
Night" by Jennifer Warnes.
Date charted: 1-29-77. Peak:
#6. One of those sex songs so
Sickening it becomes an
unintentional advertisement
for chastity.
33. "We Built This City
(On Rock And Roll)" by
Starship. Date charted: 9-7-85.
Peak: #1. With lyrics by
Bernie Taupin and music so
lousy it would have made the
Jefferson Airplane crash, this
song deserves its present fate:
background Muzak for an
investment commercial.

... to read

Casco Bay Weekly.
JOE REDMAN., owner of Joseph's, sells
%ome of the finest business and
casual clothing in New England and
knows that not all of Casco Bay
Weekly's readers wear blue jeans, How
does he know that? He's one of them, WE MAKE NEWS MAnER
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This Valentine's ...
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a Dream
Catcher
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sUp through
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sleeper but
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Old Port
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"Beth"
Kiss
32. "All The Girls I've
Loved Before" by Willie
Nelson and Julio IgleSias.
Date charted: 3-3-84. Peak:
#5. One of the many obnoxious atte~pts to tum Iglesias
into a national phenomenon.
It. on~y succeeded in turning
him mto a national disgrace.
31. "Sometimes When We
Touch" by Dan Hill. Date

charted: 11-26-77. Peak: #3.
Ever wonder why so many
people hated growing up in
the '70s? Here's one good
reason.
30. "Wake Me Up Before
You Go-Go" by Wham. Date
charted: 9-8-84. Peak: #1.
Before George Michael can be
considered seriously by
critics, he should be made to
apolOgize for this hit. It
sounds like the world's
longest Certs commerical.
29. "The Men In My Little
Girl's Life" by Mike Douglas.
Date charted: 12-25-65. Peak:
#6. Long a forgotten talkshow host, Douglas' moment
in the sun makes us appreciate Perry Como.
28. "Rosanna" by Toto.
Date charted: 4-17-82. Peak:
#2. We like Rosanna
Arquette, too, but not enough
to stomach this band. Where
studio pros go to die.
27. "I Just Called To Say I
Love You" by Stevie Wonder.
Date charted: 8-18-84. Peak:
#1. Nothing is sadder than
when a great artist sinks to
this level. Except maybe
when the artist makes big
bucks for doing it.
26. 'The Morning After"
by Maureen McGovern. Date
charted: 6-23-73. Peak: #1. Is
this the worst song ever to
win an Oscar? It played over
The Poseidon Adventure's
final credi ts, reason enough
for Shelley Winters to be
happy there was no morning
after for her character.

"Tie a Yellow Ribbon
Round the O'e Oak Tree"
Tony Orlando and Dawn
25. "Feels So Good" by
Chuck Mangione. Date
charted: 2-11-78. Peak: #4.
The day the jazz music died.
24. "It's Still Rock And
Roll To Me" by Billy Joel.
Date charted: 5-24-80. Peak:
#1. 'Just The Way You Are"
is arguably more annoying,
but this one gets the nod for
being a defense of rock and
roll that could be played in a
piano lounge.
23. "Half-Breed" by Cher.
Date charted: 8-4-73. Peak:
#1. The first of Cher's Indian
numbers. If Russell Means
can protest Columbus, he can
protest her, too.
22. "Morning Train" by
Sheena Easton. Date charted:
2-14-81. Peak: #1. Another
pitch-person for exercise
sa.lons, Easton is lucky Prince
~II even talk to her knowing
thiS was her first hi t.
21. "Da Doo Ron Ron" by
Shaun CaSSidy. Date charted:
5-14-77. Peak: #1. The longago teen dream was hardly
the worst of his kind, but he
should have left the great
songs alone.
20. "Seventeen" by Janis

Ian. Date charted: 6-14-75.
Peak: #3. Navel-gazing at its
most narcissistic. So precious
it makes Stevie Nicks seem
like Muddy Waters.
19. "Lady" by Styx. Date
charted: 12-14-74. Peak: #6.
You may laugh at this song,
but don't feel smug. These
guys are back together again and there could be a sequel.
18. "Sailing" by Christopher Cross. Date charted: 614-80. Peak: #1. In 1980,
Christopher Cross was
America's most successful
new artist. In 1990, he's in
obscurity. See: there is justice.
17. "Tie A Yellow Ribbon
Round the Ole Oak Tree" by
Tony Orlando and Dawn.
Date charted: 2-17-73. Peak:
#1. Another good reason to
want our hostages back - we
won't have to hear this song
again.

"Muskrat Love"
Captain and Tennille
16. "Do Ya Think I'm
Sexy" by Rod Stewart. Date
charted: 12-23-78. Peak: #1.
One of the great sellouts in
the annals of rock. Worse
than 'Tonight's The Night"
only because it's longer.
15. "Boogie Oogie Oogie"
by Taste Of Honey. Date
charted: 6-24-78. Peak: #1.
Believe it or not, this soulless
duo won a Grammy as best
new artists over Elvis
Costello, who was working
on his third album at the
time.
14. ''Me And You And A
Dog Named Boo" by Lobo.
Date charted: 4-3-71. Peak:
#5. One of the lamest of the
'70s singer-songwriters, Lobo
took the name of the wolf.
Where were the sheep
ranchers when we needed
them?
13. "Cat's in the Cradle"
by Harry Chapin. Date
charted: 10-5-74_ Peak: #1.
Sanctimonious quaSi-wisdom
sure to make your teeth ache.
Your parents like this song a
lot more than you do.
12. "Go Away Little Girl"
by Donny Osmond. Date
charted: 8-7-71. Peak: #1.
Anyone sympathetic to
Donny Osmond's comeback
attempt will change his mind
after hearing this.
11. "I'd Really Love To See
You Tonight" by England
Dan and John Ford Coley_
Date charted: 6-12-76. Peak:
#2_ The quality of this song is
inversely related to the length
ofits title.
10_ "Have You Never Been
Mellow" by Olivia NewtonJohn. Date charted: 1-25-75.
Peak: #1. Newton-John is
every bit as good a recording
artist as she is an actress.
9. 'Tm In You" by Peter
Frampton_ Date charted: 5-28-

77. Peak: #2. Don't be
frightened - he's only speaking metaphorically. We
hope...

BI~ MECHANICAL
PENCILS

3 49

to Pack. Retractable 112 lead

"I Write the Songs"
Barry Manllow
8. "Feelings" by Morris
Albert. Date charted: 6-21-75.
Peak: #6. Millions of babies
were conceived to this song.
Now those kids are all into
Megadeth.
7. ''Muskrat Love" by
Captain and Tennille. Date
charted: 9-25-76. Peak: #4.
The Queen of England, who
was serenaded by this pair in
a royal performance, reportedly thought the song was
obscene. She was right.
6. '1've Never Been To
Me" by Charlene. Date
charted: 3-6-82. Peak: #3. The
working definition of housewife pop. It could make Mom
chug her Mr. Clean.
5. "You Light Up My Life"
by Debby Boone. Date
charted: 9-3-77. Peak: #1. As
if Pat Boone weren't bad
enough, he had to reproduce.
4. "Afternoon Delight" by
Starland Vocal Band. Date
charted: 5-8-76. Peak: #1.
These John Denver proteges
came and went with lightning speed, and thank
goodness. This song could
kill an erection faster than a
cold shower.
3. '1 Write The Songs" by
Barry Manilow. Date charted:
11-15-75_ Peak: #1. Like the
man says: he Wl\tes songs.
2. '1ioney" by Bobby
Goldsboro. Date charted: 323-68. Peak: #1. As bad as
death songs get. This disaster
fully deserves our list's top
slot, and it's hard to argue
with a tune even worse than
"Watching Scotty Grow." But
it falls just short oL
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"(You're) Having
Pau' Anka
1. "(You're) Having My
Baby" by Paul Anka. Date
charted: 7-6-74. Peak: #1. The
worst, by unanimous acclaim.
Terrifying, appalling, fearful,
awesome, horrifying, ghastly,
awe-inspiring, petrifying,
revolting, gruesome, shocking, unnerving. "Didn't have
to do it," Anka sings at one
point, and this song makes us
wish he hadn't.
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Now everybody owns condos!
Maine Savings Bank is dead at last. Now the truth must be told:
the bank deserved to die, and its bankers deserve to suffer.
Maine Savings was the bank that never met a condominium
project it didn't like. The only problem was, not many Portlanders
met a condo project they did like.
But that didn't stop Maine Savings.
By 1986, projects financed by Maine Savings Bank had turned
local planning boards throughout Greater Portland into battlegrounds where bankers and developers fought against local citizens
who were struggling to insure the survival of their neighborhoods.
Was Maine Savings concerned? No.
In 1987, the people of Portland were so disgusted with condo
development on their waterfront that they passed a referendum
making it illegal to build the damned things.
Did this deter Maine Savings? No.
In 1988, a handful of projects were actually sabotaged by nameless citizens who took the law into their own hands and stole or
damaged materials and machinery.
Did Maine Savings take notice? No.
In 1989, after the people of the Portland area had fought against,
legislated against and even sabotaged Maine Savings' $100,000
wallboard boxes - they simply refused to buy them.
Did Maine Savings know why? No.
Even in the autumn of 1990, after their bank had lost more than
$200 million and the feds were hovering by the door, the simpleminded bank executives at Maine Savings were still clinging to the
notion that their bank was a "victim of the economy."
Did anyone at Maine Savings question this? No.
Finally, on the first day of February, 1991, the federal government
stepped in and did what the people of Portland should have done

Animals in

the J~city:

• by Paul Karr
Living in and around a city, we tend to forget
about animals. They're not the daily presence they
would be on a farm, in the mountains, in the woods.
They're more like oddities we barely notice. But
animals do show up around Portland from time to
time, sometimes immemorially. I won't soon forget
one local dairy farm I visited where calves were
chained to posts for display, eating and sleeping
there. Or the time I watched a Portland Police
Department horse standing tied to a parking meter
for at least half an hour while the officer sat inside a
coffee shop. The temperature that day, with the
wind chill, was somewhere below zero. Maybe the
horse enjoyed this, I don't know. But I doubt it.
The Casco Bay bioregion and its drainages once
teemed with beaver, bobcats, black bear, otters,
foxes, eagles, loons and wild turkey, as well as
numerous other fish, shellfish, and waterfowl. The
Original inhabitants would eat and make practical
use of this wildlife, of course. But their attitudes
were so different from ours.
"It was a sin to injure unnecessarily even the least
fellow creature," said one historian about these
native peoples. "The wild bird or animal, like
himself, had a right to life, food, and satisfaction."
When a beaver's body had been thoroughly eaten or
used to fashion clothing and other equipment, its
bones were carefully returned to the animal's native
stream.
In the modem city we cannot live exactly this
way. But - like it or not - we are the modem residents of that place, bear the weight of that heritage,
and we are not conducting ourselves well. Because

five years ago: they took Maine Savings away from the fools who ran
it.
And as the feds shelled out a down payment of $80.5 million, it
became clear why banks do us the favor of providing income tax
forms alongSide the usual assortment of
deposit and withdrawal slips: those 1040
forms are merely deposit slips of a
different nature, deposit slips that channel our money through the
FDIC and into the bankers' pockets.
If there is any victory in the long overdue death of Maine Savings
Bank, it lies in the hope that the rest of the bankers in town will one
day be more attentive to the wishes of the people they purport to
serve. For Maine Savings was not alone in the crimes it committed.
But this victory is as hollow as the walls of the condos that Maine
Savings built. And by the time it's all over, U.S. taxpayers will have
forked over $1,000 for every man, woman and child in Greater
Portland - all to pay the construction costs of the condos we spent
years fighting against.
Now we all own condos!
Meanwhile, the women and men who ran Maine Savings still earn
their salaries, still run banks in Massachusetts and Connecticut, still
believe that they are "victims of the economy" and still live among
us.
But they are not the victims. Weare.
Those of us who have had to live among their playthings, those of
us who will have to pay for their greed - we are their victims. And
we are not victims of "the economy," but of the selfish and unconscionable acts of arrogant and greedy bankers.
They made us eat condos. We must make an example out of them.

out of sight~ out of mind

even in the city we make daily choices which abuse
living animals.
Every time we sit down to a meal we make a
choice about how animals are treated. If we are
going to eat beef, chicken, veal, eggs, and pork, we
owe it to ourselves to find out how the food gets
from animal to
plate. I think we'd
be surprised, even
shocked, to find out
how most of this food is "produced": animals kept
in dark, cramped quarters, force-fed a soup of
antibiotics and feed; legs broken; chicken beaks cut
off with a hot knife. All tacitly approved by us
whenever we buy these products.
The fact is, there are other ways to raise animals
for consumption. Wolfe's Neck Farm in Freeport
allows its cattle to roam freely and graze; Nest Eggs
in Thomaston allows hens to roam freely. In Portland, the Whole Grocer and the Good Day Market
Co-op carry their products and others like them.
Wolfe's Neck supplies Raoul's and the Pepperclub
with their beef, so switching to these places sends a
message to every other restaurant in town.
Every time we shop in the Old Port or at the Mall
for clothes, jewelry, cosmeocs and the like, we make
choices about how animals are treated. Furs and
ivory are obvious examples. But some of us may not
know that name-brand kitchen cleaners are tested
on animals. So are office supplies, cosmetics,
shaving cream, and many other products. Imagine
dripping oven cleaner into a child's eye (while
holding it open with clamps), or pouring drain
cleaner down her throat, then watching, with a
pencil in your hand to record the reactions, as the

citizen

child dies .
Horrifying? That's exactly what some large
pharmaceutical companies do to animals. Again,
there are alternatives and a group like PETA (People
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals) can tell you
about them. Also check out The Animals' Voice at
the Ecology House, or Animals' Agenda at the
library.
Every time we$o hunting upstate we make a
choice about how animals are treated. Tracking an
animal for days in the snow - an animal you have
gotten to know as intimately as a family member or
friend - for food and clothing might occasionally be
justified, and creates a certain attitude about the
animal's worth. But hunting done for sport - for the
privilege of hanging a stuffed carcass or head on
your wall - destroys such a bond. Caught in
America's cross-fire each year are, according to one
estimate, over 100 million birds and fowl, 30 million
rabbits and squirrels each, three million deer, onequarter million large game such as bears, antelope,
moose, and elk ... and 400 people.
Every time we dissect a frog, visit the circus, or
go to the dog track we choose to devalue animals.
The issue is one of respect: once we stop seeing the
animal as a thing to use, and start seeing it instead as
a living being with a claim to the planet, we might
open our eyes a little wider. In that light, a hamburger suddenly looks like a gun. Ignorance looks
like cruelty. And our city life suddenly becomes no
longer separate from that other life just outside the
gates, the mysterious but worthy life of the animal.

• Paul Karr is a poet and freelo.nce writer who lives here in
the heart of Maine's big city.
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Daniel Mardlglan, owner of the Columbia Ba rb er
of the Evening Express on Feb.l.

,'he high CO$t
f ignorance
As a student at USM, 24
'ars old and self-supportg, I'd like to reply to
ndrcw N. Ring's letter ...
,d express some of my
Jinions on the proposed
ldget cuts .. .
His generalization of
rudents not working to pay
;>r their education and
IIhining at proposed budget
.:uts is grossly inappropriate.
Has he talked to many or any
students? I have, and I do not
know of any student who
does not work to pay fully or
in part for their education.
I pay for most of my
education and presently I
have three jobs. I am a fulltime student, which means I
- take at least four, sometimes
five classes each semester.
Paying for my education is
difficult, but I am very lucky
to have parents that, although they cannot pay fully
for my education, at least

letters
Casco Bay Weekly
welcomes your letters.
Please keep your
thoughts as brief as you
can (300 words, max.),
Include a daytime phone
number, and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay
Weekly, SSlA Congress
St., portland, ME 04101.

Sh

op,

reads the final edition

seen

.Now,.msteilP _0
~
clasM'ooms a~m.e 1=V
help out whenever they can.
subjected
to
the
presentati
n
stations carry educational
When I read Mr. Ring's
of information by a mentor
classes, I feel the positive
letter, I thought, "this person
who mayor may not be
impact TV could have on
does not fully understand the
having a good day (or life, for
education is still in its
reality of the situation of
that matter), now we have the
infancy.
proposed budget cuts to a
possibility of the finest
This leads me to the
state university staff and
lecturers lecturing us while
proposal of accredited "at
students, and what it could
we're in our favorite chair.
home" televised courses.
mean to the community."
"Scripted" lectures could be
Although the possibilities are
Maine statistics show that
pre-recorded and present~
probably endless, I will give
there are plenty of
to us in a manner that would
you my skeletal vision as to
uneducated workers and not
facilitate the "perfect lecture."
how this could be successenough educated workers.
3) Lectures could now be
fully implemented.
How do people argue that
easily recorded, and if you
Through our cable TV
cutting costs in education will
can ever figure out how to
network, we could have
help the state? Perhaps they
fully utilize those damn
education channels. Access to
focus on the short-term
VCR's you cal;l record
the course lectures could be
effects - the quick fix. What
anything anytime. The ability
paid for by the student, the
about in the long run?
to easily tape a TV course (or
government or both, just like
I conclude this letter with
radio in courses where visual
education is paid for now.
a statement I find quite
aids aren't necessary), also
One possible solution to
appropriate. My sister gave
answers what I anticipate to
the inevitable question of
me a pin with this statebe another weak argument
how to create a fair and
ment.. . "If you think educaagainst this proposal. T~at is:
accurate testing system could
tion is expensive, try ignostudents can't get questions
be to create computer testing
rance."
answered using this system.
centers. Using computers,
Education is expensive, for
But I feel if you stop and
multiple choice tests (spare
individuals and the state. (By
think it you'll find the vast
me the rhetoric about
the way, Mr. Ring, I am also a
majority of questions asked
multiple choice tests not
taxpayer - I have three jobs,
in classrooms could be
being an accurate way to test)
remember?) There are other
answered using the rewind
could be graded fast and
ways to trim the budget ... I
button. The ultimate noteaccurately. The nuts and bolts
hope that everyone involved
book. 4) Think of the possible
of implementing a quality
with the budget crisis will
money savings as sheer
testing system should be
continue to look to, and for,
numbers of teachers reduced;
quite easy for a people that
these many other ways.
classroom construction,
put a man on the moon over
maintenance and utilities are
20 years ago.
redUced and the time and
The advantages of this TV
money spent transporting
degree system are too
Portland
people to lecture is now
numerous to list. Some of the
saved. Environmentalists and
advantages include: 1) the
taxpayers gotta like it.
fact that now accredited
Wants college
Although thoughtful
education would be much
citizens
might have an
more accessible and convedegree on TV
argument that certain subject
nient to the masses. Try
Although some institumaterial couldn't be adtaking night classes at USM,
tions are using ITV (instrucequately covered using this
and you'll see what I mean. 2)
tional television) in their

~~s'1c~

f'l!QWl~.t,ll·

~t;U

cip~n

is' fu1!i. to rgue nat a wnole
hell of a lot of it could be.
Let's remember that a lot
of pooh-poohing of this idea
will come from the people
who stand to !ose the most teachers and the elites. It's
understood why teachers
would pooh-pooh, but the
pooh<poQhing,of the "eli1~s':
(i.e, admipitQ"at~~djD~ffi"
bUtEla,ucrats) is more subt~l )
But with more degreed
individuals around the
"eli tes" wouldn't be able to
command the salary and
prestige they now do. It's
pretty easy to see through
.that pooh-pooh.
The sad thing is that it's
the teachers and elites who
are in the best position to
swiftly implement a system
of this sort, but they're also in
the best position to place
barriers in the way.

' 4J~.~___
Dana C. Snowman
South Portland
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Entertainment

The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar:
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.

Submissions for Entertainment Weekly must be received In
writing on the Thursday prior to publkatlon. Send your
Calendar and Listings Information to: Ellen Llburt
Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
dates.) For more information, call 879-9114.

Who Is
this guy's
taylor?
See

• Flagging? Forty and
fading fast? Jog on over to
the Union Station Fitness
Center (Union Station
Shopping Plaza, St. Johns
St., Portland) shortly before
8 p.m. for "Training After
40," a fitness confab with
bodybuilder Leah
Aronovitch, mother of two
teenagers and a handy
person to have around on
moving day. This free
seminar is part of the Union
Station Fitness Center's
ongoing health and fitness
series. (See Wellness listings
for further seminars and

Wanna
help an
old lady
cross the
street?
See
Thursday,
Feb 7.

~"Oi'lLeill :

Sunday,
Feb. 10•
• Big time tonight: The
Music Makers, a big band
jazz orchestra, will fiII the
plush interior of Verrillo's
(155 Riverside St., Portland)
with the sound of bigness
from 8 to 12 p.m. this
evening. The title of this
event is The Big Band Bash,
and features a IS-piece band
(adroitly led by Roger C.
Snow Jr.) and vocalist
Nonie Johnson. This gala
affair will benefit the Barron
Center Patient Activies
Fund. Suggested donation:
$7.50. For more information,
call 775-6536.
• It's almost time for the
government to reach deep
inside your pocket to
correct tN!mistakes they
have made this past year
and prepare for future
idiocies. Like a little help
with your taxes this year?
Andover College students
and graduates who have
taken the college's Voluntary Income Tax Assistance
program will offer their
services - free!- to taxpayers
beginning today from 8:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m., and
every Friday thereafter until
April 15. This service is
performed on a walk-in
basis at Andover College
(901 Washington Ave.,
Portland). Don't forget to
bring your tax forms! For
more information, call 7746126.

• Playing doctor; Buddy
Wachter & Doc's Banjo
Band will playa benefit
concert for the American
Cancer Society tonight at 8
p.m. at Raoul's Roadside
Attraction (865 Forest Ave.,
Portland). Wachter is the
Paganini of the five-string
banjo. The Washington Post
says, "He has elevated
America's premier folk
instrument to a level of
concert legitimacy." Admission is $7.50. For more
information, call 773-6886.
• Love music: Folk musicians Eli & Norris Dale,
Paul & Noel Genova and
Jennifer Caven will give a
concert this evening at 7
p.m , at the Allen A venue
Unitarian Universalist
Church (524 Allen Ave.,
Portlanct). The occasion?
Valentines Day, of course.
Celebrate this one early and
often. We've never needed
love like we need it now.
Tickets are $6 at the door.
For more information, call
797-7240.

NO I.D.

• Two birds, one stone: If
you haven't seen Peter
Weyl's review of Lady Day
at Emerson's Bar and Grill
(now showing at the
Portland Stage Company),
take a minute to do so. It's
in the Stage listings behind
the calendar. Sounds great,
doesn't it? If you want to go
(and you should), tonight
would be an ideal evening
for you to do so. This
performance is a
fundraising event for the
Day One Drug Treatment
Center. The curtain rises at
7 p.m. Tickets are $25 - $15
of which is tax deductable.
For more information, call
874-1040.
• You there with the big
eye: Photophreaks are
invited to bring two or three
examples of their work and
some surprise food (pot
luck: hot potatoes?) to The
New Hot Photo Brunch
Bunch at the Open Stable
(273 Presumpscott St.,
Portland). There will be
some hot discussions,
including a hot surprise
guest speaker. Hot flashes
begin at 2 p.m. For more
information, call Cindy at
871-8285, or John at 7733961 .
• G is for jazz: Geri Allen, a
woman with a distinctive
keyboard attack and a
knack for getting into an
audience's collecti ve soul,
will appear today at 3 p.m.

cafe

at the Portland Museum of
Art (7 Congress Square).
This woman kills and cooks,
and I do not mean dinner.
Tickets are $4 for members,
$6 for non-members. For
more information, call 7751648.

• The most Mozart for your
money: The Portland
Symphony Chamber
Orchestra, with special
guest oboist Neil Boyer, will
present an all-Mozart
program tonight in the
Eastland Ballroom of
Portland's Sonesta Hotel at
6 p.m. The orchestra will
perform the Overture from
Don Giovanni, Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik and Symphony
No. 41 (Jupiter). Tickets are
$17. For more information,
call 773-8191 or 1-800-7342577.
• Funnymen foray: The
Maine Handicapped Skiing
Association presents Fred
Garbo, an internationally
known juggler, acrobat,
unicyclist and all-around
snappy dresser, and Randy
Judkins, a verbal and visual
comedian, today at 1 and 4
p.m. in the Chocolate
Church (804 Washington
St., Bath). Tickets are $8 for
adults and $4 for children,
in advance, and $10 for
adults and $5 for children at
the door. For more information, call 442-8455.
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• great music
• great grub
• great wine

VALENTINE
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YOU BET!
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219:Dolt StraHon

CALL NOW
TO RESERVE YOURS

.,.

797-9990

BOOKS
Used &
Out-or-Print
Books
We buy books, too.
Tue to Fri 12:30-5,
Sat 11:30-4
81 Ocean St .
South Portland

20 danforth

fit. •

772-8114

The 30th anniversary of Amnesty
International Is coming up, and you can help
celebrate the occasion by attending the
Amnesty Dance on Feb. 9 at Yarmouth High
School (Elm St., Yarmouth).
From 8 to 11 :30 p.m., you can swing, shake
and shimmy In the knowledge that you are
free to do so, and that somebody Is working
to make this kind of display possible for
everyone In the world. Who? Amnesty
International, for one, of course. And, for
another, you: a boogying freedom fighter.
Doesn't that Just give you chills?
This event features the dance band Paper
Moon, and Is a chem-free bash for all ages.
Proceeds go to benefit Amnesty International
Group #355, Yarmouth. TIckets are $5 and
will be available at Queen of Hearts and
Harbour Books, Yarmouth, and at the door.
Shake that freedom thing!

• Don' t let your parents see
this report card; The First
Parish Church (425 Congress St., Portland) presents
"Ear School - The Final
Exam," a metaphysical
interpretation of human/
global conflict with lecturer
Kevin John Higgins from 7
to 9:30 p.m. this evening.
Higgins will discuss "oneness and the illusion of
separation; the power of

and former executive
producer of the CBS Morning News, will be featured
at today's Brown Bag
Lecture at the Portland
Public Library. Katz will
read from and discuss Sign
Off, a just-published novel
based on his experience
with the network news. All
this and more today at noon
in the Rines Room of the
Portland Public Library (5
Monument Square). The
Brown Bag Lecture Series is
free and open to the public.
Coffee and tea will be
served at the lecture and all
who attend are encouraged
to bring their lunches. For
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Ben Stree t (bass)
from Boston
Frank Carlberg (piano)
Matt Wilson (drums)

Cheap thrill: freedom boOgie

ITHEATRE COMPANY

& the Bagle Shop Trio

Open Jazz Jam
·2/12: Open Poetry
Reading
·2114: Bill Street
Quartet

• Talking head talks:
Television news producer
Jon Katz, a media writer

PIECE MANDALNEND WAR

where the beat goes on

TOPSY-TURVY WORLD

• Wanna/gotta ski? The
Monday Evening Ski at
Shawnee Peak Ski is a
special deal just for "youth,
adults and seniors" (does
this leave anybody out?)
wherein you can ski any
three Monday nights from
5-10 p.m. for a measly $35.
Options include rentals and
11/2-hour lessons. For
more information, call
Portland Recreation at 8748793 or 874-8300, ext. 8791.

thought; the vital, yet
forgotten role the feelings
play in spiritual evolution
and unprecedented planetary changes and their
effect on the emotional,
mental and physical bodies." Whew! Better take
notes. Admission is $10. For
more information, call 7728332.

799-SAVE

DONALD RICHIE

KIRSA NICHOUNA (1969)

GUNVAR NELSON

Feb. 7 - Mar. 3

797-3338

.

555 CONGRESS ST
PORTlAND 761-3930

more information, call 8711758.

• Uncensored sounds of
love: Bring your lover to
"Love," an eveningpf
poetry with Martin
Steingesser, Betsy Sholl and
Stuart Kestenbaum, at
Raffles Cafe Bookstore (555
Congress St., Portland).
Steingesser teaches and
performs throughout the
state in the Maine Touring
Artists and Artists-inResidence programs of the
Maine Arts Commission;
Sholl is the winner of this
year's Maine Chapbook
competition; Kestenbaum is
the director of the Haystack
Mountain School of Crafts.
The reading starts at 7:30
p.m. It should be a lovely
evening. For more information, call 761-3930.
• Happy Valentine's Day!
This is National Condom
Week. Look for The
Condom People in local
night spots distributing
very special (and useful)
valentines. Remember:
"Condoms are for your
protection/Use them with
love and affection." In other
words, love means never
having to say "We probably
don't have anything to
worry about - I. hope." Stop
by any family planning
clinic for a dozen free
condoms.
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died in WW 1. Both films
are directed by Ken
Harrison, and star Matthew
Broderick, Hallie Foote and
William Convers-Roberts.
Time Magazine said,
"Harrison's fine direction
captures the languid
rhythm of everyday preoccupations and lets its
attractive actors breathe
quietly through the lace
curtains of memory." This
double feature begins at 7
p.m. For more information,
call 772-9600.

• Humah: Maine humorist
and recording artist John
McDonald presents"A
Mid-Winter Evening of
Authentic Maine Humor,"
with "Down East humor
from a woman's point of
view' provided by special
guest Gracie Cleaves. This
event is a benefit for the
upcoming Maine Storytellers Festival. The show starts
at 8 p.m. at the First Parish
Unitarian Church (425
Congress St., Portland.)
Donation for tickets: $6 in
advance, $8 at the door. To
reserve advance tickets, call
7734909.

• The Movies at Exchange
Street (10 Exchange St.,
Portland) is showing two
films based on the "Texas"
plays of Horton Foote; "On
Valentine's Day," the story
of a newlywed couple's
peculiar honymoon suite in
a boarding house for even
more peculiar people, and
"1918," a chronicle of the
influenza epidemic that
killed more Americans than

With Entrees Starting
Under $10 You Can
Afford To Dine
Out In Style
Any Night
Of The
Week.
(Except Monday)
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SHOP IN COMFORT IN
MIDCOAST'S LARGEST AND
WARMEST INSIDE
AUTOMOBILE SHOWROOM.
We have a great selection of pre-owned trucks
and cars to choose from - all in our warm facility.
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Open Every Nighr Bur
Monday. Also Breakfasr,
Lunch & Sunday Brunch.

58 Pine Street

Just ask for Jack McCall or ludger "Pous" Tremblay

Behind Brunswick Ford
157 Pleasant Sf. Brunswick
721-1163
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C4sco Bay Weekly
Awaunlng. A man (Robert De Niro) Smile. of a Summer Night Ingmar
Bergman's masterpiece of an enlightawakes from a 3O-year coma and his
ened boudoir farce. This film was used
doc1or (Robin Williams) helps him rooet
as the basis for Stephen Sondheim's 'A
this brave new wood.
little Night Music.' With Ulia Jacobsson.
Dance. With Wol_ Kevin Costner's
Gunnar Bjornstrand and Eva Dah(beck.
epic revives the Western from a Native
Tabu A young man and woman live an
American perspective. Beautifully filmed.
idyllic lile on an island until the local tribal
with astirring narrative. even if the issues
elder decides that the woman will be just
are somewhat oversimplified. With
right for the bimonthly sacrifice. With
Costner and a strong supporting cast.
Anne Chevalier, Matahi. Hitu, Jean,
• Continued from 10-day CALENDAR
Dream. A reviewer at The New Yorker
Jules, Jean and Kong Ah .
called it a 'brilliant, hypnotic piece of
filmmaking , its images simple, stark. and Whit. Fang A boy befriends a wolf/dog
critter in the Alaskan wilderness. Bad
resonant , its dramatic shape lucid,
men train White Fang to be mean and
classically satisfying, and its rhythm
vicious; the boy rescues the dog . Agrizzly
overwhelming , unstoppable: It could be
bear attacks. And now. a word from our
about Michael Jordan. Directed by Akira
sponsor. With Ethan Hawke and Klaus
Kurosawa.
Maria Brandauer.
Th. Godfllther, Part III A tir9d sequel to
the great Godlather flicks , with AI Pacino
as a soul-dead don, Andy Garcia as the
iIIeg"imate heir to the Mafia mantle and
an astonishingly bad Sofia Coppola (th e
Nickelodeon
director' s daughter) as Michael's
Temple and Middle streets, Portland
daughter.
772-9751
Gr. .n Card A Frenchman marries an
First, third and fourth shows only
American expressly for the purpose of
obtaining a ' green ca rd' from immigraMon-Fri
tion. You will no doubt exclaim aloud
All shows Sat-Sun
your amazement at discovering that, in
Run (A)
the course of the film, the man and
1 :45,4 :30, 7:40 , 10 (through Feb 7)
woman fall in (ove. Startlingly original
10 pm only (from Feb 8)
and innovative. With Gerard Depardieu
Metropolitan (PG)
and Andie McDowell.
10:20 pm only (from Feb 8)
Th. GrIn.rs Tough as nails thriller about
three small-time criminals in California. "Deathtrap" Vintage Repertory Coq>any
Dances With Wolves (PG 13)
presents Ira Levin's mystery on Feb 8-9.
Anjelica Houston is outstanding as a
12:45, 4:15, 7 :45 (through Feb 7)
The company will present ' Wait Un til
hardened mob cookie, John Cusack
12, 3:25, 6 :50 (from Feb 8)
Dark: the classic thriller by Frederick
plays her con-artist son and Annette
Grifters (A)
Knott. on Feb 22-23, and March 1-2 and
Bening blisters the screen as a danger6-9. The performances include cock12:30, 3:30, 1':30, 9 :35
ous made-for-sin childlWoman. Adapted
tails. dinner and show at The Portland
fro~ the Jim Thompson novel by writer
(through Feb 7)
Club. 156 State St. Por~and. The cost is
Donald
E.
WesUake
and
director
Stephen
1 :15,4:30, 7:40 (from Feb 8)
$28.50 per person . For reservations, call
Frears ("Dangerous Liaisons' ). Nasty
Never Ending Story II (PG)
773-71 t3 or 773-7857.
business here, but one of the best movies
1,4:15, 7 :35, 9 :55 (from Feb 8)
"Irma Vep," a two-actor, multi-character
of the year.
Alice (PG 13)
mystery spoof, will be presented by The
Hamlet Me( Gibson is not a great Dane,
1, 3 :40, 7,9:40 (through Feb 7)
Theater Project through Feb 17. Tickels
but acquits himself honorably in the role
are $1 0, $8 for seniors and students. On
Not Without My Daughter (PG)
of Shakespeare's tragic prince. Direcled
Thursdays at 8 pm. and Sundays al 2
by
Franco
Zenirelli
,
with
Alan
Bales,
Ian
1 :15, 3 :50, 7:40 , 10 (except Feb 7)
pm. Tickets are two for $1 5. The theater
Holm. Paul Scofield, Helena Bonham9 :45 only (Feb 7)
is located at 14 School St, Brunswick.
Carter and Glenn Close .
Awakening. (pG)
For more information. call 729-8584 .
Hom. Alon. The sleeper hit of the sea1 :30, 4 , 7 :20, 9 :50 (through Feb 7)
son full of cartoon violence against a "Lady Day at Emerson'. Bar & Grin"
by lanie Robertson Portland Stage
12:15,3:35,7,9 :40 (from Feb 8)
Christmas backdrop. Oh, go ahead, and
Company presents a play about Billie
L.A. Story (PG 13)
bring Ihe kids. With Joe Pesci and Daniel
Holiday through Feb 24 at Portland
Stem
.
12:45, 4, 7 :25, 9 :50 (from Feb 8)
Performing ArtsCenter, 25A Foresl Ave,
Klndergart.n
Cop
Arnold
Pordand. Performances are Tue-Thu at
Schwarzenegger is a cop who goes
General Cinemas
7:30 pm; Fri at8; Sat at 5 and 9; and SUn
undercover as a kindergarten teacher at 2. For ticket information, CjlU 774Maine Mall
for about 20 minutes. Beware of any film
0465.
Maine Mall Aoad, South Portland
thaI is released still bearing its initial
an avening of poetry wilh Martin
cor/Ce'Pt lag.' ....
.,
774- 1022
Steingesser. who teaches and pertorms
L.A. story A TV weatherman (Steve MarOr. . n Card (PG 13)
throughout the state in the Maine Tourtin) loses his job only 10 come under the
1 :30 , 4, 7,9 :30
ing Artists and Artists-in-Residence
influence of a highway sign that flashes
Once Around (A)
programs of the Maine Arts Commission ;
myslically. With Victoria Tennant. Sarah
Betsy Sholl, winner of this year's Maine
1 :30, 4, 7, 9 :30
Jessica Parker and Marilu Henner.
Chapbook competition; and Sluart
Hamlet (PG)
The N.v.r Ending story A boy retums
Kestenbaum, director of the Haystack
to his pals in Fantasia - where have I
1 :15, 4 :05, 7, 9:50
Mountain School of Crafts. Feb 14, at
heard thaI one before? - and has various
White Fang (PG)
7:30 pm, at Raffles Cafe Bookstore. 555
adventures.
12:45, 3, 5 :20, 7 :40, 10
Congress St, Portland. For more infor1918 Horton Foote'schronicle of the influOodfllther III (A)
mation, call 761 -3930 .
enza epidemic Ihat killed more AmeriA
MId-Winter Evenlnll of Authentic
1, 4:15, 7 :45
cans than WW I. Directed by Ken
Maine Humor Maine humorist and reKindergarten Cop (PG)
Harrison, with Mathew Broderick, Hallie
cording artist John McDonald presents
Foote and William Converse-Roberts.
1 :30,4 , 7,9 :30
this evening with special guest Gracie
Not Without My Daughter Not the anliHome Alone (PG)
Cleaves and her Down East humor from
Moslem propaganda you might expect
12:45, 3, 5 :20, 7 :40, 10
a woman's point of view. Benefit lor the
these days, but rather an authentic and
Maine Storytellers Festival . Feb 16. at 8
very human adventure story. Sally Field
pm, at First Parish Unitarian Church. 425
The Movies
plays an American woman who finds
Congress St. Portland . Donation for
herself and her ~year-old daughter
10 Exchange St, Portland
tickets: $6 in advance. $8 at door. To
prisoners
in
Tehran
in
the
middle
of
the
Dreams
reserve advance tickets, call 773-4909.
Iran-Iraq war . With the greatAlfredMoina
Feb 6-10
Myat.ry
Caf.: Solve "Murder at the
(' Prick Up Your Ears' ) and Sheila
Wed-Fri 7, 9 :1 5
Caf. Nolr" over a gourmet dinner at
Rosenlhal as the daughter.
Pordand's only dinner theater. Shows
Sat-Sun 1. 7
every Saturday at The Baker's T.able ,
Tabu
434 Fore St, Portland. For more InforFeb 9-12
mation , call 883-1035 .
Sat-Sun 3:15. 9 :15
"Nun.ense,. a musical comedy about
Mon-Tue 7, 8:45
five nuns of thelitde Sisters of Hoboken
Double feature :
(NJ). will be performed by the Portland
Players on Feb 7, at8 pm, in a benemfor
On Valentin. . Day
the Starlight Foundation of Maine, whICh
Wed-Sat 7; Sat Mat 1
grants wishes to childre~ who. are criti1~18
cally.chronicaNyand termnally III. Tickets
Wed-Sat 9 ; Sat Mat 3
are $14.50 per person. For ticket information. cal Loisat856-0042. ' Nunsense'
wiN also be sponsored by the Greater
Portland Museum of Art
Portland/Archange( High School ExSeven Congress Square
change in a pertormance Feb 17. TickPortland
ets for this performance are $ 13. For
775~148
tickets, call 761-0806 in PorUand; 8298mll. . on a 8 u _ r Night
5474 in Cumberland ; and 657-4338 In
Onc. Around Romantic comedy starring
Holly Hunter and Richard Dreyfus. A
Gray. The play will be performed at the
7pm
ThaxterTheatre , 420 Cottage Rd, South
hard-headed Bostonian (Holly Hunter)
marries an overbearing salesman (RiPordand.
chard Dreyfus) , much to her family's "Reckl_" Mad Horse Theatre Coq>any
announces the opening of Reckless, a
chagrin.
comic fantasy. The story begins the night
On Valentine'. Day Horton Foote'sstory
belore Christmas in Rachael's middleof a newlywed couple's peculiar
class, suburban home where the chilhonymoon suite in a boarding h?use .'or
even more peculiar people. A fine shce
dren are nestled and snug in their beds.
Along comes a hit-man , and Rachael is
of life in tum-<lf-the-century Texas. Dichased out of her home into a dream.
rected by Ken Harrison, with Mathew
where TV hosts, therapisls, quadriplegics
Broderick. Hallie Foote and William
and terrorists rule the landscape .
Converse-Roberts.
' Reckless' is a modem A(ice in WonRun Yet another teens-on-the-Ioose. evilderland, ahilarioussend-upof the chaos
inherent-in-the-Establishment movie.
of modem life. in which we all struggle to
Young people are good , old people are
find hope and balance. Feb 7 -March 3,
bad parents just don 't understand. If
Alice Mia Farrow plays an upper middleThursday, FridaY & Saturday at 8 pm,
ther~'s more to the plot than that. we'll
class Manhattan housewife whose dull
Sunday at 7 pm. TiCkets are $12-$15.
eat the difference.
little world is turned around aller she
Mad Horse Theatre , 955 Forest Ave,
meets the insautable Or. Yang (played
porUand. 797-3338.
by the late Keye luke) .
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HEALING THE
DISENGAGED
INTELLECT

1\ Proprioceptive
we Writing Center

Develop confidence in the inherent
creativity of your mind.
Write or Phone us for a free bulletin,
Proprioceptive Writing- Center. P.O. Box 8333
Portland. ME 04104 207772 1847
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THE MUSIC HALL
28 CHESTNUT ST
PORTSMOUTH, NH

(p lace)

FRIDAY, FIB. 8
DOORS OPEN

@

7 PM

(lome)

TICKET.. $1 I
AVAILAaLi AT

IALL AGU, GEN. ADMISSION,
MUSIC HALL aOJ( OffiCi ICALL
60~'4~6'24001 TICKETS ALSO AVAILAaLi
A TAL L TIC KIT M A • T I . L 0 CAT ION •• (onlo)
PlU:SENTlD ay DIONYSIAN r80DucnONS
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at 1:00 PM

Michael Patterson
of Thistle Burne
Handweaving

WHAT'S
WHERE

STAGE
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SILVER
SCREEN

will be ~nting a

affordable lifll
g lass jewelry. perfume bottles.

DEMONSTRATION

budva~,~gh~.o~men~

of Weaving
With Heart Pattern

and much more.

GERAlDINE

i
adl fur details

ANTIQUEWOLF
It ESTATE JEWELRY

I8E~eStTUt

CleM MoonnM Un1ft)' P_en) and P_1e N.w......
( ..... HoI..,) fl'Olll • sc_l. "Lady D.,. At EInenoa's .....
COrfll, " at the Portland P..t_lng Arts _Center through hit. Z4.

11 - 5, Tues. - Sot.

portland; ME
871·1090

l6 MILS: STI.EET
POB.TLAND, MAINE 04101

l01 - 114·1994

The lady Is a champ
• "Lady Day at £menon's Bar. CrIll:' by Lanle Robertson,
Directed by Victoria Bussert. musical arrangements by
Danny Holgate. With Paula NewIOlTlle and Clem Moorman.
Portl.nd Stage Company through Feb, 24. Box office: 7740465.
I've always been very leery of those one-person shows which
attempt to re-create historical personages like Abe Lincoln or Teddy
Roosevelt on stage like some Disney animatronics robot. The
impersonation may be spot-on, but as theater, there's always
something very important missing' an atmosphere of real drama.
"Lady Day at Emerson' s Bar &: Grill" manages to avoid this
pitfall while still giving its audience a real sense of experiencing
jazz great Billie Holiday (whose classy style earned her the nick,
name "Lady Day") live on stage at a funky Philadelphia nightspot.
Its success lies in Lanie Robertson's thoughtful script, wonderful
performances by Paula Newsome as Holiday and Clem Moorman
as h~r pianist and protector, and the enduring appeal of Lady Day's
mUSIC,
Billie Holiday's story is the soulful essence of jazz tragedy.
The premise of "Lady Day at Emerson's Bar &: Grill" is that we
are seeing Billie Holiday performing in Philadelphia a month before
her death. As she moves through a dozen or so songs, the ravaged
singer recounts the moments
in her life that have led her to
this particular performance.
Each song prompts memories,
some tender, some tragic,
some raucously funny. '1've got to roam around and find a song."
she says, "or let a song find me."
Paula Newsome's handling of what is essentially a one-woman
show is just plain awesome. While considerably younger than Billie
(who would be 44 here), she manages to project all the joys and pain
the sin~er experienced in her brief lifetime, while still emanating
the radiant beauty of the younger Lady Day. Her singing offers the
same sort of complexity, we hear the famous Billie Holiday
p~Sings, the sweet slide of a voice milking each syllable of a lyric
for ItS best effect, but we never forget that there is a dramatic
context underlying every song.
This is what differentiates "Lady Day" from all those other
bi~phical stage shows. Newsome is giving us a performance
WIthin a performance - the show at Emerson's is a reflection of
Billie's entire life in its final moments. We are seeing both a tnbute
to Lady Day and a sensitive, "warts and all" portrayal of her life
and times. Like Holiday's music itself, the performance offers a mix
of sophisticated entertainment and emotionally charged drama, and
Newsome handles both aspects with sensuous aplomb, demonstrat,
ing a real appreciation for Holiday's unique vocal style and a
powerful dramatic range.
Accompanying Newsome dramatically and musically is veteran
actor and musician Clem Moorman, He's terrific - effortlessly
smooth on the piano and delightful in the part of Jimmy Powers, the
fatherly sidekick who tries to keep the troubled singer going. using
his instrument to drown out her monologue when it gets too painful
or too political. When he's called upon to cover for Billie, Moorman
delivers with a jumping rendition of "All of Me."
The stage set by Russ Borski works perfectly - it's the stage at
Emerson's saloon, bare except for Jimmy's piano, Billie's microphone and a couple of extra chairs. Behind the stage, we see neon
lights through a wall of glass bricks. As Billie's heroin habit gets the
best of her, those lights will tum into jazzily colored abstracts, then
into the hard light of day as the show winds down.
The opening performance of "Lady Day" had the audience on its
feet, cheering everything about this play and its two performers. If
the printed page could stand and cheer, this one would be doing so
now. Quite simply, it was the best evening I've ever had at the
Portland Stage Company. Bravo!
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$39.00!
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Scarves $3.00
(were $16_00)
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Rare
011. with
calming ~ c:ooUng quaIltJa.

with purchase of the
COUPLES PACKAGE

" float session
" neck &: back

massage

56 mainst
freeport. me
865-6369

88 main st
freeport. me

0

" light &: sound

relaxation

865-1215

$100, per couple

Happy valentine's Day

o

expIres 2/29/90

Picture Yourself:

Image & Relaxation Center

de benetton

~

Two distinct fragrances for 'him' or 'her'.
• Choose from our parfum, eau de toilette,
cologne, lotio'n or shower gel!
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

854-1365
CaU for a free boochure

I 2 Westbrook Comnon
Westbrook. ME 04092
Gift certificates
a~ available.
visa/me/amex \Nek:ome.

,
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CERTS
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SAVE OIL
RIDEA
BICYCLE

~AC~Y~CYCLE
76 Portland Street, Portland (207) 773-6906

STAGE
AUDITIONS
TIM F ....port Community Play.rs win
hold auditions for roles In "Night Must
Fan," a well-known mystery written by
Erriyn WiMlams, at the Freeport High
School on Feb 11& 12, conmenclngat7
pm. "Night Must Fall" has a cast of nine
adults. fIVe female and lour male. A copy
of the play saipt has been placed on
reserve at the Freeport Public Ubrary.
The performance dates are April 11. 12,
19& 20. For further information. call 8656041 .

DANCE

Martin's
Point
HEALTH CARE
CENTER

BRIGHTON AVENUE

Amnesty Dance featuring the dance
band Paper Moon Celebrate the 30th
anniversary of Amnesty Intemational.
All ages, chem free. All proceeds to
benefit Amnesty International Group
#355. Yarmouth . Feb 9. from 8-11 :30
pm. at Yarmouth High School. Elm St.
Yarmouth. Tockets$5,avaijable at Queen
of Hearts and Harbour Books, Yarmouth,
and at the door.
Brazilian Danc. Applications are being
accepted from beginner to advanced
dancers for a two-week dance intensive
that wiD be taught by Sheila Bellefleur
(director 01 Casco Bay Movers) and
Brazilian teachers, lrom Feb 15-March
3. There wi. also be ballet and Portuguese dasses available. For further Information, 0811871-1013.
Conlrad.nce with N_ Shenanigan.
Band Schottische workshop at 8 pm.
beginner oontra basics at 8 :30 pm. With
dance to follow. All dances taught. Beginners/singles welcome. Feb 9.
Newbegln Gym in Gray. $4. For more
Information. call 428-3986.
Woman'. lIw"'heart. Danc. Feb 16,
8-12 pm, at the State Street Church,
Portland. Chern free. refreshments. With
D.J.Sheila. Ptease try to wear son-soled
shoes; the church floor Is easily marked.
$5 in advance, S6 at the door.

Walk-In Medical Care

•

• Patients of all ages welcome
• Free blood pressure checks
• On-site X; ray & Laboratory
• Minor work-related illness and injury

595 BRIGHTON AVENUE

871-1588
Monday-Saturday, 8 AM-8 PM; Sunday, 11 AM-5 PM

Maine Humorist
& Recording Artist

John McDonald
presents

A mid-winter
evening of

Authentic
Maine Humor
with special guest

Gracle Cleaves
(Down East humor from a
women's point of view.)
all to benefit the

Malne Story Tellers Festival

Saturday, February 16 at 8pm
First Parlsh Unitarian Church
Congress St., Portland
Donation for tickets $6 advance, $8 door.
To reserve advance tickets call 773-4909.

CLUBS
THURSDAY 2.7
Don stratton ."d the Bagel Shop Trio
(jazz) Cafe No, 20 Danforth St. Portland.
772-8114.
Living Proof, Milk of Amnesl. (rock)
Geno's. 13 Brown St. PorUand. 7727891.
Panic station (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774~44.
Wlnll and a Pr.,.r (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 picken St. S. Portland. 7674627.
Tony 80ffII Trio (pop) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, S.
Portland. 775-6161.

Kama
Sutra

Daniel Junken
My first music brief in these pages concerned the work of
Daniel Junken, then conductor of the Portland Community
Chorus, and the considerable influence Junken has had in
Portland's music scene. Of the number of persons who have made
their passage through this community in recent years, few come
close to the standard set by Junken in terms of talent, commitment
and achievement.
It is with the greatest sadness and reluctance then that I must
tell you that Junken's passage through our midst is complete. The
black camel kneels at his gate. Daniel Junken passed away on the
evening of Feb. 4.
Toshiuki Shimada, conductor of the Portland Symphony
Orchestra, talked about Junken's work a few days before his
death. "He is a very good musician," he said, "very hard-working,
diligent and sincere. Many
people think of him as just a
choir director, but he really
is an excellent organist as
well.
"I feel for him, I think about him. I miss him. I hope he fights
through this thing. Everyone, especially in the classical music
community here in Portland, is hoping that he can do this."
To our despair and great sorrow, he could not.
Judith Quimby, interim conductor of the Portland Community
Chorus, is deeply affected by Junken's departure. "Daniel was
only in the area about two or three years," she said. "I don't know
how anyone could do what he's done in that amount of time, but
he did it. He's worked with the Portland Community Chorus, he's
conducted the Chamber Singers at St. Luke's Cathedral and
directed the Boy Singers of Maine.
"Everywhere he went, he gained respect for his humble
approach," she said . ''That's what drew people to him, reached
through all the levels and touched them."
Portland has lost one of its brightest lights.

music

W.D . Clltlip

SATURDAY 2.9
Mlrllnd. Warning, NlnJ. Custocll.n
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland.
772-7891 .
Kevin Midgley (blues) Gritty McDuff's,
396 Fore St. Portland. 772-2739.
Who Kno_? (rock) Horsefeathers, 193
Middle St. Portland. 773-3501 .
Brok.n M.n (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St. Portland. 774-5246 .
Tonto'. BIg Idea (rock) Old Port Tavern ,
11 Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
Port City Allatars (rock) Raours. 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Su.pex (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175
Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.

SUNDAY 2.10
"'ZZ ...

Caf. No
m, open jam session
with rhythm section (byo jazz) Cafe No.
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114 .
Brown St. Blues Jam with Georg.
Cordon (blues) Geno·s. 13 Brown St.
Portland. 772-7891
D . . p.r.t. Avlk.doz (rock) Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore St, Portland. m 2739.
GIIndhl'. Lunchbox (rock) Old PortTavern. 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774~44 .
Sund., Brunch In the BalI.-m (classical) Portland Regency, 20 Milk St.
Portland. 774-4200.
Unplugged Conc.rt. A<:oustlc music,
Don stratton lind the Bagel Shop Trio
no oover. Tonight: Kim VoIk, Urban
(jazz) care No, 20 Danforth SI, Portland.
SqUirrel, Tonto's Big ldaa (acoustic)
772-8114.
Raoul's. B65 Forest Ave, Portland. 773TIM Whig., the Queers (rock) Gene·s.
6886.
13 Brown SI, Portland. 772-7891.
Kan Grlm.ley .nd .leremy L ••ter
TIM
(rock) Horseleathers, 193
(acoustic) Wharf's End. 52 Whart St,
Middle St. Portland. 773-3501 .
Portland. 773-0093.
Broken Men (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
Tonto'. Big Idea (rock) Old Port Tavem,
11 Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444.
Pousett..OIIrt Band, Random Not. .
(rock) Raoul's. B65 Forest Ave. Portland. Gandhi'. Lunchbox (rock) Old PortTavern. 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774~44 .
773-6886.
Su.pex (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 So. M •• Blues Society _tlng (blues)
Raoul's. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
6886.
Pater GI . .aon (rock) Tipperary Pub.
Sheraton Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd. S.
Portland. 775-6161 .

FRIDAY 2.8
w.n....

MONDAY 2.11

Op.n Mic with K.n Grlm.ler(acoustic)
Wharf's End, 52 WhartSt, Portland . 7730093.

TUESDAY 2.12
Op.n poetrr reading (words) Cafe No,
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Acoustic Blu.s J.m (you) Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore St, Portland. 7722739.
The Bense (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774~44.
Open Mlk. Night with Pat.r OI._n
(you) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St.
S. Portland. 767-4627.
Sol.tlc. (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf
St. Portland. 773-0093.

WEDNESDAY 2.13
Milk of Amn. .la (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown
St. Portland. 772-7891
A<:oustlc Cla. .lc: Mlcha.1 Danahy,
Brenda Moore, Valeri. D'Aliesio
(aooustic) Horsefeathers. 193 MiddieSt,
Portland. 773-3501 .
8achalor Night (xxx) Moose Alley. 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Tha ..... (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St. Portland. 774~44 .
Blues party (blues review) Raoul's. B65
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Zan. Michael Rav.n (acoustic) Wharfs
End. 52 Wharf St. Portland . 773-0093.

DANCING
Th. Moon, 425 Fore St. Portland. Open
nightly. 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. No
cover. 87H1663.
Salut... 20 MikSt. Portland. Open nlgMy
unlit 1 am. No cover. 774-4200 .
T-Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd St. PorUand. FriSat, Dancing '50s & '60s; Wed, Contemporaries. 773-8040.
~. . Danca Club, 29 Forest
live, Portland. 874-9770.
Zootz, 31 Forest St. Portland. Wed :
Progressives. Thu : Jump. Fri : PostModern - Chern Free; Sat: Cutting Edge
Dance; Sun: Request Night. 773-8187.

Little
China
Town
FINEST CHINESE FOOD

The Art of Love
Valentine"s
Day and Night
A ~Ift you'll
bo h remember

MarvIn 800ne (rock) 5-7 pm, Feb7,in the
College Room at the USMlPortiand
Campus Center, Bedford st. Free. 8746598.
Annl Cia ... (folk-rock) 5-7 pm, in the C0llege Room in the USMlPortiand Campus Center, Bedford Sl Free. 874-6598.
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• bathing gels
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Awesome winter jackets, "
IncredJble sweaters,
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Maine's /\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

Ouotel'
Treat Your Valentine to

FREE OYSTERS
during Happy Hour
7 days a week
all of February

Peach Faced $39,95

On the Waterfront

5 Portland Pier

Black Masked $49.95

736 Rear Forest Avenue
• Maine's only Avian Kennel
On the SuUivCJ1 Photo Bldg.)
• Helpful Consignment Service
Portland • 828-0236
• Knowledgeable Service Reps
10 - 8 pm • 7 days!

772-4828

Don stratton Trio (jazz) 9 pm, Cafe No ,
20 Danlorth SI, Portland. $5. 772-8114.
Ella NorrI. Ollie, PMlla Noel Genova
.nd Jennifer Cow." (folk) 7 pm, at

----------------------------------.

Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist
Church, 524 Allen Ave, Portland. $6 at
the door. Love Songs Concert in celebration 01 Valentines Day.
Th. Moonbe.m. (a cappella) 2 pm, at
the High St Congregational Church, Aubum . Doo-wop, pop and some musical
surprises. TICkets are $4. 782-7228.
TIM Music Educatora' Ja:aJ"'m Sasslonwlth NJlophonIat"mCameron,
2-4 :30 pm, at Verrilfo's Restaurant,
Turnpike Exit 8, 155 Riverside St, Portland. SessIon features a house band
and a different featured artist each week;
open to aU students and pros to "sit in."
Every Saturday through March. 8469741 .

Boone's
I

r

I
I

Custom House Wharf :

774·5725

I

VALENTINE SPECIAL

TWo t,:OK O~*

i

MONDAY -- THURSDAY I
EVENINGS

./,- .. .

Expires 2121191

Purchase 2 entees for the price
of the higher priced entree.

.

with this coupon

.•.•............ -.. ---_ .... -------*excluding Lobster & Jumbo Shrimp Entrees.

CJhe

CUTIING
E E
THE CUTTING EDGE

WELCOMES

HELEN
BONGO
four years experience
in the Portland Area

38 Market Str"
Portland
773-4050

•

In tbe Old Port,
across from tbe Regency
• Continued Oft page 22
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Closed Monday

SATURDAY 2.9

Jazz at the Museum Series: $4 members, $6 non-members. 775-1648.
Joshua Bell (classical) 3 pm, Olin Arts
Center Concert Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston. Twenty-three-year-old violin
virtuoso plays Schubert, Schumann.
Salnt-Saens and others. Admission : $81
$5. Advance reservations: 788-6135.
Ot'atorlo C~"a (choral dance music) 3
pm,atSt. BarthoIomew'sChurch, GMman
Road (Cousins Island Road), Yarmouth.
"Invitation to the Dance," a concert leaturing the Liebeslieder Waltzes of
Johannes Bnlhms as well as wOl1<s by
Schubert, Britten, Borodin and Copland.
TICkets: $81$4. 725-7103.
Portland Symphony Ch.mber Orcheat,.. (dassical) 6 pm, in the Eastland
Ballroom of Portland's Sonesta Hotel.
OboIst Nell Boyer will perform with the
orchestra In an all-Mozart program: the
Overture from Don Giovanni, Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik and Sy~ony No. 41 (Jupiter). TIckets are $17. 773-8191 or 1- •
800-734-2577.

~

144 Cumberland Ave", Portland

a

Gerl AlI.n (jazz piano) 3 pm, PorUand
Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square.

!'f If ftr ""
"
uVdcAvc,. ""

~ j AddlUonal $ 1 OFF j ~
.~ .i with this coupon
.i '-.

&
FOUR
GENERATIONS

Dwe DocIaon a Bob stuart (folk) 8 pm,
at the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington S~ Bath. Cost: S6 in advance, S6 at
the door. 729-3185.
Don stratton Trio (jazz) 9 pm, Cale No,
20 Danforth SI, Portland. $5. 772-8114.

SUNDAY 2.10

~

1938

TIM Portland string Quartet (classica~
8 pm, at Immanuei Baptist Church, 156
High St, Portland (across from the
Sonesta). Featuring Rita Noel, guest
vlolistand mezzo-soprano. The program
will include Quartet in F Major by
Beethoven, Mozart's Quintet InG minor,
K.516,aswell as three worllsfor mezzosoprano and string quartet. General
admission Is $12, S6 for those under 12
and over 65. Reception after concert in
church parlor by Westside Restaurant
761-1522.
Jon Powatta-Dart (rock) 9 pm, at Raours
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave,
Portland. Special guest: Random NoleS.
TICkets $8. 773-6886.
Buddy Wachter Doc's Banjo Band
(bluegrass) 8 pm. Feb 9, Raoul's Roadside Attraction, B65 Forest Ave, Portland.
American Canoer SocIety benefit Admission $7.50. 773-6886.

~
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N.ney Mergoll. Gallery, 387 Fore St, The New Hot Photo Bnanch Bunch at
the Open Stable, 273 Presumpscott SI.
Portland. Featuring ceramiC artists
DR. HAUSCHKA
Experience a
PorHand. Bring 2-3 examples of your
Joellyn Rock. James Watral and BarSKIN C ARE CENTER
work and some surprise food (pot luck).
baraDiduk.Mon-Fri,10am-5pm; Satl0
Unique
Skin
C
are
PORTL AND
There will be some hot discussions, inam-6 pm. n5-3822 .
cluding a hot surprise guest speaker.
Treatment
The Pine Tr.. Shop .nd Bayvl_
Feb 10, at2 pm. For more Information,
Gallery,75 Marllet St, PorHand. Group
call Cindy at 871-8285, or John at n3A Ritual That Refreslus
show featuring recent work by Bear
3961.
Blake, DavidClough, Carol Hayes-Conti,
Doug Howe, Suzanne Knecht, David Winter Cre" DemOMtrlltloM Old Port
Ariisans will hold a demonstration on
• Contimud from page 21
Little, Scott Moore, Helen SI. Clair, Carol
all FEBRUARY
Feb 9, Weaving with Michael Patterson
Sebold, Matthew Smith, Nina SyMa and
• herbal steam
from Thistle Bume Handweaving. Old
Orrin Tubbs. Also on display will be a
Port Artisans, 18 Exchange St in the Old
group of framed, lim~ed ed~ion prints
• hot and cold
c:Ilp n es 2 2891
Port. For more information, call 871and fine art reproductions . Through
compresses
1090.
March. Hou!$: Mon-Sat , 10 am-6 pm.
with essential oils
For more information, call n3-3007.
PortI.nd MUHum of Art, Seven Con• mask prepared
gressSquare, Portland. Hours:Tue-Sat,
specially
10 am-5 pm; Sun 12-5 pm; open Thu till
9 pm. Admission : adults $3.50, senior
for your skin type
citizens and students with 10 $2.50, chilTIIERESA BERMAN
dren under 18 $1 , group rate $3. Free
• lymphatic stimulation
Licensed Aesthc ticl<lfl
admission Thu from 5-9 pm. n3-2787.
0Robert Indian.'. "Hartley Elegl. . . .rIM, a portfolio of five large-scale
prints relating to a series of paintings by
Marsden Hartfey. Known as the 'Gere
man OffICer Paintings: Hartley's works
Bill MorrI_y 2115191 (Iolk) 8 pm, at
were motivated by the impact of war and
USM's Luther Bonney Auditorium.
the sudden loss of his dose lriend Karl
Opening set by Dave Beam, a local
Von Freyburg, an officer in the German
countryiblues muSician. Admission is $8
army, who was killed during World War I.
in advance, $10 at the door. n3-9549.
On display through March 24, in the
ACT UP (AIDS Co.lltlon To Unle.h
museum's Great Hall.
Power) is a diverse group of volunteers
"W0rk8 by American and Europe.n
united in anger and committed to nonM_te,., an exhibition that explores the
violent. direct action to end the AI OS
unusually strong dialogue between artcrisis. ACT UP meets every Monday
Ists in the United States and Europe
from 7-9 pm at the People's Building,
during the early twentieth century. Works
155 BrackenSt, Portland. New members
by Georges Braque, Fernand Leger,
are always welcome. For more inforMarc Chagall, Jean Arp, Pablo Picasso,
mation , write to ACT UPlMaine, P.O.
Marsden Hartley and Stuart DaVIS.
Box 5267, PorHand 041 01 , tel. n 4-7224
Through April 14.
or 774-5082.
Portland Public Library'. Lewl. GaiThe Amerlc:an Short Story Thomas
le", 5 Monument Square. 'Works from
Memorial Library will sponsor a series,
Nature : Drawings, Pastels and 011
Tuesday eves at7 pm, combining two art
Paintings by Lynn Travis-Stancioff:
forms: the short story and film. The seThrough Feb 22. Library hours are Mon,
ries represent a century of literary heriWed and Fri from 9 am-6 pm, Tue and
tage addressing a variety of themes:
Thu from 12-9 pm, and Sat from 9 am-5
belief in the worth of the individual ,
pm. 871-1700.
skepticism about the confining innuences
The Portl.nd StllSle Comp."y, 25A
of society, and a richly felt sense of
Forest Ave , PorHand. Oil paintings by
place, local color and dialecl. The secSarah Knock. Exhibit will accompany
ond story, to be presented Feb 12 at 7
the stage company's production of "Lady
pm, will be "The Jilting of Granny
PortI.nd YWCA, 87 Spring St, PorHand.
Day at Emerson Bar & Grill: which will
Weatherall· by Katherine Anne Porter.
African-American Ari Exhibit: reproducrun through Feb 24. Paintings may be
On the last day of her life, Granny
tions of works by 24 African-American
viewed for half an hour before curtain , if
Weatherall bakes a cake, sets her house
artists through Feb 15. David C. Driskell,
viewing paintings but not play. Curtain
in order, and finaly confronts the meaning
professor of art at the University. of
time: Tue, Wed, Thu, 7 :30 pm; Fri, 8 pm ;
of her life. Discussion leader will be
Maryland, w~1 speakat8 pm ata reception
Sat, 5 & 9 pm; Sun, 2 pm. If seeing
Charlotte Renner, Ph.D., independent
on Feb 8. Professor Driskell, a noted
~inli~~ but not play, .ask lor house
scholar and wrller, and contributor to the
scholar of African-Amerlc8ft 'art', Is alsO
manager.
arts on MPBN radio . Thomas Memorial
fealured in the exhibit along with other The Spirited Gourmet, 142 SI. John St,
Library is located at 6 Scott Dyer Rd,
well-known artists such as Jacob
Porlland. Mixed media showing by
Cape Elizabeth. For more information,
Lawrence, Elizabeth Catlett and Benye
Joanne Agrillo, Anne Bernard, Paul
call 799-1720.
Saar. The exhibit will alsO feature docentHoningsworth, Randall Harris and Ariene Baneflt Lecture by Editor of 'The Proled tours for junior high and high school
Morris. Through February 15. Hours:
gressive' Erwin Knoll, editor of The Prostudents. Interested art teachers may
Mon-Fri, 10 am-6 pm; Sat 10 am-5 pm.
gressive and one of the leading national
contacl the YWCA to schedule a tour
n3-2919.
critics of U.S. policy in the Persian Gull,
time. For more information, call 874The SteIn Galle", 20 Milk St, PorHand.
wHI give an address on the Persian Gun
1130.
Bruce Pizzichillo : colorful sculptures
Crisis on Feb 9 , at2 pm, in Bar Harbor.
combining blownglassshapes, cast and
Buffet supper after at the home of John
slumped glass pieces. Featuring a vari8001, contributing editorto the magazine.
ety of techniques and materials, includAdmission to these events is free , but
ing glass, brass, aluminumandtelephone
contributions to The Progressive's antiwire. Through Feb. 28. Gallery Hours:
war activities are encouraged, whether
AJberbl'. Cete, 21 Pleasant SI, PorHand.
Mon-$at, 11 am-6 pm; Sun 12-5 pm.
Dante Gourmet Chocolates. Heart-Shaped Crystals
or not you attend. For further information ,
"Reflections on Light: mixed media inn2-9072.
can244-3124. Contributions may be sent
• love Calendars with 365 messages of love.
cluding C prints, seilenium prints, collage
to John Buell, P.O. Box 226, Southwest
Boxer Shorts & T-Shirts
and landscape paintings. Mother/
Harbor, ME 04679.
daughter shoW by local artists Billie won
ami wurst
Bu.ln". Advi.ory Council . .eks
and Carrie McFaul. Exhibiting through
Nomln_ The council is seeking nomiFeb 15. n5-1514.
nations for the Goyernor's Award for
11M Baxter GIllie", Portland School of MUHum of Art, Olin Arts Center, Bates
Business Excellence, developed to recArt, 619 Congress St, PorHand. "01her
College, Lewiston. 'Elizabeth Murray:
ognize companies which demonstrate
Voices : Mediating between Ethnic TraPrints: a comprehensive exhibition of
an outstanding commitment to their
ditions and the Modernist Mainstream,'
prints by New York artist Elizabeth
comrronity, employees and to manuIncludes 35 works by artists of African
Murray, known for her colorful shaped
facturing and service eKcelience . The
American , Japenese American, Cherocanvases depicting abstract and symcouncil is accepting nominations of
kee,
French-Cree
Shoshone
and
Latino
bolic imagery. Regular museum hours
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP
companies from associations, trade orheritages. On view through March 3.
are 10 am-5 pm, Tuesday through Satganizations and private individuals
144 HIGH ST., PORTLAND 773-5547
Gallery hours are Tue-Sun 11 am-4 pm,
urday, and 1-5 pm Sunday. Free adthrough Feb 15. For further information
open
till
9
pm
on
Thursdays.
Free
adOPEN EVERY DAY
mission. 786-6158.
regarding this award, or to obtain nomimission. CaH n5-5152 for more infornation forms, contact Joan Anderson at
mation.
the Dep't of Economic and Community
Congo Ren.I . . .nce Gallery, 576
Development in Augusta at28~3153 .
Congress St, Portland. Pieces by Bonnie
11M Chln. .e Amerlcen Friendship
Nason, Mike Wolstadl. Joyce Ooley,
Association of Maine is sponsoring an
I\/Or Lofving, Kathleen Sweeney, Denise Amerlc.n and Europe." Art Auction
educational and entertaining event at
Frohlich, and others. n3-1964.
Barrldoff Galleries is holding
auction
the South Portland Library. Jade Mumma
De." Vel..,.. . . Gallery, 60 Hampshire
at 1 pm, Feb 7, at Holiday Inn by the Bay,
wil be demonstrating rice dough sculpSt, Portland. Duane Paluska: an exhibn
88 Spring St, Portland. Previews will be
ture, Dr. Tsao will demonstrate acuof painted wall reliefs and sculpture,
held Feb6, from 5-8 pm; and Feb7, from
puncture Zhu Hong will do calligraphy
through Feb 17. Galieryhours: Thu 129am-12 pm. Barridoff Galleries Is located
and the Chinese Children'S School will
8 pm; Fri-Sat, 12-5 pm; Sun 12-4 pm; or
at 26 Free St, Portland. For more inforpresent a danCe performance, Feb 9,
i
by appt. n2-2042 . .
mation, call n2-5011.
from 1-4 pm. Free admission. Forfurther
Ev.M Gallery, 7 Pleasant St, Portland. "Looking lit Plctu,..- Juris K. Ubans,
STOP IN AND WARM UPI
:', \ ):1
'W :
information, call 799-2204.
Black and white photographs by O.
prof. of art al USM and director of the
o..ktop Publl.hlng with H."cy Grlf·
Homemade SOUp8, Chowder, De88erts,
" ' . '. t,:'
Winston Link, whose photographs of the
USMiGorham art gallery, will give a
fin This tutorial, conducted on MacinSandwiche8 and Much More! .....:-.>rt'-fr:--o':-I
Nortolk & Western Railway document
gallery talk on Feb 10, at 3 pm, in the
tosh computers and the Laserwriter II
the last years 01 steam locOmotion and
Walker Art Building , Bowdoin College,
laser printer, is a hands-on introduction
give a vernacular portrait of rural
Brunswick.
to Pagemaker desktop publishing softAmerican life in the late '50S. Through "MetropOlitan- The Maine premier of the
ware. Nancy Griffin, owner of the Word
Feb 16. Galiery hours: 10am-6pm, TueWhit Stillman movie "Metropolitan: a
Association , a desktop design firm, will
Fri; 11 am-4 pm Sa\. 879-0042.
special Portland School of Art fund-raisteach participants the basics of typog11M Goad En Cete, 705 Congress St,
ing benefit plus Jamie Wyeth print raffle,
raphy, cutting and pasting, page layout
Portand. Irene Plumme(saaylic and oil
w~1 be held Feb 7, from 6-10 pm, at
and more. Feb16, from9am-4 pm at the
paintings, through Feb 14. n5-1514.
Horsefeathers Restaurant (193 Middle
Maine Writers Center, 19 Mason St,
S\) and Nickelodeon Cinema (comer of
11M Jewell Galle", 345 Fore St, PortBrunswick. $80 for Maine Writers and
Temple and Middle streets), Portland.
land. WatercolorS by Bill J~II, Joseph
Publishers Alliance members, $100 for
$50 per person for premier. For further
Cousins;oilsby Paul Black and Rebecca
others. Preregistration is required: send
information , call n5-3052.
Cuming; stained glass by Bert Weiss;
payment to Maine Writers and Publishjewelry by Vicki Woodruff. Through
ers Alliance, 19 Mason St, Brunswick
February. GaJleryhoUrs: 11 arn-5:30pm,
04011. For further Information, call 729Mon-$al. For further Information, call
6333.

Entertainment
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$5 off

IN THE OLD PORT
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BY APPOINTMENT
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UPCOMING

773-0021

SENSE

1/t.

~
. . . remem6er tIU
one you f.ove on

ART

725. L.;11q

o/akntine_'s~~ay

witfi our wUu
sefection offf.owers
speciaf{y sefectetf
for you at
468 :Fore Street, Portfam£ Maine

OPENING

1-207-772-3881

'lJefivery 5'I.vaifa6fe

AROUND TOWN

of

OUT OF TOWN

the Hottest & Coolest Valentines

DROP 11£ ALINE ...

OTHER

an

RESTAURANT & TAVER~ ::

1\
i:

r.:

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

774-3550

n3-3334.

Femlnl8t Splrltullllty end EcoIoglcIIl SCORE (ServIce Corp. of Retired Ex- MS In Action Greater Brunswick area's
multiple sclerosis support group will hold
ecutl_l is a national non-profit orgaJu8tlce, workshop led by Ely Haney,
its February meeting a\ Parkview Menization providing business counseling
Feb 15-16. The General Theological
morial Hospital in Brunswick. Anyone in
and guidance to small business owners,
Center, 159 State St, Portand. Times
the area who has any connection with
profit and non-profit organizations, and
are to be announced; cost of workshops
MS, MS'er or otherwise, is invited to join
varies. For further information, call Elly
future owners - at no cost. It is the
us.Febll , 7-9 pm. For more information,
counseling arm of the SBA (Sma' Busiat 442-7260.
call 729-3811 .
ness Association). Score basically works
Getting St.rted With Fiction, with
with two groups: people who want a Outright, the Pordand Alliance of Gay
Elizabeth Cooke, This fIVe-week workand Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning
business of their own, and people who
shop for the first-time, as well as the
Youth, oHers support and information for
are in business but have problems. Score
returning writer, will start with the primary
young people 22 and under, in a safe
holds 1-112 hour appointmenls daily,
issue of fiction writing : How to begin?
environment, every Friday from 7 :30Mon-Fri, and is located at 66 Pearl St,
Other topics will indude: How to let your
9 :30 pm, at the Preble Street Chapel,
Room 210, Portland. For more informacharacters and your story find you. What
comer of Preble and Cumberland avtion, call 772-1147.
is tension and how can you know if iI's
enues. For information, write or call:
there? What's revision all about? The . .1f-Publl8hlng: Are You Ready For
Outright, P.O . Box 5028, Station A,
It? A seminar taught by Jim Keil, this
first two sessions will be devoted to
Portland 04101 , tel. n4-HELP.
class will focus on the nuts and bolts of
writing exercises and discussion ; the
self-publishing. Feb9,Irom 11 am-4 pm, The Plitt! of Recove" Portland Sufi Orfollowing three to group responses to
at the Maine Writers Center, 19 Mason
der oHers a series of small meetings
participants' writings. Elizabeth Cooke is
St, Brunswick. Cost is $30 for members
involving medilation based on the Sufi
the author of Complicity, a novel. Tuesof Maine Writers and Publishers Alliteachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
daysfrom6:3O-8:3O pm, at the Waynflete
ance , $35 for others. Pre-registration
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
School in Portland. $60 for members of
into our lives. Meetings are modeled
required . Send payment to MWPA, 19
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance,
Mason St, Brunswick, ME 04011. To
after 12-step groups and welcome any$75 for others. Preregistration is required ;
one with a desire 10 recover from adsend payment to Maine Writers and
reserve a space, call 729-6333.
dictions or codependency. Meetings are
Publishers Alliance , 19 Mason St, TV Ne_ Producer Speaks Jon Katz, a
Tuesdays, 7 :30-8 :30 pm at Woodfords
Brunswick 0401 1. For more information,
media writer and former executive pro Congregational Church , 202 Woodfords
call 729-6333 .
ducer of the CBS Morning News, will be
St, Portland. Open to the public. Donafeatured at the upcoming Brown Bag
Help WIth Your Tu. . Andover College
tionsareweloome. For more information,
Lecture Series at the Portland Public
students and graduates who have taken
call Jan at 878-2263, Robin at 767-2315
Library. Katz will be discussing and
the Voluntary Income Tax Assistance
or Eli at n4-1203.
reading from Sign Off, his just-pubHshed
program offered by the college will offer
novel based on his experience with the 80uthem Meine Slngl. . SocIal. Group
their services to taJ<payers beginning
network news. Katz will make his preMeets on weekendsatvj!lious locations
Feb 8, from 8:30 am-12:3O pm, and
sentation on Feb 13 at 12 noon in the
from Portland to Biddeford. Meet new
every Friday thereafter until April 15.
friends ages 35 and over. No fees . Please
Rines Room 01 the library, which is 10This service is perfonned on a walk-in
caledat5 Monument Square. The Brown
call 934-1692, 284-9327, 775-1353 or
basis at Andover College, located at 901
n5-1553.
Bag Lecture Series is free and open to
Washington Ave, Portland. Taxpayers
the public. Coffee and tea will be served Special Inte,..t AA M_lng for people
wishing to take advantage of this free
at the lecture and all who anend are
service are advised to bring their tax
living with AID8 meets weekly on
encouraged to bring their lunches. For
forms.
Tuesdays at 8 pm at the PWA Coalition,
more inlormation, call 871-1758.
377 Cumberiand Ave , PorHand. Meeting
Humane Shelter for Animals Maine
designed to provide a safe space in
Animal Sanctuary's goal is to provide Women'. Vole", Work Choice.: a
workshop for women who want to transwhich to discuss HIV issues, while living
PorUand with an animal shelter where
form their relationship to work. Feb 9 ,
positively sober. This meeting is open
animals would be given humane care
only to those who have tested HIV/
9:30 am-5 pm, at a PorHand location to
until they are adopted . At present,
be announced. Registration: $75. PrePositive or have been diagnosed with
Portland's other shelters put dogs to
AIDS. For more information, call 871senters : Barbara Babkirk and Nancy
sleep after a maximu m of eight days,
Rankin Houtz. Call 761-0071 for more
9211.
while there is no time limit for cats. Maine
information.
Animal Sanctuary holds meetings on the
WINGS, a non-profit organization dedisecond Tuesday of each month (thaI's
caled to providing support for low-income
Feb 12) at 7:30 pm at the Clark Memorial
single parents announces The Kids'
Church, 15 Pleasant Ave , PorHand.
Place, providing day care for children
from infancy to eight years in South
MaIne Coalition to Stop U_s. W .. In
PorHand. Reasonable rates and nurturthe Middle E..t will hold a rally w~h
ing environment. For more information,
speakers in the gyrmasium at the Unicall 767-2010. Also, weekly support
versity of New England, Biddeford. Feb
group helps set goals that lead to self9. For more information, cal 282-2035,
sufficiency and to facilitate discussion of
or 674-2620.
problems single parents encounter.
M.wglng end Rnolvlng ConftlctThis
TlIOsdays, 7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St, S.
course, part of the. CertiflC8te in Man- A.R..T.s. AnonymoU8 is a group of local
artists reco\lOring through the 12 Steps,
porHand and ThL\rsdays, 7-9 p.m:1l1.1 1
agement program offered tI't Continuing
who have come together to form a supDay-St, Westbrook, - -no' 10 Iofb!>
Education lor Business at USM, wiN be
port group that meets every Mon at7 pm
offered In a lwO-day format, Feb 19 and
at SI. Luke's Cathedral, State St, Port26 at the USM Intown Center, 68 High SI,
land.
PorHand. The course meets from 8 :30
arn-4:3O pm, and costs $195 (including GrleYIng SUpport Group for bereaved
persons healing from the death of a
textbook). To register, call CEB at 874loved one. Meets in PorHand Tuesday
6510.
eves from 7-8 :30 pm. Donations. Call
MIc_ indian Storytelling .nd Cre"
Kristine Watson , M.A., at n5-{)366 .
Demon8tretloM The Sanipass family,
Micmac storytellers and basketmakers H.O.P.E_ seH-heip support groups with
facil~ators meet weekly to help heal the
of Aroostook county present 'Micmac
emotional pain associated with chronic
Tales and Traditions.' Feb 9, 10 am-l
or serious diseases, injury, life, death
pm, Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum,
and childhood issues. Group meets at
Hubbard Hall , Bowdoin College,
Mercy Hospital, 144 State St, PorHand,
Brunswick. Event is in conjunction with
from 5 :30-7:30 pm; and at the Unity
the exhibit 'Our Lives in Our Hands:
Church , 16 Columbia Rd, Portland, on
showing in the Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Thursdays from 10 am-12 pm. There is
Museum from Feb 6-ApriI15. For further
alsO a support group for the family and
information, call 725-3000.
friends of the ill which meets every other
Portland Public UbraryBook . .IeThe
Thursday from 7-9 pm. For more inforUbrary wil hold a book sale on Feb 9,
Altemlltlve Medium. 1991 needs volmation, call1-800-33~HOPE .
from 9 arn-3 pm, in the Rines Room. This
unteers: artists to exhibit wor1<; perIll-annual evant will have 1,500 to 2,000 H.O.P.E_ (He.llng of PenoM Excepformers ; wr~ers ; administrative persons
tional), a statewide system of support
tides from the adult collection for sale at
and enthusiastic people to do gallery
groups for people with critical illnesses
50 cents apiece. All proceeds from the
and slage prep, sell progrem advertiseor losses, will be presenting a talk by
sale will go toward the purchase of new
ments, public relations,. and more. AlRuth Farabee Cobb entitled "Leaming
books. The library is located at5 Monutemati\lO Mediums is a non-profit orgaThrough Adversity" on Feb 13, at 7 pm,
ment Square. For more information, call
nization dedicated to providing and
at Mercy Hospital's Lower Auditorium,
Suzanne Thompson at 871 -1700, eKt
promoting services to people with AIDS
PorHand. For more information, call 7 43728.
and AIDS-related illnesses, advocacy
9295.
Proprioceptive Writing Basic Workregarding AIDS -related issues , and
shop The workshop introduces partici- Ingreh.m Volunt. .,. Help available by
AIDS-related health education and inphone 24 hours a day. Cal n4-HELP.
pants to a method of writing which
formation
to citizens of Maine. The intent
Injured
Worlle,.
M
.
.
tlng
for
workers
stimulales thinking, creativity and lisof the organizations is not only to earn
having diffICUlty with workers' comp o
tening, and thereby unlocks writing blocks
money for AIDS, but equally to provide
and other blocks to a-eativity and life
system, 7 :30 pm every Wed at Goodall
artists with a space, opportunity and
Hall next to Sanford Unitarian Church,
processes. Proprioceptive Writing is a
reason to exhibit and/or perform their
practice which one can use regularly in
comer of Lebanon and Maine streets,
work. Volunteers are needed for an
one's life, and Its effectiveness has been
Sanford.
evening of alternative performance and
proyen . The Center also offers regular M.lne'. FI,.t BrIIln Tumor Support
exhibition of visual art being developed
courses such as expressive wrning, a
Group w~1 meet every Thursday evening
and planned for March 26, 1991 . Startbiweekly Feminist Seminar, consciousat 7 pm at New England Rehabilitation
ing Jan 9, meetings will be held every
ness-raising conferences on such subHospital of Portfand (NERH-PorUand),
Wednesday eve at 8 pm at Zootz, 27
jects as aging and gender alienation,
13 CharlesSI. This new group has been
Forest Ave, PorHand. For more inforand retreats. To reserve a place in the
designed by NERH-Portfand and the
mation, call n5-1514.
February workshop, which costs $350
American Cancer Society to meet the
for 21 contact hours of work during a
special needs of adults with brain tumors CookI. . for U.S. Amerlc.n troop. In
SeudlAnlbla_8IckofMR&(Motei.
weekend, orto receive information about
and their families. Interested participants
Rudy to EIIt). Cookies for U.S. is tryother activities, call n2-11147, or write
should contact Rev. Wish prior to their
ing to keep up troop morale by sending
the Proprioceptive Writing Center, P.O.
first meeting for a brief preliminary intercookies. Cookies for U.S. says, "LeI's all
Box 8333, Portland 04101 .
view. People are encouraged to join any
hope and pray they come home cpJickIy
time by calling Wish at n5-4000, exl.
and safely, but until then, we're baking
542.
cookies.' Any donations toward shipping
or ingredients greatly appreciated.
Please send to Cookies for U.S., c/o
American Legion Hall, Post 57, 141mperialSt, Old Orchard Beach , ME 04064.
GI". L1fel The Portfand Red Cross is
looking for blood donors. 524 Forest
A\IO. For more information, call n52367.

HELP
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• ConlinlU!d on page 24

23

Blueberry Honey
and a Hand-stenciled
Heart Design

Pottery Honey Pot

also
0 , ,-shap ed cookie cutters

J3fuebeJtItieJ-fe,~

422 Fore Street, O ld Port '" 761-5690 '" 11-5:30 Wed.-Sat. 12-5 Sun.

STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESQ.
Attorney at Law

•

General Practice of Law including:
• drug/ criminal defense· personal injury
• personal and small business bankrupcy and reorganization

No Charge/or
V1SA a.MC
Epening & weekend
ACCEP'ITD
appointments apailable
initial consultation
50 EXCHANCE STREET PORTlAND MAINE 775-0028

Feb. 9 Meredith Station,
Meredith, N.H.
10 Mad Hatter's Tea party,
Tattoo Convention
15 416 Crabby Lobster

17 Portland Police Dept. Ball
at IA Heritage Center
23 American Heart Assn. Affair of the
Heart Fund Raising Ball, Sonesta, P'tld

•

We'll be back every Wed at Raoul's in May_
Spring and Summer dates are going fast· book your
wedding and functions now.

CALL 883-2802

SEND A
SPECIAL
VAI,ENTINE
MESSAGE
Tell your sweetie how you feel
with Casco Bay Weekly's
Classified Valentines. These
special messages will appear in
the February 14th issue of CBW.

30 words for $9
Deadline: February 8 at 5pm
,
Call 775-6601
or
Use form in Classified Section.

•

February 7, 1991
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~ TOP OF THE EAST ~

JIll'

~

presents

Stars Over Portland
A monthly showcase of the
region's top performing artists

U N IQUE ~'

Appeanng in Fe!:>ru ar y

/

ThSIY--~----

CURT BESSETTE

l!J:EoUT FOOD

~
DELIVERY ~

GUERILLA

WELL GEl IT.~OU
NO /'1I\TI£R ~/

Beginning 2/6
Wed8-11pm
Thurs Bpm-mldnighl
fri 5-7pm, 9pm- midnighl
Sol Bpm- midnighl

FREE DELIVERY

772-0360
CALL NOW

OF THE EAST

Sonesto Hotel Portland
157 High Sireet. Portland
775-541'

147 Cumberland Ave.
Portland ME, USA

,I

..
.,

i ,_

$5.95

$2.95

DINNER

LUNCH
SPECIALS

SPECIALS
including sirloin tips,
seafood lasagne, chicken
dishes, and more!

in & out
in 30
minutes!

Remember...
We're the only place for seafood!

thrJALLEy
HESTAURANT

t.

I,

I','rom
• Conli"""d from 1"'gt 23

$i'lgerlsongwriter
featuring songs
from hiS new
release "Harbor"

re»

LDN611~

Entertainment

I
215 Forcsidc Road. Falmouth Forcsidc. 781-4262
mon-thurs, 11 :30-9. fri -sat, 11 :30-10. sun 11 :30-8

Work out this winter•••
and look out this summer!

OFF THE
CLOCK

He.rts In Bloom DIIyisa very successful
American HeartAssocialion fund-raising
event thai raises money through the
distribution of fresh-cut noral bouquets
10 employees, patients, residenls, sludents and faculty of large and small
business corporalions, hospitals, nursing and retiremenl homes, schools and
retail establishments.The bouquestsare
ordered in advance at companies and
worksites and are delivered on
Valentine's Day to Ihose who have
contributed $510 thecampaign. For rrore
informalion, contacl your company's
representative or the American Heart
Association al 1-800-462-4202.
Help People With AIDS All donations of
items big or small will be apprecialed for
men, women and ch ildren who are living
with AIDS in Grealer Portland. All gifts
can be receivedal 377 Cumberland Ave,
Portland, 04102. For more information,
call David at People with AIDS Coalition
of Maine, 773-8500.
Portl.nd W . .t Neighborhood PI.nnlng needs someone to run the projector and show American literature films at
elderly high rises. This is a great opporlunity to spend time with the elderly
<iscussing ileralure, history and current
events. You will need transportation and
the ability to leam how to use a projector.
Two volunteers are needed for a sixmonth committmentworking three hours
every olher week. Monday through Friday hours are llexible. For delails, call
the Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.
The Retired Senior VoIunl_ Pr0gram places people 60 and okIer in
fulfilNng jobs helping olhers. Only two to
four hours of your help wil make a difference. For more Information, call
Priscilla Greene al 775-6503.
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Women's
Fitness
Studio ~
I

(rcar) 170
U.S. Rtc. 1

I

Falmouth

781-4502

I ,

!

~

~\000

BEAN ~4

for a fraction of the cost
10 TANS still only $30!

I\t

Remember: A Full. Year Membership is
$299; Pay in 2 installments if you like!

the

all 1\.~

Union Station

Fitness De

~

WELL

NESS

Adult He.lth Scr. .nlngs Community
Heallh Services will sponsor screenings
lor diabetes, anemia, coiorectaJ cancer,
high blood pressure and chotesterollevel.
Two or more tests per person are available, time permitting . Donalion. The
screenings will be held at the following
times and places: Feb 7,1-4 pm, Steep
Falls Center Memorial CNnic: Feb 12,
10:30 am-12 pm, Freeport OakIeafTerrace; Feb 13, 10 am-I pm, Bridglon
UnitedMethodislChurch;FebI9,12 :302:30 pm, Gray Congregational Church
Hall; Feb 20, 9:30-11:30 am, Wincllam
Community Building; Feb 25, 1-3 pm,
Scarborough Town Hall; Feb 'Zl, 9:3011 :30 am, Gorham St. Anne's Church.
For more information, call 775-7231 , ext

551, or 1-800-643-4331 .
8ec:omlng Whole: .klll Workahop. for
Growth .nd Recovery The seven
worllshops in this seriesare experiential,
designed especially lor those who are
seeking how to deal with the issues
presented, and may be taken individually. Good Boundaries Make Good
Neighbors: help with learning about,
establishing and experiencing the
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
boundaries around self, and between
selfandother, Feb 9, 9 am-4:3O pm, $60.
Rs-Parenting Yourself: help with ways
to nurture the self and assist the seft
develop healthy ways of being , Feb 13 &
20,6:30-9:30 pm, $60. Preregistration is
required. For more information on the
above or olher workshops, call Jan
Tiedemann Associates at 775-7739.

Cholesterol .nd Blood Pre. .ure SeIf-8hl.tsu An introduction 10 our bedies through gentle yoga stretches comScreenings USM Lifeline is oHering a
bined with 'self·shiatsu,· the application
special screening on Feb 14, from 10
of pressure along the route of each meam-7 pm, in the Portland campus gym
ridian. Leam to read your own body,
on Falmouth Street. No appointments
organ by organ. Chi Gong is employed
necessary. Screenings are done on a
as Ihe warm-up and centering tool for
walk-in basis, first come, first served.
class. Begins Feb 12, from 5:30-6:30
Fee is $8_A 25 percentdiscounl is being
pm. Eight-week seriesl$80. Space is
offered to USM staH, students and Lilelimiled, so register ahead. Ann Foster
line members (bring 10). For more inTabbutt, Shiatsu Practitioner - ACBTA.
formation, call 780-4170.
Olde Stroudwater Grange, 17t 1 ConCompulsive Eating Group Diets don't
gress SI, Portland. For more informawork for many women because food is a
tion , call 799-9258.
powerful substance often used to satisfy
important emolional needs and make Shiatsu For others A 10-week course
for Ihe intermediate student who wants
women leel good. The focus 01 these
to give a basic Shiatsu massage 10 ansmall , weekly Iherapy groups is to examother. Resultsare remarkable, even wilh
ine the emotionaVpsychological compo this non-professional level of treatment.
nenlS to weight loss. The following will
Begins Feb 14, from 5:3(}-7 pm. $100.
be viewed as critical keys to weight loss:
Regisler ahead; space is limited. Ann
accepling yourself regardless of your
Foster Tabbutt, Shialsu Practitioner weight; understanding how you use food
AOBTA. OldSlroudwaterGrange, 1711
10 protect yourself and feel safe ; recog Congress St, Portland. For more infornizing the difference between biological
mation , call 799-9258.
hunger and emolional hunger; leaming
how 10 satisfy emotional needs without Awakening to Love: Open ing the Heart
with Kripalu Yoga Innerlighl Workshop
food ; and sharing personal experiences
offers an inlegraled series of warm-ups
in a supportive, caring environmen t. Th e
and yoga postures for releasing tension
groups will be facilitaled by Maryanne
in the upper body and opening Ihe heart.
Vitalius, M.S. Ed ., M.S.W., who speA day of gentle nurturing . No previous
cializes in women's issues. ealing disexperience with yoga necessary. Feb 9 ,
orders, autonomy and relationships .
from 9 :30 am-4 pm. $65. For more inforGroups are now forming and will be held
malion, call Kim Chandler at 874-2341 .
at 78 Main St, Yarmouth. $25/session .
For more inlormation, call 846-6624.
T'.I Chi Chuan is an ancient Chinese
Martial Arts syslem based on meditation
E.rth School - The Fln.1 Exam A
in movement. Excellent for health, relaxmetaphysical interprelalion of human/
alion, stress reduction and self-defense.
global connict with Kevin John Higgins.
Classes for beginners through advanced
Emphasis shall be placed upon oneness
levels, including ongoing push-hands
and the illusion of separation; the power
class. For information and sign-up, call
of thought; Ihe vilal, yetforgotten role the
Gene Golden at 772-9039.
feelings play in spiritual evolution and
unprecedented planetary changes and Yoga Helps D.ncers Portland Yoga
their effect on the emotional, mental and
Siudio offers this class on Feb 9, from
physical bodies. Feb 12, 7-9:30 pm.
8:25-10:25 am. Cost is $12. This twohour workshop will introduce dancers 10
Admission $10. FirslParish Church, 425
Congress SI, Portland. For more infora well·balanced selection of yoga posmation, call m-8332.
tures to meet their specifIC problems and
needs. 616 Congress St, Pordand. For
Flexing .nd Stretching progr.m for
more information, call 797-5684.
Seniors Por~and Recreation is offering
this class on Thursdays. beginning Feb
7, from noon-l pm. There is no charge.
The class will be held allhe Cummings
Community Cenler, 134 Congress St,
Por~and . For more information, call 8748793.
Freelyeng.r Yoga CI.s WneAlusband
team Elaine and Francis McGillicuddy
oHer classes at Portland Yoga Studio,
616 Congress St, to introduce newcomers to Iyengar Yoga. Portland Yoga
Studio is alSo introducing Gentle Hatha
Yoga for People with AIDS, to be held al
Woodford's Congregational Church, on
Wednesdays from 12 :35-1 :45 pm,
through March 20. Cost lor !hose who L.L. Be.n is hosting a series of programs
on the Iollowing Iopics and dates: ·Hikcan aHord it Is $1 . For more information
ing·Biking in Utah's Canyon Country:
on either of the above, call 797-5684.
Feb8; 'Rooftops of the Americas: Mclnley
He.lth IrwLWMce Problems? Health
andAconcagua,· Feb 15;'Fly Fishing for
Claim Assistance is a new Portland
Trout: Argenline Style," Feb 21; and
business that assists and educates
'Lumbering Tales and Indian Legends of
people aboul the processing of their
Katahdin,' Feb 22. These lectures will be
heallh insurance claims. Health Claim
held at the L.L. Bean Casco Street
Assistance is located at 607 Brighlon
Conference Center located on Casco
Ave, Portland. For more information, call
Street. 112 mile soulh of the L.L. Bean
Lindy Bono at 774-5572.
store (signs will be posted). ·Ice ClimbIntroduction to Med\tl1tlon will be ofing ;Tools and Techniques of the Trade·
fered Thursdays, 7-8 pm, Feb 7. Come
will be held on Feb 4 al the L.L. Bean
to any or all classes. Also offered - SelfRetail Store on Route 1 in Freeport. All
Awareness I: Introduclion 10 Meditation.
lectures will be held from 7 :30-9 pm. For
Bring lunch and snacks. Must pre-register
further information, call 865-4 76dl m ext.
by phone. Both are free of charge. 40
7800, or 1-800-341-4341, ext. 7800.
Main St, Topsham. For informalion on
M.lne Outdoor Adventure Club
either, call 729-5825.
(MOAC) offers the following events: Feb
KrlpaluYog.lnnerlight's winter offerings
9, Second Annual MOAC Winteriest at
include regular sessions of Kripalu yoga
Camp Ketcha, 336 Black Polnl Rd,
classes through March 30, as well as
Scarborough, 10:30 am-5:3O pm, adKripalu yoga Saturday intensives and
mission $5, for more info call 839-4919;
individual yoga therapy sessions.
Thursday night walks around BackCove,
Innertighl is a celebration of empowermeet at Payson Park at 6 pm, call 829ment and integral ion of body, mind and
4124 ; spontaneous day hikes during the
spirit. Call Kim Chandler at 874-2341 for
week, 883-5984. People inlerested In
further information.
ice climbing !his winter should call Carey
N.llonal Condom W . .k Is Here. Look
atm-9831 .
for The Condom People in local night
M.lne Women Outdoora is offering
spots distributing specialvalentines. Rewinter camping, skiing & skating, Feb 9member: ·Condoms are for your pro10. For inloon above trips, or n you'd like
tectionlUse themwith love and affection.•
10 be a trip leader or have a camp to lend
Stop by any famHy planning clinic for a
for a fall or winter weekend trip, call
dozen free condoms.
Leann at 547-3919.
Nourishing Ou ....I _ , a series of six biOutdoor Hotline Call 774-1118 for a listweekJy sessions adctressing body image,
ing of bicycling, hiking , aoss country
weight and nutrition . Led by Marjl
skiing, canoeing and olher outdoor acGreenhut, art therapist, and by Elizabelh
tivities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor
Patten, a licensed dielitian , at Freeport
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay BiMedical Center, 149 Main St, Freeport
cycle Club.
For dates and times, call 83:Hi391 or
Winter Ecology W.lka wi. be offered for
865-1988.
groups 01 all ages by Maine Audubon
Red Crou Offers CI..... The Portland
Society through March 29. The walks
Chapter of the American Red Cross will
are conducted at the 6O-acre Giisland
offer several courses of instruction durFarm sanctuary, 118 U.S. Route I ,
ing February, including adult CPR , infant
Falrrouth. School groups, scout troops,
and child CPR, child care for day~e
neighbOOlOOdgroups,seniorchizensand
providers, babysitting skils, advanced
others are invited 10 make reservations
firsl aid (including professional rescue
for the 1991 season. Each 1-112 hour
CPR skills), and several standard first
walk introduces participants to the many
aid courses. Advance registration is reways plant and animals prepare lor
quired. Persons inlerested in informawinter. Participants look for animal signs,
tion on requirements, fees or registration
tracks and homes, and leam about the
should call 874-1192 on weekdays.
properties of snow and other forms of
SahaJ. Yoga Meditation Weekly meetnatural Insulation. The outdoor tour is
ings every Tuesday at 7 pm in the Facfolowedby indoor activities thalreiniorce
ulty Lounge, Student Center, USM ,
concepts presented during the walk. Fee
Bedlord St, Portland. Inlroduction first
is $3 per person, with a minirrom 01 $15
and third Toosday of each month. AJways
per group. Reservations must be made
free of charge . For more information, call
in advance by calling Carol LeMere at
767-4819.
Maine Audubon Society, 781-2330.
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Cheerleedlng Clinic for Girls Grades K6, who will be taught a pom-pom rouline,
chants, cheers, stunts and more basic
cheerleading skHls. C~nic is directed by
Iormer New England Patriots cheerleader
and National Cheerleaders Association
instructor Bonnie Gardner. Feb 19, from
fO am-2 pm. CUnicwili be heldat FitnessPhanalia Aerobic Studio, Pine Tree
Shopping Center, BrightonAve, Portland.
To register, call774-5058 fora brochure.
Fre.h P.lnt, an art pre-school in
BrunswiCk. has limited openings now for
MondaysandTuesdaysfrom8:45-11 :15
am. Extended day care is also oHered on
both days for childc'en two 10 six. The
philosophy at Fresh Paint is that children
can remain aeative in a stimulating and
nurturing environment using all their
senses. Crealive activities and physical
outdoor play are stressed. Older childc'en who wish to participate in studio art
classes this spring can have their parents call to put their names on the wailing
list. For regislration information, call director Linda Rosen at 725-4983.
Frid.y Free Movl. . olfered by S . Porlland Public Library from 3:30-4 :30 pm.
All ages welcome. (No movies during
school vacations or snow days.) 482
Broadway, S. Portland. 775-1835.
Home Alone The Cily of Portland offers
this course designed to help children
who spend time alone make the right
decisions. Sponsored by the Red Cross.
For elemenlary age children. Held on
Feb 23 , from 11 am-noon, al Reiche
Community Center, 166 Brackell St.
Por~and. Free, but preregistration is required . For more information, call 8748873.
Kid. Ask About W.r Maine Public
Broadcasting Network will air a special
half-hour program designed 10 help
parenls and children cope with leelings
raised bytheunfoldingwarin the Persian
Gulf. Airs Saturday, Feb 9, at 8 :30 pm,
Monday, Feb 12at 1 pm, and Friday. Feb
15, atll pm.Theprogrambringstogether
a group 01 nine to 13-year-olds with a
panel of guest experts to answer queslions in terms Ihe kids can understand.
MPBN is broadcasl on WMEA TV 26 in
the PortlandIBiddelord area. For more
information, call 941-1010.
Klnderkonzert A woodwind ensemble
from the Portland Symphony Orchestra
will perform ·Follow the Leader" for
childc'en ages 3-7 , at Kennebunk High
School on Feb 7 at 9:30, 10:30 and
11 :30 am. Tickets are $2. For information, call Ellie Dow at 985-4343 .
MondIlYEvenlngSklat.hllwnn ....k
Ski any three Monday nights, from 5-1 0
pm, for $35. Program is intended lor
youth, adults and seniors, and options
include renlals and 1- 112 hour lessons.
For more information, call Portland Recreation al 874-8793 or 874-8300, ext.
8791.
The Portl.nd Public Library'.
Children'. Room Schedule for the week
of Feb lOis as follows: Feb II , 10:30
am, Preschool Story Time; Feb 13, 9 :30
am, Finger Fun for Babies; Feb13, 10:30
am, Preschool Story Time (3- to 5·yearolds) ; Feb 15, 10:30 am. Tales for Twos;
Feb 16, 10:30am, Movies (children of all
ages) . All programs are free and open 10
Ihe public. Five Monument Square ,
PorUand. For more information, call 871 1700.
Riverton Branch Library offers the fol·
lowing programs for children : Wednesdays · Tales for Twos , 10 :30 am ;
Thursdays - Aherschool Films, all ages,
3:30 pm; Fridays- Finger Fun for Babies,
9:30-9 :45 am, Preschool Story Time (310 5-year-olds), 10:30 am. Library hours:
Wednesdays , 9 am-6 pm; Thursdays,
12-8 pm; Fridays, 9 am-12 pm. 1600
Forest Ave. For further information, call
797-2915.
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Portland

WINTER HOURS

774-5246

Thurs. - Sat. 10-5
Sunday 12-5

VOLCANO
CHICKEN
SANDWICH

Still buying books
after all these years.

Fresh Chicken Breast
Charcoal Broiled,
smothered in our
Unique Sweet-Hot
Volcano Sauce, and
served on our
home-made bread with
salad & french fries.

VALENfINE'S DAY FEB 14

q:\ftTfRI ft l
O~JfCTS

484 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
77 4-1241 0 Winter hours:
Monda -Saturda 10:30-5:00

$5.25

~;;::::::::::=='====~-~

House calls.
Fair prices and
that's a promise.
241 Congress St.
773-4200
Portland Booksellers since 1974

Dress Up Your Valentine!!!

Our
VALENTINES

ENTER TO WIN

$25

Ii

GIFT
CERTIFICATE
draWing

.'

FEB 74
at
1111~-::-::-::--_ _

"T()llI{S

TUES·SAT
II :30-5 :30

141 MAINE ST· 729-8064 • BRUNSWICK ME· 04011

.,

576 CONGRESS ST. PORTlAND, ME 773-1964

More
professionals
see it our way.

Nails by Mary
introduces INDULGENCES
Owner of two successful Connecticut salons.

r------------.GENTLEMEN!
T ~~
Valentine's Day is almost
8888
here! Gift Certificates are
[]
always the right size! Call .:e .:...:... :... :. 8
now and we will send your ·l·:+:r+:·~.:+ []
sweetheart a gift-wrapped ,,:::: : v.::::w: 8
certi Icate- with love!
.~.:.~.;.~.:.~.:.~.:.:~. []

FILM PROCESSING

CUSTOM PRINTS

• Color Slides
(3 Hr. E6 Processing)
• Color Negatives
• Black & White Negatives
• Slide Dupes!Transparancies

•
•
•
•
•

portland
photographics

781-7203 - - - e

FALMOUTH

Cibachrome from Slides
Eklacolor from Negalives
Black & White
Murals & Bulk Printing
Mounting &Laminating

PHOTOGRAPHIC COPY SERVICES
FREE PARKING. CALL FOR FREE PRICE LIST

• Free color analysis with any nail service.
170 U,S. ROUTE 1 e SUITE 150

to

~4 -621O

fax 761 -4227 85 Yorl< St., PO Rox 7527 DTS, Portland, ME 04101

BILLIE

Thesday, Feb. 19, 7:30pm
Portland City HaIl Auditorium
A magnificent spectacle for the
entire familyl Equal parts
percussion, dance and athletic
group, a performance by KODO
IS a once-m-a-lifetime experience.

HOLIDAY
Portland Stage Company presents

Lady Day At Emerson's Bar & Grill
by Lanie Robertson
A musical portrait of the legendary sillger Billie Holiday
Tuesdays-Sundays

Extended through February 24
For tickets call : 774-0465

PORTLAND
*iSD\GE"**
COM PANY

• eo"ti"""d 0" 1"'gt 26

Portland Concert Association. 262 Cumberland Ave, Portland, ME 04101

25A Forest Avenue
rmarke ts

Buy yourself something
nice for Valentine's Day
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Entertainment .' '.
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• Conlm.ad from page 25

Reading to children
• After loving them and doing your best to Instill a
decent set of values In your children's hearts, what Is the
next single most Important thing a parent can d01 Read
my tip: Reading to your young kids Is the answer.

686 Congress Street, lntown Portland
t

. . . klng MI.. Cac:o BIIy Contestants
ages 13-26 are urged to participate in
this Miss America preliminary scholarship
program. Contestants will be judged in
intervieW. talent. swimsuit and evening
gown competitions. Award winners will
share over $5.000 In scholarships and
prizes. For more information, call 7813101 or 767-4666. Deadline is Feb 10.
The Child....,'. Resource Center offe ... Art Fun sessions for 3- to &-year·
olds on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays. Sessions focus on a creative
activity and cost $1 per child. Children
must be accompanied by an adult and
reservations are necessary. Activ~ies
for 6- to 12-year-oldsare also scheduled.
Cost varies according to activity .
Thompson 's Point, Building lA. 741
Stevens Ave, Portland. Register for all
activities by calling 773-3045; reservations are necessary.
Star Science Center'. Saturday
Morning Science Serl. . for Kid. 512.. Come discover the mysteries behind
the forces of magnets. explore the secrets
of bubbles. dissect a shark and more.
Feb 16, March 16 & 30, from 9-11 am.
$10 per class. The Star Science Cenler
is a non-profit educational organization,
whose primary goal is to encourage
science in school-age kids through fun ,
ciscoYery leaming and hands-on Ies'
sons. For more information. call 7757362.
Valentine Making WOltcahop Portfand
Museum of Art will encourage children
ages seven-12to express themselves at
a workshop on making elaborate Viclo·
rlan valentines. Art educator and valentine coIleclor Elizabeth Baird will lead the
workshops, to be held Feb 9 & 10, from
1:30-3 pm. Fee is $8 for rruseum members,$10fornon-membefs,andlncludes
all supplies. Preregistration and prepayment are required ; call the education
department at 775~148.
You", People'. Center for the P.rforming Art. A unique ballet-plustheatre experience lor children. Ballet
for ages 7-16, pre-ballet lor ages 4~.
Second semester workshops: musical
comedy, soenicdesign,lighting, costume
design and jazz danoe . For more Information or to register, call Barbara
GoeIman at 766-2857.
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For your enjoyment and relaxation , we are
offering our Massage Special for the
Winter season.

SPORT

Adult Indoor Soccer PorUan<t Recre-

OFF

on any

-MASSAGE
Masseuse position available - call 772-7779
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A few sessions as a substitute teacher for kinde rgarten through
fifth grade have opened my eyes to a dangerous pattern. Portland
parents (and I suspect those in eve ry other U.S. city) are not
reading aloud to their young children on a regular basis, and in
many cases not at all. My just-for-the-he ll-of-it survey indicated
that two out of 10 kids (K-5) said at least one of their parents read
to them at home.
Let's go back to the classroom for a second . Kids are funny,
always have been, always will be. A number of them felt the need
to ask me what I do in real life - when I'm not substitute teaching.
When I say, 'Tm a sports writer," a lot of these kids are surprised
I can read at all. A further qualification as a father doesn' t seem to
impress many of these tykes either.
Reading at home from Mom and Dad would turn a lot of their
heads your direction. Why is this not happening very much? From
a scientific combination of
conversation with kids and
osmosis, h ere are the top 10
reasons why kids are not
being read to on the home
front. This list has never appeared on "David Letterman," and
actually is not meant to be funny. Read these sadly, Portland, and
weep:
1) Mom and/or Dad are too busy with their own activities to
read to junior.
2) Mom and/or Dad are too tired at the end of a long day to
find the time to read to their children.
3) Reading is the teachers' job. That' s why we send our kids to
school. Kids will start reading on their own when it' s time.
4) Mom and/or Dad don't like to read books, especially kidrelated stuff. Newspapers and magazines, maybe.
5) Mom and/or Dad haven't read out loud for so long that
they feel extremely self-conscious about starting now.
,.,~~ ~}, ~o~ a,nd/ofPad, perhaps ~I\'t the greatest stud.eJ!\ and
pride says they look better not reading aloud.
7) TV seems to work pretty good.
8) That Nintendo is the right one baby, uh-huh!
9) Many parents are afraid to become animated. This equates
with being an "actor," telling an adventure, using expressions and
intonations while creating suspense or excitement in the process.
(Reading "to" kids is better than reading "at" them _)
10) Most kids won't ask for adults to read to them. There are
too many other distractions with toys, external noise and fighting/playing with siblings.
So where do we go from here? I went to the library to find out
what types of books or series of books would be recommended for
different age groups. There weren't any automatic or magic
answers. Adventure, mystery, nature, history, science - they are all
good. If it's clean and relatively wholesome, go for it .
I was told that the subject matter is not the most critical factor.
It's how you read the work. Make it fun. Try reading the preface
to Webster's Dictionary or chapte r three from your car owner's
manual to a five-year-old. Make up some stuff, and create an
occasional character (e.g . Automatic Combustion Man). This is
weird but the point is, it will work. Co nsid e r how successful a
parent would be with a real book, d esigned for children.
Oral participation from your kid s while you read is a v e ry good
sign. Dyna mic oral reading can easily become dramatic
storytelling and yo u r kid s will become active with sparks in their
e yes.
Encourage their questions and ask what they would do in
various situations. It' s a learning process which uncovers
everyone's strengths. Fascinating problem solving skills will
result.
A final word on your audience. It's easier than Peoria. In fact,
it's ideal. Young kids are the least judgmental on oral reading.
They may occasionally get distracted, but in the long run, they are
the most grateful, accepting and forgiving people to read to under
the sun or moon. The sky is the limit and a book easily transforms
into a wild magic carpet ride.
Forget all the bullpoop excuses. Read to your children. You and
your child will be richer for it. By reading to them now, they'll
have the bug to become avid readers on their own as time goes by.
When enough time goes by, your kids will be reading to their kids
and I can stop conducting unnecessary surveys and finish my
bestseller on God's role in the Super Bowl.

kids

ation will sponsor pick-up games every
Friday night. from &-8 pm, with skills
ranging from Intermediate to advanced.
For those 18 and ofder. Starting Feb 1.
Cost: $1 .50 for residents. $3 for non·
residents. Formoreinformation,caM8748873.
C......auett Valley SkI M ....thon, a
40K ski-skating race, will be held Feb 10
at Sugarloaf/USA. For Information,
contact the Carrabassett Valley Touring
Center at 237-2205.
DIIY Trips to stw_ Peak PorUand
Recreation offers two programs this
March: Day Trip to Shawnee Peak, a day
of skiing for second graders-high school
seniors, with transportation provided by
Maine Line Tours. March 15 (a teacher
service day). 7 am-6 pm. Cost: $24.
MikLQuinn
Also . Wednesday Trips to Shawnee
Peak, an afternoon of skiing for second
graders·high school seniors. with transportation provided by Maine Line Tours. Hot- Shot Mfnl-Golf Tournament MoneIlIY Evenfng Ski at Shawnee P.ak
Ski any three Monday nights. from &-1 0
Tuesday night golf Iournament with tee·
Feb 6 and March 6 (both half·days for
pm, for $35. Program is intended for
off at 6:30 pm. Prizes for low scores.
schools). from 12:30 pm-9 pm. Cost:
youth. adults and seniors, and options
Everyone welcome. Hot Shot Mini-Goll
$19. Rentals $6 extra, snowboard rental
include rentals and 1 112-hour lessons.
is located at 87 Marginal Way, Portland.
$6 for both programs. For more informaFor more information, call Portland
For
more
information.
call
773-1441
.
tion or to reserve spaces. call Portland
Recreation at 874-8793 or 874-8300,
Recreation at 874-8793 or 874-3300.
ext. 8791.
ext. 8791 .

Bean Supper St. Andre's Parish Hall is
holding a bean supper on Feb 9, from 46:30 pm. All are welcome. Adults $4,
children $2, under fIVe free. The parish
hall is located at 38 High St. Biddeford.
For more information . call SI. Andre's
Rectory at 282-3333.
Canvas Sewing Demonstration Ed
Donohoe, sajor, boatbuilder and lecturer,
wi. be demonstrating the ancient art 01
sewing canvas on Saturdays, from 9:30
arn-5 pm, through Feb 16. Donohoe will
be in the Peterson Galery of Maine
Maritime Museum (243 Washington St,
Bath) , explaining marlin spike seaman/
ship. The museum is open 9:30 arn-5 pm
daily; admission is charged . Cal 443--Many viewers were
1316 for more information.
turned off by the tacky way
The Captain'. Ball - An Affair of the
God was discussed after the
Heart and the Portland Community
Chamber of Commerce present "The
recent Super Bowl. N.Y. Giant
Captain's Ball: a rollicking , romantic
coaches and players brought
shipboard evening to benefit the Preble
up His name freely as if God
Street Resource Center. Feb 23 at the
really cared who won this silly
Sonesta Hotel (157 High St, Portland) .
With dinner and dancing to music by The
game. Biblical scholar and
Red Light Revue. live entertainment at
part-time sports writer Scott
The Boatswain 's Cabaret and The
Ostler summed it all up nicely
Captain's Own "Win , Lose Dr Draw Cawhen he stated after Super
sino: Tickets: $65 per person . $125 per
Bowl XXV: "If you think Pete
couple. Semi-formal attire . To reserve
your berth, call 772-2811 .
Rose is getting screwed on that
Chl.,..e
New Year'. Celebration The
Hall of Fame business, how do
Chinese and American Friendship Asyou think God feels about not
sociation of Maine is hosting the third
being voted the Super Bowl
gala new year's feast on Feb 10 at 4 pm.
Entertainment will be provided at 4 :45
MVP? Not that he needs the
pm with seven-course dinner following.
car, but it's nice to be recogTickets to this event may be purchased
nized. Why did God play for
at Maybe Someday Bookstore, 195
the Giants? Tough question.
Congress St or Union Station Cafe. 222
John St, both in PorUand. C.A.F.A.M.
He didn't go to high school or
members $15 for adults. $10 for stu·
college and therefore was
dents and children; non·members $20
never eligible for the draft. I
for adults, $t5 for students and $10 for
think He must like Bill Parcel's
children 12 and under. The celebration
philosophy: 'Power wins
wi" be held a\ Panda Garden Restaurant, 1041 Brighton Ave, across from
football games.'"
Pine Tree'Shopping Center. PorUand.
The Enriched Golden Age Club, 297
MikLQuinn
Cumberland Ave. Portland. invites men
and women 60 years and over to
Sweetheart Run/SwIm The Portland
Wednesday luncheons and programs
YMCA is hosting a Sweetheart Run!
as follows: Feb 13, SA Ask Wednesday
Swim on Feb 10. This co-ed event will
program; Feb 20, State StreetJazz Band;
consist of a 5K run and a WOo·yard
Feb 27, Beau & David Music. Reservaswim. For more information and entry
tions must be made in advance by callforms. contact Vicki Plaisted at the Porting 774-6974.
land YMCA at874-1111 .
Fish Chowder Luncheons South
SwImming Lftaons The Portland YMCA
Freeport Church offers a full chowder
wil be starting a new session of swimlunch for $4.50 from 11 :30 am-1 pm.
ming lessons beginning Feb 25. Lesson
These luncheons are held on the second
times are Tuesday & Thursday, 4-5 pm,
and fourth Fridays of each month (that's
or Saturday momings. Open registration
Feb 8) to benefit the South Freeport
begins Feb 11 . For more information call
Church ministries. South Freeport Rd,
874-1111 .
S. Freeport. For further information . call
Wallyball Join the Casco Bay Bicyde
86&-3659.
Club every Thursday at 6:30 pm. People Mad Hatter'. Tea Party This fourth an·
of all abilities are welcome. Pizza afternual weekend festival of arts and fun for
wards. For more information, contact
the whole family will be held Feb 8, 9 and
Walleybafl Rand at 799-4013.
10 at Portland's Ramada Inn & Confer·
Pool Tou/Nlment The Northeast Amaence Center. Oneoflhe highlightsoflhis
teur Billiard Association of Portland anyear's Tea Party will be the art show
nounces a Black Tie Amateur Billiard
exhibits with cash scholacshipsawarded
Tournament, featuring several different
to full-time student artists and trophy
awards for non-students. All interested
divisions of play:Men'sOveraft. Women's
Overall. Doubles/Partners, Handiartists are invited to exhibit their talents
cappedlOlsabied and One Handed. A
in the discipines of their choice. There is
$50 entry fee is required for each player
no entry fee and entry forms may be
or team of players in each division.
obtained by calling 934-2867 Dr 934$15,000 in cash and prizes will be given
4090. Entertainment will in dude tradiaway to those finalistswho qualify at one
tional Celtic music, street musicians, the
of five playoff locations. Maine's playoH
Heritage Chamber Ensemble, Leighton
wil be held on Feb 16, at 10:30 am, at
Holton the organ. the Red Light Review
Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland.
Road House Band. and storyteller Tim
Playoff winners will compete a\ the Royal
Sample. There will also be a Tattoo Art
Sonesta Grand Ballroom on March 15Show. For more Information. call 93416. For more information, call 775-1944.
4090.
Maine Day of Percussion Clinics and
workshops Feb 9, from 9 am-5 pm, at
Gardiner Area High School. Registration
from 8-9 am. Cost: $10, Percussive Arts
Society members free. For more information, call 883-4449.
Pruning Fruit Trees Maine Audobon
Society invites the public to come learn
about pruning fruit trees and caring for
an orchard with Freeport horticuHurist
Astronomy Shows Southworth Plan·
David Emery at Maine Audobon Society's
etariumastronomyshows . 7 pm. Fridays
Mast Landing Sanctuary, Feb 16, from
and Saturdays; laser light shows, 8:30
10 am-2 pm. For more information,
pm, Fridays and Saturdays. Southworth
contact Bob Savage at 781 -2330, or
Planetarium, Science Building, Portland.
Gayle Briggs at 846-9299.
Admission for adults is $3. for children Silent Pr...nce for Peace: a few mo·
and seniors $2.50 (children under five
ments of silent reflection and prayer will
are not admitted). For reservations and
be offered Wednesdays, at 5:30 pm, at
information on special Sunday presenthe Unitarian Universalist Church, 15
talions, call 780-4249. Southworth
Pleasant St. Brunswick. For information,
Planetarium's "After School Thursdays,call 729-5825.
programs designed for students of all Tarot Reading. wil be given at Basics in
ages. are held at3 :30 pm. Cost is $2.50.
Cape Elizabeth (Shore Road) on Feb 17
Also good to know ; Sky Watch Hotline.
& 24. Find out more about the forces
781)-4719, features a new message ev·
currenUy active in your ife. Fee is $25 for
ery week about what's going on in the
an hour-long reading . can Basics, at
heavens.
767-2803. for more information .

@@ The war belween the sexes is the only
one in which both sides regularly sleep
with the enemy. ~

-Quenlin Crisp

Keep peace with a
valentine girt from
TIMES '

Fun &Frivolity
Come Experience
Portland's Best Sports
Participation Club

CONCEITS
CONCEITS 7 MOULTON STREET PORTLAND MAllIE 04101

39 Forest Av e.lntoWn Portland

N ~ t to Zootz . Be hind the Sones la

761-4681

775-1944

773.3760

164 Middk St.
In the
Old Port

PGmT BILUARDS

RAW BAR & C.K I LL

Reserva.tions
Welcomed

Valentine's Day Special
Celebration for Two!
$39.95 per couple

or

Includes: Choice of a bottle our House Red,
White or Champagne
Choice of Prime Rib or Lobster Pie
Dessert from our dessert tray
A rose for the first 50 ladies in our dining room.
( All meals served with homemade bread,
salad, choice of potatoe & vegetable.)
Served 5-10pm in our Main Dining Room
Tax & Gratuity not included
Nor valid with other promotions.

Community
Cable Networl<
wBllk 0(2/8/91

"Cupid's
Arrow

Calling"
One Dozen High"Quality

Long"Stemmed Red Roses
Delivered to his ar her home ar offu:e
Guaranteed LOWEST Price
call for more information

766-5660

Living Tapestries:
Elderly Issue Updates (112 hr)
Sebago Magazine:
Child Care Issues (R)
(112 hr)
People Helping People:
Jobs For Maine Graduates
(R) (1/2 hr)
USM Close Ups:
Middle East Issues (112 hr)
USM Presents
The Middle East
Teach-In (2 hrs)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm.
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues ., Wed .,
&Thurs. gam-noon .
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port·
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, &Scar·
borough. Channel varies in Gorham .

ETC

. ... .. ... . ..
.. THE MOVIES',.

FEB 6-10

W ED-FRI 7. 9:15
SAT-SUN 1, 7

Wise

tl,f,/11 J..ivcsp",,,s

Trading Co., Inc.

DREAMS

ESTABLISHED 1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

FEB 9-12

We Buy Anything Worth Buying
• • • WE PAY CASH. • •
Use our convenient Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95per gram
BlJY·SELLe~E
4 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St., Portland
772-3932

THE TEXAS FILMS
OF HORTON FOOTE
FEB 13-16

WED-SAT 7
SAT MAT 1

ON VALENTINE'S DAY

1918
to Exchan

WED-SAT 9

SAT MAT 3

St., Portland 772·9600
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personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
apts/rent
houses/rent
offices/rent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
learning
music lessons

wanted
employment
biz services
business opps
stuff fO( sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

dating services

body & soul

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

Attractive caring, sensitive, and open
SWF 29 non-smoker, who is full of
life, likes the simple things, and enjoys knowing people. Looking for that
special someone: An attractive,
caring, sensitive, and communicative
SlDWM, 30-45, who is good natured,
loves Ufe, and has a good sense of
humor; to share in everyday experiences with, and for possible long
term committed relationship. Please
write CBW Box 521.
Attractive, funny, outgoing, professional SWF (21) seeks SWM with
the same qualities (21-30). Enjoy
evenings on the town and romantic
nights at home. Looking for a
healthy,
fun ,
monogamous,
relationship. If you are too, write and
send a photo to CBW Box 534.
Sorry, I smoke.
Bisexual female (married) seeking
female counterpart for caring, sensual relationship, evenings on ttje
town, weekend getaways, laughter,
friendship and romance. Respond by
writing me at CBW Box 538.
Bright, attractive, open minded,
monogamous SWM, 43, wishes to
meet female counterpart by Valentine's Day and get seduced by July.
Schedule and roles negotiable. Risk
taker and gunkholer preferred . CBW
Box 533.
Desperately seeking contact and
friendship with other persons interested in Wicca as a religion. Only
serious persons interested in the
good or positive aspects of Wicca
need reply. CBW Box 527.

Desperately
seeking
slinky
groundhog from skidmore. We danced around each other, literally and
figuratively. How about lunch? Drop
me a note at Box 7938 DTS,
Portland 04112.
Exceptional, attractive, unihibited
couple delights in satisfying all fantasies both our and yours. Fun, sensual, spontaneous atmosphere with
Jacuzzi, etc. .. Come to us with
electrifying apprehension - float
away from us on a cloud. Photos get
first replies. CBW Box 541 . "Zr 5079.
Help! SWF seeks BiF for friendship
and discreet lessons in the ways of
the world . Want to surprise boyfriend
on his birthday. Your help would be
greatly appreciated. CBW Box 536.
I've fallen and I can't get up! Lucky
you (lucky mel) : this reasonably
solidy
built
33
year
old
bi/gaylwhatever professional yet Joe
next door male decided to place an
ad. I'm ordinarily shy, sometimes intellectual, occasionally droll but always vaguely politically correct. So
there. In addition, my Madonna Impersonation rates two snaps in a
circle (RELAX. Just kidding) Anyhow,
if you're an intelligent masculine
male similarly aged or younger, or an
awfully damed open-minded woman,
drop me a line. Or two or three. Perhaps I'll bombard you with pages of
drivel; perhaps we can meet. I'm
even (actually) a pretty nice guy. See
ya! CBW Box 535.

HOW TO USE PERSONAL CALL'"
a FREE service for Casco Bay Weekly advertisers!
Ask for PERSONAL CA LL service when you place your Casco
BayWeekly personal ad . Then, you'll receive your own PERSONAL
CALL® number and security code, so you can call a FREE 800
number to record your one-minute greeting message. Be creative!
You can change your message as often as you like to satisfy the
whim of the moment.
We do suggest that you leave your first name and ask the people
responding to leave their telephone numbers and best times for you
to call. Do not leave your last name, telephone number or address.
When you call the 800 number and enter your PERSONALCALL®
number and your private security code, the system will immediately
tell you how many new responses you have. From there, just follow
the easy prompts. You'll press 1 to record your greeting or press 2
to hear your responses.
Once you've recorded your greeting message, you can call the
same FREE 800 number as often as you like, 24 hours a day, to
listen toyour responses for up to three weeks after you r ad appears
in the paper.

RESPONDING TO AN AD
WITH PERSONAL CALL® SERVICE:
Using PERSONAL CALL to answer Casco Bay Weekly personal
ads is fast and fun!
Relax in your favorite chair, browse through the Casco Bay
Weekly personal column and circle the ads that interest you .
The small telephone symbol-"- next to the four digit number tells
you the person has PERSONAL CALLi!!lservice. With PERSONAL
CALL®you don't have to listen to one message after another until
you find someone you'd like to meet, (unless you choose to). These
messages remain on line for three weeks after the ad appears in
Casco Bay Weekly, so check the date of the peper you're reading!
You can immediately respond to an ad by calling 1-900-3702041 .
When the system answers, follow the easy instructions.
Enter the four digit number of the ad that interests you. You will
then hear that person's one-minute voice greeting, and you can
leave your response. And, you can enter another box number, and
another and another .... (If the advertiser's voice greeting is not yet
on line, you can still leave your response.)
The cost for using PERSONAL CALL®to respond to Casco Bay
Weekly Personal ads is only 99 cents per minute and will appear on
your telephone bill under ·Prsnlcall.·
Having Problems? Please be sure that you are using a touchtone phone that is on tone, not pulse.
If you have any questions or feedback about PERSONAL CALL®
, just call us at 775-6601. We like to hear from you.

PERSONAL
OFTHE WEEK
Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of Maine Mall Cinema!

It's not for me ... but for my
next-door-neighbor..• She's great!!! She's
kind, caring, independent and enjoys a
good time!! If you're great and are a good
next-door-neighbor, write CBW Box 542.
If you have placed an ad in the Casco Bay weekly
personals, your ad is automatically entered in the
PERSONAL OF THE WEEK contest. We are looking for
ads that are creative, witty and fun. Winners will receive
their tickets in the mail.
It's not for me - but for my next-door
neighbor". She's great! She's kind,
caring, independent and enjoys a
good time! If you're great and are a
good next-<loor neighbor, write CBW
Box 542.
MWM - (Lost wife to religion)
Healthy, endowed seeks SlMF tor
discreet encounters , massage, hot
tub, your fancy. I am open-minded
and hearted, able and ready to
please . CBW Box 539.
MWM, 46, independent means,
recandy arrived from New York with
invalid wife. Seeks S/MF, any age or
size with equivalent void in her life
for discreet and demonstrative
relationship. Non-smoker preferred.
Kindly address letters to: Box 10646,
Portland, ME 04104.

SWM-35 handsome, never married,
intelligent, laid back, honest, loves
animals, very affectionate caring
gentleman seeks an attractive
woman 25-45 with same qualities
and who plays no head games for a
serious relationship. Respond with
photo and phone number. CBW Box
540 "Zr S076
WANTED : Nice guys only! SWF
seeking SM 25-30 for fun and
friendship . Must love to dance, be interesting, but not a mama's boy. "Zr

son.

dating services

Mature, good looking, healthy, successful gentleman, seeks attractive
possible
long
term
lady
for
relationship, for fun living, love and
travel. I'm daliy very assertive, but
enjoy being submissive in private. All
sincere inquiries acknowledged.
Please send current photo and
phone. P.O. Box 1951 , Portland, ME
04104 "Zr S078
S. Lesbian 40 wants to meet other S.
Lesbians. Are you between the ages
of 30-45 with clear boundaries , able
to laugh at yourself, enjoy being so- I "_~
cial , comfortable with your sexuality?
I have a positive outlook and energy.
Willing to risk! What do you want?
Write today. CBW Box 537.
SDM, 58, owns mini-ranch near
Portland with animals seeks down to
earth, sensous , attractive female
with auto who wants a loving man
and a nice place to call home. CBW
Box 53 1.

CUPID DEUVERS
Let Cupid dellller a Valentine to

yourswHtyl
Cupid io off.ring two c:hoicM thio year.
1. A five inch bo• .d augardough h..t
docoral.d and .......nalized wRh your
me..age wlh a choice d aNd ..... or a
coodorn and a card. $12. DEUVERED.
2. A ....on inch box.d gingefbAoad cupid
(anatomically.,.,.,...,t malo or , .......) witIo
your choic. d aNd ..... or a condom and
a card. $12. DEUVERED.
DeliY,ri.. maIM to hom.. and offlCM
throughout Portland butOld«o.Iyto......
lMW.oy ti............. Cupid'. goona be
flying all over Portland.

Cupid will aIoo IMIOI_ your _n Valantine
pl8aent. for a $6.50 1M. F« dotaila and
ordering inlo ...

761-2582.

SWM 40 seeks chem-free, nonsmoking SWF 30-50 for firm
relationship and possible marriage. I
enjoy flee markets, music and being
at home. I'm kind, gentle and a onewoman man. Photo and phone number requested. P.O. Box 4382,
Portland, ME 04101.
WMM 38 seeks discrete late night
female who can teach me how to
improve my culinary skills. Discretion
assured. All letters answered. CBW
Box 529 "B' 5074

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Enjoy a
Special Valentine Offer: 5 massages
for the price of 4. Relax, reduce
stress and ease tension. Sliding
scale. Pam Richards A.B.M.P. Certified. n5-6636.
Glimpse what has brought you to this
incamation through karmic astrology.
A holisitc, past life perspective used.
For more information call Jan moody
at 725-8226.

1·900·646·4646
I'm in the mood for a romantic adventure ancVor meeting some new
friendly faces . My stats? Well, people
tell me I'm attractive and witty but at
34 I must confess it's a rare day
when I feel like a flower. I do admit to
interpreting my surroundings with
constant humor and retlection; life is
so absurd. I'm energetic. emotional, I
love to be outside, to travel and I'll
dance to anything/anytime. I'm not
looking for Mr. Right with this ad but I
will openly confess to be keeping a
watch out for a potential Family Man;
someone who possesses that Eternal-Nine-Year-Old
mischievous
energy. I don't plan on ever giving up
on the existence of a compatable
buddy to share life's adventures
with ... communicative, loyal-yetaazy-men-of-wild-passion do exist,
don't they? Let me know before my
two week CBW expires! Send a
photo of you with friends ; you can tell
so much from the twinkle in someone's eyes. CBW Box 532.

Usten to thousands of Voice Ads recorded
by SEX'" Men & Women who went to
meet YOU - CALL US NOWI It's fun - ...y
and includas Volcemall for extre prlvecy,

$2/min. More info: 305-565-4455 Ext. 5713

REAL GIRLS
IN MAINE
1-900-860-3377

Where Are The

Single Men?

Meet girls in your area
who would like to meet
someone like you
tonight!!!!

Com Quest has found new

friends and par1ners for

thousands of gay men. Let
No m.tt~r who you us lind someone special for
lire, there IS someone you I CaJl l 01i free for details
whom you . r. th. on our affordable computer
perl«:1match!"
matching services.

'01

CALL NOW! 1-800-633-6969

A Date Tonight. Hear talking personals from local women and men
who would like to meet you. (Names
and phone numbers included). 1900-346-3377 $1 .95/minute.
FOR THE LADIES 1 to 100 Degrees
will provide you with custom hot oil
or cool powder massage by a
professional, good looki ng young
man. 24-hour out call service. Call
for further details 892-1429.
Sensual and soothing hot oil body
massage. In-call and out-call , 7
dayslweek, to am- l am . MlF dancers also available. 775-1795.
u .S. Asian Connection for free photo
brochure and details of the beauti fu l,
faithful , marriage-minded ladies from
overseas in our pen- pal dub call
702-451-3070 and leave your mailing address.

RICK LYNCH, M.A.
Counseling Services
-Men

,

The best o nes are at Compatibles ...
aa ive, interesting men w ho haven't
had time to m eet the right woman ...
so they've come to Compatibles.
If you 're a single w oman who hasn't
met the right man, perhaps he's
waiting for you here .
Y o u see, w e're not just another

dating service. We' re Compatibles

MC]/tM<W~

Compatibles
" T he D atin g Service T ha t Cares"

LlVE-ON E-ON-ONE !
1-900-8200202. When you want a friend to talk
to , it's the only number you'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute, must be 18. -

THERAPISTS
and
BODYWORKERS: Lovely therapy
room available for individual and
group wor1<. in prime Portland location. Also available, fully set up, attractive treatment room. Interoffice
referrals possible. Daily and hourly
rates. Please call Jeremy at n5S02O, Acupuncture Health Care.
VALENTINES! Make your own at
Maybe Someday. Beautiful books,
lovely gifts. Last chance for 1991
calendars Feb. 7th . Maybe Someday, 195 Congress Street, Portland.

n3-3275.
TAROT READINGS - Give your inner
truths a voice Clarify where you are
and where you're headed. Call
Jeanne 799-a648.
Responding to a
Casco
Weekly
Personal d
has never been easier, ••

BaX

"B'

Couples, families

PERSONAL
CALL®

- Adolescents

- Clinical Hypnosis

874-0681
23 West St., Portland

will ...
-sooth your aches and pains
-release your stress & tension
-relax your tired, overworked

Dial 1 -900-370-2041

24 hours a day 99cWmin

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah J. Bulley, LCSW

body

Phychotherapist

VALENTINE'S DAY GIFT
CERTIFICATES AVAJLABLE

• Life Transition· Gwided Re-Parenting
• Self EsteemlEmpowt!rmtnt

Barbara Fudala R.N,
Therapeutic Massage

Insurance Rei mbursable

871-9256

-773-0217

New Group for Women Who Over Eat

Ca ll Today/o r a Personal Interview

883·1066 - Portland
783·1500 - LewiSton

Life transitions,groups,
individual consulting

CHRONIC PAIN RELIEF By using
only gentle talk, we have found that
we can relieve the pain of: bursitis,
cancer, colitis, pinched nerves,
migraines, back pain. We'll give you
or your physician all the information
in one phone call. CHRONIC PAIN
CLINIC 934-9411.

- Relationships

is more than a lUXUry ".

The Portland Center
for Counseling and
Family Therapy
Couples, Individual and Family
Counsdlng

• Altemative to the 12-step approach We will meet Tuesdays, begi nning
• Emphasis on feelings, not food
March 5 from. 7:45-9:15 a.m.
The ellsl is $%. per month.
·Individual counseling available

Lisa Bussey. M.A. Certified Eating Disorder Therapist 775-7927

• Evening Hours available
• Appointments within 48 ho urs
• Insurance reimbursable

DR. CHERYL FITCH-SOHN
• Wholistic Family Health Care • Network Chiropractic • Applied Clinical Kinesiology.
Complimentary examination fO( new patients

772-8400
17 South Street
Portland, Maine

ChiropractiC Center of Portland - 774-9666

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775-6601

~g~------------------------------------------------

are per week.

Up 10 3D words
31-45 words
46-60 words

"Are you looking for a therapist?
Jane Gair, MSW is opening her practice in Portland. Licensed Clinical
Social Wor1<.er; individual and family
therapy; special interest in people in
recovery 774-4103:

Massage is more than a lUXUry...
Massage will soothe your aches and
pains, release your stress and tension , relax your tired overwor1<.ed
body. Valentine's Day Gift Certificates available. Barbara Fudala
R.N ., Therapeutic Massage, n30217

MASSAGE

rates and fine print
RATES
All charges

NEED A FRESH OUTLOOK?? I am
a metaphysical practitioner, well versed in Vipassana meditation, Jungian concepts, astrology, A Course in
Miracles, tarot, ACoA , Gurdjieff. Ed
Chanin, 883-9255.

MASSAGE

Gay Matching!
"

Just In Time For Valentines Dayl
Premier issue, "Newsletter For
Singles: How to find love in the Personals. Complimentary Copy : Write
P.O. Box 2475, South Portland,
Maine 041164175.

NEW MEN'S GROUPS FORMING
FOR 1991- Issues addressed will indude male roles at home & at wor1<.,
fear of intimacy, making & sustaining
commitments, stuck feelings & lack
of joy & play. Those of you who find
that these issues are a concem are
welcome, whether or not you've had
previous group experience. Two
groups scheduled: TUESDAY, 9llAM : TUESDAY, 7-9PM. Eight men
limit each group. $751month . Led by
Rick LynCh, psychotherapist in
private practice in Por1land, who
studied with Robert Bly & James
Hillman in California. Call 874-0681
for more information or an intial interview.

ROLFING: The cadillac of bodywor1<.;
a process of intense change. Offered
by a competent caring and gentle
practitioner. Appointments available
in Gardiner and Brunswick. Call Noel
Clar1<. 582-4580.

$3/mln.
Must be 18 years old

• •

20

$ 9.00
11.00
15.00

Each additional word
after 60

.15
Name___________________________

Carego~ - - - - - - - - -

Line ads: Monday noon. Display ads: Friday 5 p.m.

Address,__________________________

Total Number of Words _________

POLICY

City, Zip,_________________________

Basic Rate _________

DEADLINES

CBW will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services for money or
goods, or ads with purely sexual conlent. CBW will not print full names,
street addresses, or phone numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON seelion.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers must eilher provide a Post Office Box
number in Iheir ad or use the CBW Box Service . All information concerning
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers is kept striclly confidential. CBW reserves
Ihe righllo catagorize, ret use or edit ads due to inappropriate conlent, etc.

WHAT IS A WORD?
A word is considered a word when it has a space on both sides.
number is one word. Punctuation is tree.

Aphone

ERRORS

~BW shall not be liable for any typographical errors, omiS$ions, or changes

In the ad which do no affect the value or content of the ad or substantially
change the meaning.

REFUNDS
ClassHied ads are non-refundable. Cred~ will be issued when a viable error
has been determined,

Phone (days)I________ (eves) ________

+ Extra Words a t _ e

WOWII WOULD like more information about the Casco
Bay Weeki, & Maine Times One-Stop Shopping Special.
Please cal
to give me advertising
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this weeki
Complele payment must accompany
all advertising . NO REFUNDS_ There is
a $10 charge for a II returned checks.

Each ____-.--___

CBW Box $5.00/Wk _ _ _ __
No
Personal Call~ _-!C~h!:!ar.ll:ge:..-_

100

Check One ynO
COST PER WEEK

________

Multip Iy cost by number
of weeks ad will run _ _ _ _ __

TOTAL DUE _________
Bring Dr mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Please call me with
Classified Dept.
One-Stop
Shopping Info
551A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101
Mon 9-7; Tues-Fri 9-5;
Check or Money Order enclosed
0 VISA
0 MasterCard
Sat 12-3
Card II,_ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. date _ _ __
or call 775-6601

0

o
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apts/rent
by Lynda Barry

\-1£ SA'(S WE'Re INTO SoMETHING WE

I WAS T"'L\<.I NC; To MR .
nil'. WAR . I (, VESo; I'M FINALLY GUIING.
r\-\AT WE'RE I-I"VING ONE. ourS IDE THE
WINI)OW eEr\INO KIS H£AD I COVLD SEE
THI:. MOON JVST SI-\INING SH INING SrllNIN G.

RIGHT WHEN 1-\1; SAYS TI-\AT I SEE. THE
II (, fiTS OF A I'LAN E At-! D I TRY TO IMAGINE IF IT \-lAD BOMBS, PISS ' ANT ofl..
1't'(,VlAR, AND ON THE RADIO WOVL.D
CoME 1\'It: SOVND OF THIS IS A TeST OF
THE EMERGENCY BROADCAST S'JSTEM
EXCEPT nilS TIME ITS NOT ONL'1 A lEST.
, HAVE SE,£N MOVIES OF BOMBS CO/ol INe;
DOWN. FIRST You IJ.t'AR TtlE SIR,I:N AND
TI'II;N '(ou STAR., RVNNIN(,.

CAN'T (,ET OVT of So ALL MY PEAcE
CRAP IS A lOllO of BALONEY AND fiE
SAID W'r\AT M.E W( WAITING FoR. WE
S I-IOVlO JU ST 130MB T\-IE \-I£lL OVT OF
HIEM AND I SAID I 11-10VG\-Il WE ALREADY W£\l.t AND \-1£ SAID I-\E DoESN'T
MEA N T\-I£ PISS - ANT \laMBS Wt'~E

~

T\'IEN SLAM! A 600KS\-IELF FALLS' OvER

IN HIE FRaN'\ R.oOM . MItS, LUDfRMY O~·
wAS TRYING To VACc.vM 'OH\IND \T.
"JESVSCHRI$TSONOFABITC!-\ !" SI-\OVTS MR.
L\}C£Rf/\~l::R . I\-\E E NC':l<'LOPE\)IA Att OVER
TI\E FlOOR ANO SMASHED CuPS f\l.OM
ENGLAND. TflE FI$\-I I'lt0M ,\-IE flSi4 SoW\..
TWISTING IN OXY(,EN . \ HOLD TlltM IN I
MY I-IANDS AND RVN 10 WIlER't \r\E)1.ES ' .
WATE~ . OUR FA1\-\ER WI'ICI Alli IN I\£AVEN
I DON'T !';VEN KNOW W\\Ai 'TO s,o." TO Yov
AN':jMORE.

Gray - 112 Duplex in a country setting. Close to Portland. Two bedrooms. wid hook-up. all applianced.
deck. parking. Rent is $5251mo, plus
utilities, Call SPECTRUM at 6573635 or 647-8970.
Gray - landview Apts. now has
available spacious 1 bedroom
apartments. Located 1 - 112 miles
from downtown Gray. Several unique
styles. Beautiful scenic view, wlw
carpet. parking. Rents range from
$425/mo. to $525/mo. plus utilities.
SectionS 8 vouchers welcome.
Please
call
657-3635.
9-12
weekdays.
Lovely 1 bedroom apartment with
office. First floor of 2 family house.
Quiet street. Garage. huge yard. excellent storage. Near Westbrook college. $600 plus utilities. heat.
security, Available 311. 878-5841
Meadowbrook Apartments - Spacious.
modem.
2
bedroom
apartments available. wrw carpet.
disposal. dishwasher. ample parking.
extra storage. Affordable rents. Section 8 vouchers welcome. Call 7970223. SPECTRUM. INC.
Old Port Arms - Lower Exchange SI.
- Unique 1 bedroom apts. now available. Variety of styles include 2
levels with lofl. Spacious rooms. fully
applianced
kitchens.
Rents
$4251month plus utilities. Section 8
vouchers welcome, For more information please call SPECTRUM. INC.
797"()223.
Park Ave. 1 bedroom. top floor. Quiet
secure building. spacious living room
with wood floors. galley kitchen.
laundry on premises. $405Imonth.
Heat and hot water included. n 46363,

Room to renl. Casco recently
remodelled home. ideal scenic location near pond. Heated. wid. use of
kitchen. %59/week. 655-2022.

--

'=--'

roommates
Available March 1. Apartment to
share. New two bedroom. two bath
townhouse condo. Has everything.
MlF non-smoker. In Portland. off
Forest Ave, $350 includes ALLI 8782614.
Disabled Vet seeks unattached
female with car to help with
housework and share expenses in
nice country home near Portland,
Must like animals. 781-48n.
Female roommate to share large.
sunny apt. E. Prom Area with harbor
view. Washer/dryer. Small yard with
BBO and garden. Must be quiet.
responsible. non-smoker. animal lover. $280 month includes gas.
electricity, n3-1964 or n5-3246.
Female seeking person to share 2
bedroom apartment. Eastern Prom
area. great view. yard . parking. $250
plus utiltites. Must like cats. Call n31346. leave message.
Female to share 1 bedrcom apartment. Sunny. near Old Port. $215
hlhw included + 1/2 elec.. gas.
phone and cable. 828"()724 (leave
message).

..

large 2 bedroom - One Street from
USM. Rent $325 includes all utilities
and laundry. Must like cats. Call
Andrew at 775-t 365. leave message.
Looking for male roommate to share
comfortably fumished apartment.
Off-street parking and laundrey
facilities available. $212.50 includes
heat and hot water. Must be responsible. fun and flexible. Call Sheryl at
n4-7384 between 5-7 pm. Man-Fri.
MlF non-smoker to share large Morning Street apt. with water view. lots of
windows. and Gooch the cat. Great
place. $300 includes heat and hot
water. n3-5282.
MlF roommate for 2 bedroom near
USM. Large kitchen. dining room
and living room. wid hook-up. oH
street parking. Non-smoker. no pets.
Avail. 3/1 . $275 + utilities. 775-5663.
MlF roommate: West Prom spacious
sunny apt. Own room with fireplace.
Off street parking. Available as soon
as Feb. 11 or March 1. $330/month +
utilities. Chrisl Brian n3-3068.

GM
looking
for
responsible
roommate to share house in
Portland. $300 month includes
utilities. I'm looking for someone with
a quiet lifestyle. non-smoker and
must enjoy animals, Call 874-0462.

Professional woman seeks female
housemate. 30+ to share charming
3-bedroom house on West-End.
Must be neat. responsible and open
to alternative lifestyles. Non-smoker,
WID Hook-up. $375.month + utilities,
Call 774-7224.

GM seeks roommate. Scarborough
location. two bedrooms. mostly furnished.
laundry
and
parking.
Responsible NIS neat person with
quiet lifestyle. $225. plus utilities.
Call 883-8674. leave message.

Recovering woman seeks nls female
roommate. 2 rooms plus 1/2 bath in
upstairs of South Freeport home.
Partial waterview. Wooded area.
$350 + 1/2 utilities. 865-4584.

HOUSEMATE wanted.
on Meeting House in
Near bus and beach.
needed. Smoking OK.
includes all utilities and
799-2513 after 6pm.

Large home
S. Portland.
Furnished if
$2501month.
parking . Call

Housemate wanted to share home
with 2 professional women near
Rosemont. $300 + per month. n28264

Resonsible adult to share large.
sunny beautifully-restored Victorian
apartment on Eastern Prom with two
men. Water views. washer/dryer.
$300 + 1/3 utlilities. Leave message

n4-3013.
Roommate. Own room plus kitchen.
living room. bathroom. parking. Rent
+ 1/3 utilities. Security deposit. Call
Ashley at 874-2379. leave message.

Wouldn't you prefer a bright. homey
apartment.
nice
neighborhood,
pleasant roommate and a good
landlord? If you are a non-smoking
female. look no further! $340 includes all but reasonable oil. On bus
line near BrightoniStevens. My
schedule varies. so call 761-3855
anytime!
Yarmouth houseshare available in
February. Lovely home on the
Cousins River. private , Single or
parent and child. $3251month includes utilities Wid. call 846-6194 for
more infor.

apts/rent
CUMBERLAND AVE . - West Side Recently remodeled 1 and 2 bedroom multi-level apts.• spacious with
laundry facilities. Rent. $300 to
$4251mo, plus utilities. Section 8
Call
vouchers
welcome.
SPECTRUM. INC. 797"()223.
Cumberland Ave. near Monument
Square completely renovated petite
one bedroom with wlw. great porch
and free parking. Only $3751month +
utilities, 774-6363.
Eastem Prom - Ocean views - 25
Congress. VICtorian 1st lloor apt. 6
rooms 2-3 bedrooms woodlloors.
kitchen with dishwasher $600 unheated. Free heat for Feb. Studio:
Very small. month-to-month. all new
with built-ins $325 unheated. 7999079 nights. n5-3184 days.
Eastern Prom Area - nice neighborhood. 1 bedroom apl. with new
kitchen. dishwasher. parking. garden
space. washer hook-up. No smokers
please. $400 plus utilities. Available
Feb 1. Call 775-2871
Sunset Apts. - Located in Gray. only
20 minutes from Portland. Beautiful 1
bedroom apts. available from $425.
heat included. Cathedral ceilings.
deck. storage. parking and more.
Section 8 vouchers welcome. Call
SPECTRUM. INC. 657-3635 or 647-

8970.

Scarborough - Efficiency. Cable.
HBO. all utilities. $BO/week. 8834860.
Stevens Ave. - Nice location. spacious 2 bedroom with kitchen. bath.
dining. liv.ingroom. parking and fully
maintained by owner: Rent $525/mo.
plus utilitites. Section 8 vouchers accepted. Call SPECTRUM. INC> at
797"()223.
Forest Ave. - Spacious 2 bedroom
apartments available. $425 and $450
plus utilities. Fully applianced
kitchen. recently remodeled. Section
8
vouchers
welcome.
Call
SPECTRUM. INC. 797"()223.
Western Prom - Two rooms with river
view to rent. Shared priveledge of
squash courts. kitchen and bath.
Non-smoker.
utilities
included.
Daytime 774-2689. evening 8790182.

houses/rent
Nice Westbrook neighborhood. 1
bedroom house. recently renovated.
large landscaped yard. perfect for
professional single or couple. 1 year
lease. $500 + utilities. 854-0076

wanted

real estate
EASTERN PROM AREA - 3 Units.
all w/ 3 bedrooms. living. dining,
kitchen. bath. porch, pantry. WID
hook-up. Tenants pay heat and
electricity. $179.000. Part assumable
mortgage. For sale by owner. 7673833 after 6 pm and on weekends.

biz services

BUYING ROLEX
DAYTONA' COSMOGRAPH

Pordand. New 3-bedroom ranch.
Energy efficient. Was $119.900.
Reduced. Must sell, $84,900. By
owner, 774-4663. leave message.
Steel S15OO-3000
14k 52000-5000
18k S4000 - 7500

Artists' Sfudios - All inclusive. wonderful creative atmosphere. Starting
at $100/month. From darkrooms to
suites. Beautiful views! 799-4759 or
799-7890. Call anytime.

Also bUYIng Patf:k Philippe, V.,cheron
& Crw,t""tin. Audemdr Piguet, Movado
Tiffdnj, Gubelin . lecoultre , Briet-

ling. IIIOst IIIO dels of these

c"n

tiMepi~ces

Anjtirne 774-0025
Bj App t.

employment

learning
CELEBRATING THE DREAM An
Experiential Workshop for leaming
ways to understand and integrate
dreams in daily living and for healing.
Friday evening Feb 22 and all day
Saturday. Feb 23, $50 fee. RllQister
early as group size is limited. Call
Barbara Hare Noonan 772-1896.
Pottery Classes at SbJdio 132.
Portland are a great way to have fun.
Affordable prices. expanded hours.
individual instruction and personal
satisfaction. Come join us! n2-4334.

POLARITY REALIZATION
CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM

Scarborough, Maine
508-356-9376
Polarity Therapy is the healing
science of aligning the living
energy fields of the body. It is the
healing art of recognizing and
working with the life force to bring
about the highest level of clarity,
inner truth and vitality.
Our 160 hour Polarity Therapy
Cortlflcatlon Program meets one
weekend a month for 7 months.
beginning March. The progr<rn
covers all aspects of Polarity
Therapy with an emphasiS on
personal transformation.
Approved by Maine Dept. Ed.
Nurses CEUs. Member APTA.
A BMP affiliated schoo.
Please call for information.

music lessons
GUITAR AND MANDOLIN LESSONS Country. blues and rock
guitar. Beginning and intermediate
levels. Mandolin lessons tool Call
Lex Luthier Custom Guitars at 7618084.

$200-$500
WEEKLY- Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE 24 Hour Recording. 801-3792900 Ext. MD115H.

$40.000lyr! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts , Fill out simple "like/don·t like"
lorm. EASY! Fun. relaxing at home.
beach.
vacation.
Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording.
801-379-2925 Ext. MEI15B,
$40.00Olyrl READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple "Iike/donllike"
form. EASYI Fun. relaxing at home.
beach. vacations. labor shortage.
guaranteed paycheck. Also Corrections.. .
$30.000.
Read
TV
Scripts ...$5O.000.
Number
Pages ... $21.000.
Make
Index...$3O.000. FREE 24 Hour
Recording.
801-379-2925
Ext
MG115B Hurry! Offer ends soon 1
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Leam
this trade. we send instructions.
parts. and check lor assembly. Call
(404) 426-0672 Ext W3027.
FULL OR PART-TIME: One of the
nation's largest financial products
marketing organizations is rapidly
expanding in this area. If you desire
a dynamic career with excellent income potential. call: 775-1233.
Girls Wanted from Portland and surrounding areas. between the ages of
19. to compete in this year's 2nd
Annum MISS PRE-TEEN & TEEN
1991 Portland PAGEANTS. Over
$15.000.00 in prizes and scholarships including an a1I-i1xpense paid
trip to Nationals in Orlando. FI. Call
for information 1-800-345-2330 ext.
1352,
Looking for an individual to leam my
business. Must have a desire to
learn quickly and accept major
responsibilities. Send resume to P.O.
Box 547 Scarborough. ME 04074.
Postal jobs. $11.41-$14.90/hour. For
exam and application information call
1-800-999-9838. ext, ME 112. 8:00
a.m. - 8:00 p.m .• 7 days. Refundable
fee .

Student Rat_

Coaching on Vole.
Technique & Production

Voice & Piano Lessons

offices/rent
Small office in Union Station building
to sublet to psychotherapists Wednesday. Thursday. Friday. Waiting
room. microwave and free parking.
$180.00 per month , Call Millie 6884152.
Studio to share in Old Port. $125 per
month includes sharing local phone
line. Hardwood floors. great views
and refrigerator a plus. 200 sq. feet.
Available immediately. Call 7612969.

THERAPISTS
AND
BODYWORKERS: Lovely therapy
room available for individual and
group work in prime Portland location. Also available. fully set uP. attractive treatment room . Interoffice
referrals possible. Daily or hourly
rates. Please call Jeremy at n55020. Acupuncture Health Care.
Therapists wanted to form referral
group. and share sunny. attractive.
and fully furnished office space in
Woodfords comer. Portland. $7 per
hour. Add hours as needed. Dr.
Robinson n3-5573.

Beginners. Intermediates
Broadway
CI .... icaI

....... 0(.....

Opera

_
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wanted
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for
some used office furnibJre - 2 metal
desks and a few desk lamps, If you
have these , call Robyn at 775~1.
Family of 3 wishes to become family
of 4. if you can help us adopt a baby
please call lilly & John collect at
802-235-2312.
Male Personal Care Assistant available to elderly. disabled. etc, Will
provide companion. care. cooking.
transportation. shopping. cleaning.
etc. Reasonable rates, Excellent
references. n3-8024.

Responding to a
CBW Box #?
D
c..oo
Bay Weekly
551ACong~st.
PortLond, ME.0410l
CBWBmrXXX

Do It
LI k e
Thl I

s.

College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.
Going on vacation? What about the
pets? the house? I will care for both!
Deb at 797-5650.

studio/rent

business opps
Don't be fooled by scams. I will help
you make money. Anyone can do it!
Send $1.00 (p&h) for instruction
package and decide for yourself.
MONEY HELP. P.O. Box 6486. Dept
C1. Portland. ME 04102.
Marketing. I am looking for a special
person who wants big rewards in
both financial and management
growth and who is willing to accept a
challenge. Call 871-9030.

Income Tax Prepared at Reasonable
Rates. Prompt personal service.
Quick refund with electronic filing.
Many returns completed in one visil.
For estimate or appointment. call
John Hudson 772-1199. 7 am-l0 pm.
7 days a week.
Oddly Altemative. a Junior Achievement company. provides services to
the community. We will do anything
you would like us to do from shoveling. cleaning. basements. windows.
your car. etc. Anything to make your
life easierl Call days at 781-5013.
evenings at 774-9759.
PROFESSIONAL BOOKBINDER Can make your poetry. creative writing. receipes. or special ideas into
fine quality hardcovered books. Unique ideas available for gifts that will
last a life time. and more. Perfect for
school projects or fund rasiers.
Downtown Portland Studio. BookArt
Bindery. 871-1686.
TAX PREPARATION: Excellent rates
prompt and reliable service. also
word processing available: general.
medical and legal. Call anytime n26620 for appointment or estimate
ask for Caroline. evenings and
weekends available.
Tax Service for individuals and small
businesses. Call Abacus Accounting
- Portland 799-4316. Bangor 9903531.

Party lines
Each of the lines below
connects three or more famous
parties whose last names are
identical. Fill in the blanks.
Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
There is a $20 gift certificate
from Alberta's for the first

prize winner. The second prize
winner receives free admission
for two to Broken Men on Feb.
22 at Raoul's Roadside
Attraction. Drawings are done
at random. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span.
Only one entry is allowed per
person per week.
All entries for this week's

Paul

Tom

puzzle must be received by
Wed., Feb 13. The solution to
this week's puzzle will appear
in the Feb. 21 issue of Casco
Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:
Real Puzzle #57
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
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DAVID A. LOURIE, ESQ.
General Civil Practice
concentrating in municipal, zoning
and subdivision law

c

7 Dana St., Portland

t1)

QI

7721515

stuff for sale
1979 Datsun 210 wagon. 5 speed.
overall good condition. always starts.
tape deck. 1m radio. $375 firm. 4
nearly new 185/7Osr14 tiger paw
tires, $25 each. 50 onth battery
$20.00 and a queen size bed from
$15.00, Call 879-0922.
Ft Lauderdale from Boston. Leaves
Logan 2116, rebJms 2124. $300 or
best offer. Call 833~ .
MIDI STUDIO. COMPLETE: all new
wquipment still under warranty. Ensoniq SOR (including extra soUnds).
Roland U22O. 0110 Synthesizers.
Yamaha Kx88 Keyboard Controller.
286 Computer with cakewalk 4,0
Sequencer. Yamaha QX7 Sequencer. Tascam M..o6 mixer. $4200 or
best oHer. Call n2-7581. daytime
ask lor Mark,
OUTRAGEOUS
environmentallyfriendly bumper stickers. Environmental.
political
and
spiritual
slogans. Send SASE to Wordly
Wise. P.O, Box 9715-221. Porltand.
Maine 04104.
TOSHIBA Copy MAchine. works like
new. $550 or best offer. 863-3857.
Wedding Special. Save $$$ from my
mistake. Gown, size 8-10. $550. 1/5
K ring/band. size 4. $250. Queen
Klngcoil mailboX/frame. $350. Happy
couple takes all. $950. Sandy 8392824.

WE MAKE NEWS MATTER

$ $ $50.00 REWARD $ $
WANTED:

31

People who are or have been with companies such as NUSKIN, AMWAY, NSA, Etc.

If you can refer people to me that will Join a powerful new natwork
marketing company as a trainer, I will pay you a $50.00 finder's fee

This Is A Fast Growing, Higb Paying Company
That Needs More People Now!

For Health &Wealth, Call Lifenergy 797·6550
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Solution to Real Puzzle #55
The colors used for dry-cleaning symbols are the same as those for traffic signals: green for GO, red
for STOP and amber for CAlJfION. Of course most people speed up at yellow lights, which
probably accounts for all those shrunken garments.
The "60" in the washbasin referred to degrees in centigrade for Celsius (140 degrees F.), which
meant the other bucket had to be 104 degrees F. The "CL" in the triangle was for chlorine bleach
(hypochlOrite), and the "P" was for perchlorethylene or petroleum solvents (not trichlorethylene) .
7) Drip dry
4) Tumble dry at high setting
5) Wash at 140 degrees F.
2) Do not dry-clean
6) Dry on flat surface
12) Hot iron
10) Tumble dry at low setting
1) Bleach with hypochlorite, if necessary
8) Wash at 104 degrees F.
3) Cool iron
9) Use any solvent except trichlorethylene
11) Hang to dry
This week, Ruby E. Welch of Cumberland
Center will dine at Alberta's. Theresa Talbot
of Portland will see John Pousette-Dart at
Raoul's on Feb. 7.

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently
published by Harper and Row.)

wheels
19n Volvo 244DL. 4-0. 4 SPD. runs
great. good sticker. $1350.00 or best
offer. 883-3857.
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED 84 VW...
$50. 87 Mercedes ... $200. 85 Mercedes ... $100. 65 Mustang ... $50.
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE 24 hour Recording Reveals
Details 801-379-2929 Ext. MJ115C
U.S. HOTLINE copyright.

bulletin board
DRUGLORD TRUCKSL .. $I00. 84
Bronco ...$5O. 89 Blazer... $150. 75
Jeep CJ ... $50. Seized Vans. 4x4·s.
Baats. Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details 801-379-2930 Ext
MK115C U.S. HOTLINE copyright.
FREE! FREE! FREEl Junk car
removal. Any condition. car carriers
available. Call 774"()268.
Honda Civic 1983. Runs well. $500,
767-3524.

Artists intersted in designing/creating
one-of-a-kind clothing for fashion
show - Please call Mimi Dunn at
871-7063.
CARIBBEAN ONLY 189! Why freeze
here when for only $189 you can be
stretched out in the sun of the Caribbean or Mexican coast for a week?
Call 212-864-2000.

FTDFLOWER
BASKET
BOUQUET

LOVE NOTE
BOUQUET

A charming bouquet of assorted
red and white valentine flowers.
Creatively arranged in a white
bamboo basket with brightly
painted red hearts
decoratively displayed around
the outside. A valentine greeting that will surely please.
Send this bouquet anywhere in
the country.

Straight from the heart. A fun
bouquet of assorted fresh valentine flowers. Designed in a
delightful ceramic bowl with a
heart motif. To complete this
bouquet a note pad and pencil
are added for that extra touch!

25.00 / 27.50 / 30.00

25.00 / 27.50 / 30.00

ORDER EARLY FOR
VALENTINES
WEEK!
HEART OF GOLD

A perfect mix oftraditional
valentine flowers designed
especially for your valentine in a
ceramic mug featuring a heart
motif.

A lovely profusion of color and
garden fragrances designed in a
gold glass vase. Nestled among
these beautiful flowers is a
sampler of gourmet truffles
handsomely boxed in gold. A
wonderful gift for your valentine.

17.50/20.00 /22.50

40.00/ 45.00 / 50.00

LOVE MUG

Roses Are Red ...
Violets Are Blue ...
It's TiDle to Say...

ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED ON
PHONE ORDERS!

I Love You
VALENTINO ROSE
The romantic beauty of a single
perfect long-stem rose in a
classic glass bud vase is adorned
with natural moss, galix leaves
and bear grass.

14.95
Add 6.00 for each additional
r ose.

GOURMET CANDY
BOUQUET
A return to romance. We've combined an 8 oz. box of J. Persley's
gourmet chocolates with a
breath-taking floral bouquet.
Designed with the greatest of
care in a cla ssic glass bowl.
Candy and flowers , what better
~"~~G>~~ way to express your love on
Valentines.

40.00 / 45.00 / 50.00

FTD HEARTS AND
FLOWERS
BOUQUET
Here's a heart in the right place.
A traditional valentine bouquet
of pink and purple flowers . A
beautiful porcelain heart shape
I planter witha floral motif is a
special gift for your valenti ne.
this bouquet anywhere in
the country.

HUGS AND KISSES
A cuddly plush teddy bear
snuggles a traditional valentine
bud vase filled with red carnations and baby's breath. Attractively bowed and sent with love
to your valentine

17.50

32.50/37.50 / 40.00

BARTON'S

117 Brown Street

584 Congress Street
PORTLAND
774-5946

"-..01_

WESTBROOK
854-2518

